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FOREWORDtoday, the Russian-serbian strategic partnership is on the rise, with a trust-based high-level political dialogue performing an essential role. Friendlyrelations between our countries are rooted in the spiritual and civilizationalkinship between our peoples, as well as in our centuries-long shared history,including the heroic struggle during World War ii that led to our commonVictory over nazism. Cherishing these precious traditions, moscow andbelgrade are genuinely committed to fostering close bilateral cooperation inthe political, economic, security, humanitarian and cultural areas, to the benefitof both nations and in the interests of strengthening peace and stability in thebalkans and beyond. it is gratifying to note that academic communities in Russia and serbiarecognize the significance of their analytical engagement for furthercomprehensive development of fruitful inter-state collaboration. Welcoming this new publication of the belgrade institute of internationalpolitics and economics, i hope that it will not only facilitate a constructive andinsightful discussion between the researchers in Russia and serbia, but alsokindle lively scholarly interest worldwide and, therefore, pave the way for adeeper exploration of the matters concerned.i would like to extend sincere appreciation to everyone who invested theirefforts in the project and wish them every success in their future creativeendeavors. ambassador of the Russian Federationto the Republic of serbiaalexander botsan-Kharchenko
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INTRODUCTIONRelations between Russia and serbia viewed through the prism of thesize of the territory and the economic, political, and military power, do notprovide adequate insight into the depth of the connection between the twocountries and peoples. Russia, as the largest country in the world, the largestexporter of gas, the second-largest exporter and the third-largest oilproducer, historically a great power and nuclear superpower, plays a moresignificant role in the modern world compared to relatively small serbia. thehistorical influence that Russia had in the balkans and the allied relationshipwith serbia left a deep mark on the modern relations between the twocountries, but also on Russian foreign policy, in which the “balkan vector”currently represents a significant segment.the processes of developing multipolarity in international relations takeplace in the economic and political spheres, while in the military field,multipolarity has never ceased to exist. in these processes, Russia has aleading role as a state whose foreign policy matrix includes the strengtheningof international law, the abolition of arbitrariness, and the creation ofalternative security and economic arrangements at the planetary level.Russia’s power has undoubtedly grown and spilled over beyond thesphere of the former territory of the soviet union, which is best evidencedby the activities in syria. serbia, as a declaratively neutral state and one ofthe few european countries outside nato, burdened by the problem posedby the self-proclaimed independence of one part of its territory, representsan arena of conflict of different worldviews in modern internationalrelations. the key challenges relate to the relatively frequently askedquestions of nato and the european union enlargement, views on Kosovo’sself-proclaimed independence, but also some new ones such as Chineseinfluence in the balkans, 5G technology, sanctioning Russia for incorporatingCrimea, and many others.the above-stated reasons indicate the need for a more profound analysisof Russian-serbian relations, Russia’s influence in the balkans, eurasian
11



integration, and geopolitical tendencies viewed from different angles.primarily from the perspective of a great power that projects its strength ona global level, and then from the perception of serbia, a small europeancountry that has no global pretensions, but its primary goals are thepreservation of sovereignty, territorial integrity, and economic prosperity.the collection of papers “Russia and serbia in Contemporary World:bilateral relations, challenges and opportunities”, which was created as yetanother indicator in a series of fruitful cooperation between the institute ofinternational politics and economics and the embassy of the RussianFederation in serbia, is an expression of the need for deeper research. it isdivided into three chapters in which the authors analyse different parts ofthe mosaic.the first and most extensive chapter deals with bilateral and multilateralframeworks of cooperation. Russian and serbian foreign ministers, sergeilavrov and ivica dacic open a discussion on one of the most significantregional issues, but also the axis of cooperation in finding a solution to theproblem of Kosovo and metohija. miroslav mladenovic and elenaponomareva analyse the balkan vector of Russian foreign policy in thecontext of serbia. natasa stanojevic discusses the potentials of serbianexports to Russia and the impact on the course of eurasian economicintegration. asya pentegova analyses political, economic, and culturalcooperation between belarus and the Western balkans from the angle ofrelations with serbia. in her work, yulia bulannikova deals with the impactof the problems of Kosovo and metohija on serbian-albanian relations ingeneral. petar stanojevic and Zoran Jeftic address an important topic ofcooperation between Russia and serbia in the oil and gas sector. the paperof dragan petrovic, who has been researching the relations between Russiaand serbia since the time of the so-called “eastern Question” to this day, isthe last in the chapter.the second chapter entitled “images and perceptions”, analyses thenonmaterial elements of the Russian-serbian relations and the strength ofintangible factors in the balkans. the chapter begins with the paper ofevgeny pashentsev, who researches the Russian information presence in thebalkans. in his paper, ivan surma explains the expansion of that presence,while aleksandar mitic analyses the image of Russia in the serbian media.at the end of the chapter, milos petrovic gives a comprehensive analysis ofthe permanence and transience of political concepts and predicts the futureabandonment of the “Western balkans” construct.
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the third, and last chapter in the collection, deals with eurasia from theaspect of geopolitics and security science. milomir stepic writes about thenew challenges for serbia brought by the new eurasian integrationprocesses, in which there are significant differences in the approach of Russiaand China. andrey malov analyses the growing trend of conflict relations ineurope and the necessity of a productive dialogue between the West andRussia. olga shishkina tries to prove the hypothesis of growing competitionbetween the european union and China, on the one hand, and Russia andthe eu, on the other, by showing that the conflict between China and Russiacan be avoided in Central, eastern and southeastern europe. through theprism of geopolitics, dusan prorokovic tries to answer the question ofwhether the united states can regain the position of global leader it hadbefore 2008, for which control of eurasia is crucial. Finally, ana Jović-lazicconsiders the potential for overcoming the crisis in the relationship betweenRussia and the european union.the authors, in addition to explaining various phenomena of the broadtopic of Russian-serbian relations and Russia’s influence in the balkans andglobally, try to predict future tendencies of still active processes. differentintegration processes in eurasia, undefined and unpredictable relationsbetween the eu and Russia, Russia and China, as well as the network of thevarious influences of the great powers in the balkans, make scientific analysisa very demanding undertaking. by exploring historical, economic, political,military, and social factors, the authors have been able to contribute to amore profound understanding of these complicated relations. hence, for thescientific and professional public, as well as for all other readers, thecollection of papers represents extremely useful material for gaining anobjective illustration of Russian-serbian relations, Russia’s foreign policy inthe balkans, and the comprehensive understanding of global geopoliticaltrends in which Russia has a significant role. prof. dr. branislav djordjevicdirector of the institute of international politics and economics
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THE KOSOVO KNOT: 
IS A FAIR SOLUTION POSSIBLE?1

public discussions about possible outcomes of the Kosovo knot havebecome noticeably livelier recently. the united states and the eu are strivingto make themselves an indispensable part of the settlement and arecompeting for the leading role in this process. in addition, as it happenedbefore, they often disregard the opinions of other stakeholders, which factcalls into question the very possibility of finding a fair solution. looking backinto the recent past and analysing the regrettable consequences of externalinterference in the region’s affairs is something that must be done if we wantto avoid making more mistakes. We also believe it is important to provide ageneral assessment of the current state of affairs and to outline ourfundamental approaches to the Kosovo settlement.the unresolved Kosovo problem has for over 20 years been an obstacleto a full-fledged stabilisation in the Western balkan region and given rise tomore outbursts of tension. the time bomb was laid at a time when theWestern allies that bombed yugoslavia in 1999 set the goal of ensuring theregion’s independence in circumvention of international law. it was doneunder a cynical front of “multivariance,” meaning it would be done either

15

1 article co-authored by Foreign minister sergey lavrov and First deputy primeminister and Foreign minister of the Republic of serbia ivica dacic published inRossiyskaya Gazeta and serbian Kurir on June 18, 2020/https://www.mid.ru/en/diverse/-/asset_publisher/zwi2FudbhJx9/content/sovmestnaa-stat-a-ministra-inostrannyh-del-rossijskoj-federacii-s-v-lavrova-i-pervogo-zamestitela-predsedatela-pravitel-stva-ministra-inostrannyh-del-?_101_instanCe_zwi2FudbhJx9_redirect=https%253a%252F%252Fwww.mid.ru%252Fen%252Fdiverse%253Fp_p_id%253d101_instanCe_zwi2FudbhJx9%2526p_p_lifecycle%253d0%2526p_p_state%253dnormal%2526p_p_mode%253dview%2526p_p_col_id%253dcolumn-1%2526p_p_col_pos%253d2%2526p_p_col_count%253d6
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with or without belgrade’s consent. in other words, serbia’s opinion wasignored from day one. such a flawed approach in flagrant violation of unsCR1244 is aimed solely at satisfying the Kosovars’ separatist aspirations.in 2008, when “independence” was announced in pristina by way ofaccomplished fact, persistent attempts were made to talk moscow andbelgrade into believing that the negotiating potential had been exhausted.Russia’s and serbia’s calls, including at the highest level, to continue the talksand stick to the international law and unsCR 1244 were ignored. a coupleof years later, the developments had the parties   resume the dialogue. brusselsacted as a mediator, and the un General assembly approved it by Resolution64/298 in 2010.since then, the international community could see on many occasionsthat the only way to find a viable settlement was to do so while observingunsCR 1244 with a balanced and genuine consideration of the stakeholders’interests.the concept of Kosovo’s self-proclaimed “sovereignty” fell through. it isnot supported either in the balkans, or in europe, or other parts of the worldfor that matter. about half of the un member states do not recognise Kosovo’s“statehood” and the number of such countries is growing. more and morecapitals are realising the danger (including for themselves) of the precedentcreated by Kosovo involving external military interference in the affairs of anindependent state under far-fetched pretexts.the failure of Kosovo’s independence can be clearly seen from thesituation in that region.Kosovo is in the grips of political chaos. local parties are mired in a bitterfight for power, scheming, mutual accusations and clan feuds amid economicdownfall and rampant crime. under these circumstances, the “state building”which the local leaders and their external sponsors love to talk about turnedinto a sham.the wide presence in Kosovo of criminal elements associated withterrorist groups in the middle east, primarily syria, as well as with criminalgangs in the balkans and other parts of europe, means that the region withits rich historical and cultural heritage is becoming a den of thieves andcriminals of all stripes.should this be any surprise with former Kosovo liberation armyringleaders holed up as pristina’s ruling elite? to investigate the atrocities,including murders and abductions for the purpose of illicit trafficking ofhuman organs committed by some of them, a special court was created at the
16



eu initiative following a report by paCe member dick marty. We are stillwaiting for this judicial body to go live and bring charges against the criminals.international presence should be beneficial for normalising the situation.unfortunately, this is not happening. For years, the Kosovo Force has beenpassive in ensuring serbs’ security, which is their main mission. one of theconsequences of this inactivity is the aggravation of the situation withpreserving the relics of the serbian orthodox Church located in this region.energetic and targeted efforts of unesCo, the osCe and the Council ofeurope are needed to guarantee their safety.the effectiveness of the united nations interim administration missionin Kosovo (unmiK), whose mandate is defined by unsCR 1244, also leavesmuch to be desired. it is difficult to expect anything different when pristinashamelessly disregards this security Council resolution. the West, however,has turned a blind eye to the Kosovars’ brazen behaviour and downplays theincidents of intimidation of un personnel.the fact that Camp bondsteel was usurped is causing our concern. it wascreated as a peacekeeping base but turned into an off-limits training site forthe Kosovo “armed forces”, which causes our deep concern. in fact, it’s anattempt to whitewash the Kosovo liberation army, which started the war inthe late 1990s that led to the region breaking away from serbia.the question about the nato countries’ liability for using munitions withdepleted uranium during the 1999 bombing in serbia, especially Kosovo,remains open. the local population continues to suffer en masse from theradioactive contamination, and international peacekeepers have also felt itsdebilitating effect. a recent court ruling in France has confirmed that thenato aggression left a deadly and lasting mark on serbia.irresponsible politicians with their Great albania rhetoric regularly addfuel to the flames of this smoldering conflict. their Western colleagues arein no hurry to censure the activists who are broadcasting the ideas of Greatalbania from pristina and tirana. meanwhile, the destructive potential of thisideology is capable of burying the system of regional stability that tookdecades to build.over the past few months, the eu and the united states have beenvigorously campaigning for resuming a dialogue between belgrade andpristina. of course, we are supportive of the political methods of settlement,but we believe that the talks should be based on the principle of bona fideimplementation of previous agreements. the key principle is creating a full-fledged Community of Kosovo serbian municipalities (CKsm) endowed with
17



the appropriate authority. the eu’s direct responsibility as an intermediaryin the negotiating process is to have the Kosovo authorities fulfill theirobligations. so far, no progress has been made in creating the CKsm.prior to the new phase in the dialogue, it was necessary to revoke theanti-serb discriminatory measures introduced by the pristina authorities inrecent years. as a mediator, the eu must ensure that the Kosovars will notresume this vicious practice.let’s hope that the eu high Representative for Foreign affairs andsecurity policy Josep borrell and the eu special Representative for thebelgrade-pristina dialogue miroslav lajcak will act as honest brokers.at the same time, we note that serbia’s admission to the eu is still usedby some as a lever to exert pressure on belgrade in matters of recognisingKosovo’s “independence.” it turns out that to become an eu member, theapplicant state must give away a chunk of its territory. those behind thisabsurd demand see a certain threat in the possible adjustment of the Kosovoadministrative line. such a concern seems all the more hypocritical if youthink about who and how dismembered yugoslavia.Regardless, Russia and serbia continue to believe that it is necessary tocomply with unsCR 1244. the search for a compromise during the negotiatingprocess is the exclusive prerogative of belgrade and pristina. they mustarticulate and adopt the final decision to be approved by the un securityCouncil. moscow will agree only with a settlement that belgrade will accept.With regard to external assistance to the talks, it should be impartial inmonitoring compliance with the international legal framework for dialoguewithout imposing ready-made solutions.moscow and belgrade are strategic partners. our aim is to deepenmutually beneficial cooperation in a wide range of areas. this approach willnot be affected by serbia’s plan to negotiate accession to the eu. serbia willcontinue to promote its ties with Russia and the eaeu.We will continue to work closely to achieve settlement in Kosovo basedon respect for un security Council Resolution 1244.
Sergej Lavrov and Ivica Dačić
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BALKAN VECTOR OF RUSSIAN 
FOREIGN (PUBLIC) POLICY: 
THE EXAMPLE OF SERBIA1

Miroslav Mladenović
Elena Georgievna Ponomareva2

Abstract: Neither in the current nor the previous concepts of the foreign policyof the Russian Federation, there are no specific provisions related to thecountries of the Balkans, including Serbia. In terms of regional priorities, the focus is on the CIS and Eurasian integration;India and the People’s Republic of China particularly stand out.Judging by official documents and concepts, Russia has no special interest inthe countries of the Balkan region. Although this statement is obvious, theconclusion that the area of   the Balkans, including Serbia, is out of the real focusof the foreign policy of the Russian Federation would certainly be incorrect.In addition to the official, there is also an unofficial component of the politicalactivity of each country, and in addition to state, there is also an extensivesystem of non-state, i.e., public policy and diplomacy. There is a reminder hereof De Gaulle’s famous remark that “Politics is too serious a matter to be left topoliticians”.Public diplomacy, however, should not be understood as a self-containedsphere of activity independent of the state. Every authority wants to create a
1 A broader version of the role of Russian “soft power” in the Balkans: ЕленаПономарева, Мирослав Младенович, Публичная дипломатия России: балканскоенаправление, Международная жизнь апрель 2016, Москва, ISSN 0130-9625, стр.151-166;2 Dr. Miroslav Mladenović, full-time professor at the Faculty of Security Studies of theUniversity of Belgrade, e-mail: m.mladenovic@fb.bg.ac.rs Dr. Elena Georgievna Ponomareva, full-time professor of the MGIMO University of theRussian Federation, e-mail: nastya304@mail.ru
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favourable image for itself, which facilitates solving many economic andgeopolitical tasks. In this sense, Russia is no exception. A more seriousapproach to the problem of public diplomacy by the Russian state has beenevident since the third presidential term of V. Putin, that is, from the seconddecade of the 21st century. In this paper, the focus will be on the less visiblelevers of Russian foreign policy towards the Balkan region, and above all inrelation to Serbia.
Keywords: Serbia, Russia, public diplomacy, soft power, foreign policy.

Public diplomacyIn the conditions of global (political, economic, information and other)transformations, public diplomacy, as one of the most efficient foreign policypractices, has an increasingly important place. Under the impressivedevelopment of technical and information sciences and policies, bothexternal and internal policy inevitably becomes more transparent andincreasingly accessible to non-state and non-traditional actors.“Four centuries ago, Niccolo Machiavelli advised the rulers in Italy thatit was more important they were feared rather than loved. But in today’sworld, it is best if you can do both. Winning hearts and minds has alwaysbeen important, but it is of particular importance in the global informationage. Information is power, and modern information technology spreadsinformation much wider than ever before in history. However, politicalleaders have taken very little time to understand how the nature of powerhas changed, and have paid particularly little attention to ways ofincorporating soft aspects into their strategies for gaining power“.3In order for these observations of Joseph Nye to be realized, it isnecessary to include network and information components in the systemof foreign policy. The main elements of that complex are not only politiciansand other state subjects but also the media, non-governmentalorganizations, scientific and educational institutions, bearers of culture andsports, and users of social networks. Paraphrasing the words of Charles deGaulle, we can say: “Politics is too serious a matter to be left to politicians”.
3 Joseph Nye, Soft Powe r, Publi c Af f ai rs, New York, 2004, p. 1.
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However, it would be wrong to understand public diplomacy as acompletely independent sphere of activity, separate from the state. Everycountry is very interested in creating a favourable image of itself. It is aprecondition for solving the main political, economic, and other tasks andthe realization of state interests.In this sense, Russia is no exception. The decree of the President of Russiaof May 7, 2012, “On measures for the implementation of the foreign policycourse of the Russian Federation”, especially emphasizes the interest of thestate in improving the efficiency of foreign policy in the new conditions.4The document points to the need for the state to “use the resource ofpublic diplomacy more efficiently, involve civil society in the foreign policyprocess, strengthen interaction with the Chamber of Commerce of theRussian Federation, the non-profit organization “Fund for Support of PublicDiplomacy AM Gorchakov” and other non-governmental organizations, andto cooperate with them during their wide participation in the activities ofworld forums of expert-political dialogue and international humanitariancooperation”.Although especially, in the beginning, public diplomacy was understoodnot only, and not so much, as a state but as a public phenomenon, it was andhas remained, an important implementer of the national interests of acertain country. Therefore, the deeper meaning of public diplomacy is thecreation of a special synergy of government and social initiatives.The main difference in the essential meaning of classical and publicdiplomacy, therefore, is not their goal. It is common for both of theseactivities. The difference is in the subject who realizes those goals. In publicdiplomacy, the state is not the main bearer of activities, but “the impetuouspart of society, including every citizen who is not indifferent to what andhow is happening in Russia and abroad”.5
4 Указ Президента РФ от 7 мая 2012 г. «О мерах по реализациивнешнеполитического курса Российской Федерации» // URL: http://www.kremlin.ru/events/president/news/15256, (seen  04.09.2020)5 Фонд поддержки публичной дипломатии им. А.М.Горчакова // URL:http://gorchakovfund.ru/about/,(seen 06.09.2020)
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“Soft power” as an element of public diplomacyIt is interesting to note that in the United States, the term “soft power”was coined in academia and then purposefully introduced into the politicaltraffic at a high level.In contrast, in Russia, the path of “enthronement of soft power” was theopposite. The idea of the need and possibility of applying the instrumentsof “soft power” came from political leaders, and then it was accepted bymembers of the academic community.Perhaps this difference and the fact that the theory and practice overlapmuch more directly in the West than in the East is also essential to therealization of accepted ideas.As it is known, the custom of transition from science to politics, frompolitics to intelligence institutions, from intelligence bureaus to science, etc.– is widely present in the West. The goal of such actions is – the widestpossible placement and realization of the interests of a certain elite group.In particular, Dr. Nye’s theoretical achievements have a clear practicalsignificance, i.e., they are aimed at securing and spreading, as much aspossible, of the dominant influence of the West, primarily the United States,on all major processes in the world.In the Bill Clinton Administration, Nye was the Assistant Secretary ofDefence for International Security Affairs in the Pentagon; in the period1993-1994, he was the Head of the National Intelligence Council of theUnited States. In addition, he was a member of the Executive Committee ofthe Three Member Committee, which meets periodically in the Council onForeign Relations. Moreover, Professor Nye managed the EastWest Institutefor Security Research and the International Institute for Strategic Research.After Obama had become the head of state, he was involved in the work ofthe Center for the New American Security and the Project for the Reform ofthe National Security of the USA.6As for Russia’s “soft power”, before it entered into the fundamental stateforeign policy documents, it was promoted in the speeches of therepresentatives of the Russian government.
6 See more in: Мирослав Младеновић, Јелена Пономарева, Теорија и пракса

‘’шарених револуција’’, Социолошки преглед, Београд, RS ISSN 0085-6320, UDK316, 2012, вол. 46, бр. 4, стр. 513–533;  
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On the eve of the Moscow Conference of Compatriots Living Abroad, theMinister of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, Sergei Lavrov, gave aninterview to the Rossiyskaya Gazeta newspaper. In that interview, amongother things, he pointed out that: “In modern conditions, the so-called softpower is gaining in importance. It is the ability to influence the surroundingworld with the help of its own civilizational, humanitarian-cultural, foreignpolicy, and other attractions. It seems that the spectrum of our diverse tieswith compatriots should be built with respect for these factors”.7A slightly more detailed elaboration of the term “soft power” appearedon the pages of the newspaper Moscow News from February 27, 2012, inarticle V. Putin, entitled “Russia and the changing world.” Along with thethesis on the effectiveness of “soft power” in the foreign policy of theglobalization era, the author also warned of the dark side of this concept.In this regard, V. Putin writes: “The concept of “soft power” isincreasingly being used – a set of instruments and methods for achievingforeign policy goals without the use of weapons, but with the help ofinformation and other levers of action. Unfortunately, these methods areoften employed to develop and provoke extremism, separatism, nationalism,manipulation of public opinion, and direct interference in the domesticpolitics of sovereign states.It is necessary to clearly separate what is freedom of speech and regularpolitical activity, and where illegal instruments of “soft power” are used. Thecivilized work of humanitarian and charitable non-governmentalorganizations, including those that criticize the current government, is tobe welcomed. However, the activities of “pseudo-NGOs” and other structuresthat, with the external support destabilize the situation in certain countriesmust not be allowed”.8After these initiatives of the highest representatives of the government,important documents regulating the use of “soft power” institutions wereadopted.
7 Сергей Лавров, интервью “РГ”.30.10.2008 [Электронный ресурс] // Российскаягазета. http://rg.ru/2008/10/30/lavrov.html (seen: 09.09.2020). 8 Путин В. Россия и меняющийся мир [Электронный ресурс] // Московскиеновости. Режим доступа – http://www.mn.ru/politics/78738 (seen: 09.09.2020)
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The importance and role of public diplomacy in the promotion ofRussian interests and the position of the state are described in detail in theConcept of Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation from 2013 andadditionally emphasized in the new version of the Concept from 2016. Withthis document, “soft power” is defined as an indispensable part of moderninternational politics, and its official definition was introduced.Specifically, the document states that “within public diplomacy, Russiawill strive to ensure an objective perception of itself in the world, developits own effective means of informational influence on public opinion abroad,ensure the strengthening of the position of the Russian media in the globalinformation space, providing them with necessary state support, and it willactively participate in international cooperation in the information sphereand take the necessary measures to prevent information activities aimed atviolating its sovereignty and security”.9According to the new Concept, “soft power” is “a complex instrumentfor solving foreign policy tasks, based on the possibilities of civil society,information-communication, humanitarian and other methods andtechniques, as an alternative to classical diplomacy”.In the same document, the possible negative sides of the use of “softpower” mechanisms were highlighted: “... strengthening global competitionand accumulation of crisis potential leads to the risk of destructive andillegal use of “soft power” and abuse of the concept of human rights due topolitical pressure on sovereign states, interference in their internal affairs,destabilization of the situation, manipulation of public opinion andawareness, including the financing of humanitarian projects, and projectsrelated to the protection of human rights abroad”. The second part of Article20 of the Concept essentially coincides with the theses from the mentionedPutin’s pre-election article “Russia and the changing world”. In that paper,he called for a clear distinction between the civilized work of humanitarianand charitable non-governmental organizations and the illegal instrumentsof “soft power” acting through “pseudo-NGOs”, supported from abroad todestabilize the situation in certain countries. The Concept also envisages
9 Концепция внешней политики Российской Федерации, утвержденнаяПрезидентом В. В. Путиным 12 февраля 2013 г. // URL: http://www.mid.ru/bdomp/ns-osndoc.nsf/info/c32577ca0017434944257b160051bf7f, (seen 04.09.2020)



improvement of the system of application of “soft power” and sets the tasksfor finding optimal forms of activity in that area.Special attention is devoted to “soft power” instruments, which must beactively used in foreign policy. In a special section, entitled: “Informationsupport of foreign policy activity”, the importance of using the means ofpublic diplomacy and information and communication technologies  isemphasized. According to the text of this document, these tools should, firstof all, contribute to the creation of a positive image of Russia, whichcorresponds to the authority of its culture, education, science, sports, levelof civil society development, as well as participation in assistance programsfor developing countries (Article 39), and second, to provide the widerworld public with complete and accurate information on the country’sattitudes towards major international issues, foreign policy initiatives andactions of the Russian Federation, on the processes and plans of its internalsocio-economic development and achievements of Russian culture andscience (Article 40).Formally, the main actors in public diplomacy do not belong to the so-called “foreign policy triad”: the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Army andthe special services, and are not directly  connected with the state as apolitical institution. In other words, most subjects of public diplomacy arenot in the public service, although professional diplomats can be involvedin the process of promoting the country’s humanitarian initiatives. On thecontrary, it is very important that diplomatic missions abroad be includedin the social life of the receiving country and contribute to the developmentof cultural ties.In addition to the cultural attaché who directly deals with these typesof cooperation, other diplomats, including the ambassador, can attendscientific symposia and conferences and actively cooperate with mediahouses and social networks. However, this is just the tip of a huge icebergcalled “public diplomacy”. Its strength is determined by the quantity andquality of overall humanitarian contacts in all spheres of social life.As already mentioned, the new Concept, in fact, retains all importantprovisions related to the necessity of using the “soft power” instrumentsas part of the basic tasks undertaken to ensure national interests and therealization of strategic national priorities of the Russian Federation. Amongthe most important activities through which the set tasks should berealized are:
27
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- comprehensive effective protection of the rights and legitimate interestsof Russian citizens and compatriots living abroad on various grounds;- strengthening the role of Russia in the global humanitarian space,spreading and strengthening the position of the Russian language in theworld, popularization of the values of national culture, national historicalheritage and cultural identity of the Russian people, the Russianeducational system and science and consolidation of the Russian diaspora;- strengthening the position of the Russian media and mass communicationin the global information space and bringing the Russian point of view oninternational processes to the broadest circles of world society;- support for the development of constructive dialogue and partnershipin the interest of reaching agreement and mutual enrichment of differentcultures and civilizations.The document also emphasizes that the use of the “soft power”instruments is becoming an integral part of modern international politicsin solving foreign policy tasks; above all, the possibilities of civil society,information-communication, humanitarian and other methods andtechnologies, which complement traditional diplomatic methods.10Based on all relevant documents, it can be concluded that there areseveral important actors in the sphere of “soft power”. The most noticeable,according to the results of work and presence in the internationalcommunity, is Rossotrudnichestvo. Its basic tasks are related tostrengthening international ties in the humanitarian sphere, as well asforming a positive image of Russia abroad. The main activities of thisorganization are: support and spread of the Russian language in the world,popularization of Russian science, culture and education, work withcompatriots abroad, and implementation of measures in the field ofinternational cooperation and people’s diplomacy. Representative offices ofthis organization operate in a hundred countries around the world.Similar functions are performed by several other organizations, such asthe Fund “Русский мир” (Russian World), the movement “ Мир безнацизма” (The World without Nazism), the Fund for Support and Protection
10 Концепция внешней политики Российской Федерации (2016), https://interaffairs.ru/news/show/16503, (seen 09.09.2020).
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of the Rights of Citizens Abroad, the Fund for Cooperation with the Russian-speaking Foreign Press, etc. The newer Russian expert platform in the fieldof international relations is the international discussion club “Валдај”. It isan international intellectual forum where open dialogue between experts,politicians, journalists, and other representatives of various social circles isconducted.The next important institution is the A.M. Gorchakov Fund, as a non-governmental organization dealing with the support of public diplomacy,cooperation with other non-governmental organizations in theirparticipation in international activities, as well as the involvement of civilsociety institutions in foreign policy processes.As a result of an active effort to ensure Russia’s increased presence inthe world information system, the international information channel RussiaToday was formed.The main purpose of the activity of this channel is to place the Russianposition on the key problems of the world community, as well as to informthe global public opinion about the events in Russia.The National Security Strategy of the Russian Federation until 202011specifies that in the new conditions, within the framework of internationalcooperation, Russia should apply multi-vector diplomacy, as well as apragmatic policy that will enable increased opportunities for the RussianFederation to strengthen its influence on the international scene (Article 9).To achieve this goal, Russian foreign policy should be active and, at thesame time, predictable and open, and should strive to find agreements andcommon interests with other countries based on bilateral and multilateralmutually beneficial partnerships (Article 89).If Russia really wants to become practically (not only ideologically andnormatively) the main driving factor of integration, especially in theEurasian space, it must devote far more attention to the application ofadequate “soft power” technologies. This, above all, means:
11 Стратегия национальной безопасности Российской Федерации до 2020 года[Электронный ресурс]//Совет безопасности РФ., http://www.scrf.gov.ru/documents/99.html, (seen 09.09.2020)



1. Creating a system of priority information zones. According to theConcept of Russia’s Foreign Policy, these are the CIS countries and the“near abroad”;2. Application of the so-called new tactics of presence in the informationspace. This means, among other things, that the broadcasting ofinformation should not be based only on the activities of Russian PIS(Public Information Services), but also on the engagement of partnerinformation houses on the basis of a well-designed work plan and asigned joint agreement;3. Raising the “quality” of information activities with the aim of“conquering” the audience in conditions of very fierce competition inthe information market;4. Diversification of program contents in terms of their adaptation to thedifferent (target) groups, i.e., audience segments. An illustrative examplein this regard is the programs of Western PIS aimed at extending theirown goals towards the female population in the Middle East. Theseactivities were especially fruitful in Egypt and Libya. The “liberated”woman became one of the most important subjects and participants inthe “revolutionary” events of 2011.However, as pointed out above, the use of “soft power” systems can havedifferent directions. If the goal of Western countries was to destroytraditional Islamic societies, Russia, in the process of Eurasianintegration, must use this resource in an integrative and stabilizingdirection.5. Regular application of the methodology for assessing the effectivenessof the program to monitor the size of the audience and the mostimportant and useful content in order to make appropriate correctionsand shift the focus;6. Cross (mutual) advertising of programmes that are informative andimportant for the image. For example, regional stations advertise theRussian media and vice versa. Media monitoring in the CIS countriesindicates the need for a greater Russian presence in the informationspace of the region. A special problem is the former positions have beenlargely lost, and the media market is flooded with competitors. In orderto return to the information space of the near and far abroad, it is
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necessary to ensure the media toolkit becomes a true integrationresource of Russia.12Without diminishing the importance of traditional PIS, it is necessary tokeep in mind that the largest part of the youth audience expects aninteractive role in the media. This part of society is important for all holdersof “soft power” because working with young people is considered “investingin the future”. In the example of Russia, there is another additional motivein that regard, and that is the effort not to allow a complete cessation of itsinfluence in countries that were once together. In that sense, the focus ofinformation activities must be transferred to various forms of Internetjournalism. It is especially important all these resources are used not onlyin Russian but also in the languages of the target audience. Within theprocess of building the image of the country, it is very important to usebright positive examples of athletes, actors, and artists with whom one canalways find a positive correlation with regard to life in a once common state.In the era of information technology, the use of social networks becomesthe basis for building the country’s image as well as the realization of otherpolitical and social goals. The analysis of the work of social networksenables the formation of a kind of hierarchy, both in terms of the degree ofinfluence on the audience, and in terms of technological applicability. Basedon that, the appropriate strategy and methodology of informationperformance are defined.The phenomenon of the human self-organization through interaction inthe virtual sphere has been well elaborated by the American sociologistHoward Rheingold. In ten years, Rheingold believes, all the main centreswhere people live will be equipped with numerous interconnectedmicrocircuits. This means an immediate and uninterrupted connection willbe provided between individuals and groups around the world. In this way,the formation of a “smart crowd” whose ability to communicate surpassesall previous forms of communication will occur.13
12 Елена Арляпова, Сербия и ЕАЭС: партнерство на расстоянии, Экономическиестратегии, Москва, № 5-6, 2015,стр. 2-11.13 Говард Рейнгольд, Умная толпа: новая социальная революция, (превод с енгл.А. Гарькавой), Торговый дом ГРАНД : Фаир пресс, Москва, 2006.
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In his famous book, the trilogy: “The Information Age: Economics,Society and Culture“, Manuel Castells analyses the transformation of powerrelations in the context of new communication circumstances.14 The fact isthat the Internet, the activity of social networks, and blogging havefundamentally changed the relations within the political processes andoverall social relations.The modern era, according to Castells, is characterized by the so-calledIT mode of production in which the basic source of productivity is thetechnology of generating knowledge, information processing, and symboliccommunications. Such production corresponds to globalization,decentralization, and the transition from large economic giants to a flexiblenetwork structure of enterprises. It corresponds to the social practice thatgives birth to the activity of the social network-based society. Contemporaryculture, as part of society, is becoming a “culture of real virtuality”, strictlydetermined by global interactive electronic communication systems by whichreality is completely captured and replaced by a virtual expression displayedon the screen. This imaginary and presented world assimilates all specialforms, expressions and specifics, and forms its own structure and logic. Theprimary purpose of the fight in these new conditions, according to the author,is to fight for involvement and participation in the creation of that newintegrated communication system. In this system, there are different levelsof “information government”, at the top of which, for now, is the United States.Analysing the practice in a large area and the most important countries inthe world, he, along with a very critical analysis of the period of “Yeltsin’sRussia”, does not deny the possibility of modern Russia to find its significant(adequate) place in the world of a new social reality.15After all, what we presently call “soft power“ was extremely present inthe USSR. Even the creator of the concept of “soft power“  pointed to thesignificant presence of these instruments:“The Soviet Union has also spent billions on active public diplomacyprograms that included promoting its high culture, broadcasting,
14 Manuel Castells, The Rise of the Network Society, the Information Age: Economy, Society

and Culture, Vol. I. Cambridge, MA; Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1996.15 See more in: Мирослав Младеновић, Јелена Пономарева,  «Мека моћ» Русије –
као услов успеха евроазијске интеграције, Српска политичка мисао број 1/2016год. 23. vol. 51, Београд, УДК 327::911.3(497)“19/20“, стр. 11-29;
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spreading misinformation about the West, and sponsoring anti-nuclearprotests, peacekeeping missions, and youth organizations”.16In an effort to become a significant subject of international relationsagain and analogous to real overall potentials to become an activeintegrating force in the Eurasian space, Russia must pay more attention tothe activation of “soft power” resources. It is, at the same time, a necessarycondition and the element of its integration potential, but also a significantbarrier against various disintegration actions of other countries directedagainst it. One possibility is to base the cooperation with other countriesnot only on relations with the authorities of partner countries but also withtheir civil society.
Russia’s “soft power” If we talk about the current state of “soft power” of Russia, we mustconclude it is not at an enviable level. According to numerous analyses andrankings of countries on this basis, with all the restrictions on the relativityof such actions, we can see that its position is quite low. According to therating of Softpower30, Russia ranks 26th.17 In contrast, according to the ratingof Elcano’s Global Presence Report 2017 Soft presence, the Russian Federationis in seventh place out of a total of 80.18 According to the methodology of

Monocle’s Soft Power Survey 2016/17, Russia is not on the list of 25countries.19 Undoubtedly, the difference in the method of assessmentconditioned such positions of Russia on different lists. However, in order torelativise this problem and look more realistically at the place of Russian “softpower” in the world, the table below shows the comparative position ofRussia, the United States, France, and the People’s Republic of China.
16 (Joseph Nye, Soft Power, Public Affairs, New York, 2004, p.73)17 Portland soft power 30 // http://softpower30.portland-communications.com (seen:10.09.2020)18 Elkano’s Global Presence Report 2017 // http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org (seen:10.09.2020)19 Soft Power Survey 2016/17 // https://monocle.com. (seen: 10.09.2020)
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The Table is based on the idea of: Виктор Володин, Лилия Рожкова,Ольга Сальникова, «Мягкая сила» в Мировом сообществе и внешнейполитике России, М: Право и управление. XXI век, №3(44)/2017.Also, the analysis of the very elements of Russia’s “soft power”, theircondition, and real influence indicate that there is still a lot of room for thepractical realization of latent possibilities in that area.Components of Russia’s “soft power“

Country
Portland 

Softpower 
(30 places)

Monocle`s Soft
Power Survey  

(25 places)

Elcano`s Global
Presence 

(80 places)Russian Federation 26 (not in first 25) 7USA 2 1 1France 1 5 5PR China 25 20 2

ELEMENTS OF “SOFT POWER“ ITS INFLUENCE1. Export reputation Low in most markets, although there are exceptions2. Reputation of state governing Low, and this trand continues 3. The quality of the human factor Ambivalent4. Tourism development Low5. Innovation and immigration Attractive for some CIS countries and countries of the “global south”6. Historical past Rather big7. Culture Elitist: high impact, but fragmented;Mass: non-competitive with some exceptions8. Business conditions Complex with great risks9. Popularity of media production Decreased abroad compared to the USSR
10. Language prevalence Stable, in areas of demand for the Russian language; downward trend(exceptions some neighboring countries)
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11. Attitude towards foreign policy Complex and changeable, depending on the changes in the policy itself12. Development of science Acceptance and realistic picture – contradictory13. Reputation of highlyprofessional services:- education, ————————- medicine, ————————- finance, —————————- law, ———————————
- The downward trend;- Not so high;- Not so high;- LowSource: Виктор Володин, Лилия Рожкова, Ольга Сальникова, «Мягкая сила» вМировом сообществе и внешней политике России, М: Право и управление. XXIвек, №3(44)/2017.In essence, these indicators show that Russia has not used its potentialsenough. Its possibilities to become a significant factor in the application of“soft power” in international relations are based not solely on the geoclimaticdistribution, huge natural and human resources, and intellectual potentialof citizens but also on culture, tradition, and vast historical experience.20The heroic defence in the Second World War and the decisivecontribution to the defeat of fascism and Nazism, as well as the subsequentsupport for decolonization, have strongly strengthened the prestige,reputation, and soft power of the USSR. Despite the beginning of the ColdWar and the rapid change in the image of the USSR in the Western media,the popularity of the communist leader did not decline too much becauseAmerica, and not the USSR, dropped two nuclear bombs on Japan. To theprestige of the USSR even contributed the change at the head of the CP andthe arrival of Khrushchev, who, to some extent, opened the country andstarted some kind of reforms. The culmination of the growth of the softpower of the Soviets was sending the first satellite and especially the firstman into space. In the fifties and sixties, the USSR was well ahead of Americain space programs, which, with the continuation of rapid development, was

20 See more in: Мирослав Младеновић, Јелена Пономарева, Кина-Америка-Русија– глобални троугао 21. века, Социолошки преглед, Београд, бр. 4, вол. 45, 2011,стр. 459-476.
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regarded in the world as a kind of confirmation that the USSR (orcommunism) was a technologically more advanced and “progressive” sidein the conflict.21
Russia and the BalkansBased on the most important documents regulating the classical andeven public foreign policy activities of the Russian Federation, including theuse of “soft power”, it follows that the Balkans, as well as Serbia, do notbelong to its priorities. Despite that, history confirms the Balkans was andremained a special geopolitical and geoeconomic zone for Russia, in whichthe interests of practically all major subjects of international relations stillclash today. The fact is that, despite the collapse of bipolarism, the strugglefor influence in various parts of the world is not weakening, but, on thecontrary, it is “accompanied by increased turbulence at the global andregional level”.Growing competition in the political, economic and information spheresrequires Russia to make serious efforts to maintain its influence in the regionand seek effective methods of foreign policy. This, among other things,implies the diversification of communications with different social segmentsof the Balkan countries, which is impossible without the use of publicdiplomacy instruments and the elements of “soft power”.22Certainly, all theoretical considerations and normative assumptions aboutpublic diplomacy would not make sense if there were no concrete activitiesin that domain. Within a large number of NGOs committed to improvingRussia’s image in the Balkans, the most active institutions are, however,Rossotrudnichestvo, Russian World, and the Gorchakov Fund. Even anextremely superficial analysis may show that this is insufficient to ensureserious competition with the appropriate institutions of Western provenance.

21 Миша Ђурковић, Русија и откривање меке моћи, Национални интерес, ГодинаIV, vol. 4, Број 1-3/2008. стр. 25-5422 See more in: Елена Пономарева, Балканский вектор российской энерго-дипломатии, Геополитика, Февраль 5th, 2013 | http://www.geopolitics.ru/2013/02/balkanskij-vektor-rossijskoj-energodiplomatii/(seen: 10.09.2020)
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Undoubtedly, there are possibilities for Russia to assume a more worthyposition in the world again. Whether the respective potentials will betranslated into practical solutions depends on a large number of factors,mostly on the ability of the forces that steer Russian society to coordinatejoint action on the path of revitalizing the state as one of the most influentialsubjects in the modern international community.
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EURASIAN ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 
AND THE POSSIBILITY OF INCREASING

SERBIA`S EXPORTS TO RUSSIA

Nataša Stanojević1

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to determine the effects of Serbianparticipation in the Eurasian economic integration processes on the export tothe Russian Federation. The general hypothesis is that these benefits faroutweigh the gains provided by the formal aspects of the agreement (customsrates, exemption lists, etc.). These assumptions are proven by statisticalanalysis and construction of an extended gravity model. The gravity model hasdetermined the effects of several factors on Russia’s imports. These are thesize of import markets and the distance from Russia, as common elements, butalso dummy variables related to membership in Eurasian integrations, theBRICS and the SCO. The model and coefficients were then applied to theRussian Federation’s imports from Serbia, and the results showed that Serbia’saccession to the EAEU could increase exports to Russia by almost a third. Theseexpected positive effects are not the result of amendments to the agreement,but of the additional opening of a large Russian market to partner countriesfor the sake of strengthening alliances and influence in these countries.
Keywords: Eurasian integrations, commodity trade, Serbia, Russia, gravity model.

IntroductionA trade agreement strengthening is a crucial component of thecontemporary global economy. These agreements are considered beneficial
1 Research Fellow, Institute of International Politics and Economics, Belgrade, Serbia.E-mail: natasa.stanojevic@diplomacy.bg.ac.rsThe paper presents findings of a study developed as a part of the research project“Serbia and challenges in international relations in 2020”, financed by the Ministry ofEducation, Science, and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia, andconducted by the Institute of International Politics and Economics, Belgrade.
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in many economic aspects: trade, FDI, growth, unemployment, and otherimpetus to the improvement of partner countries’ economies. The ultimateobjective of these agreements is to reduce the barriers to the circulation ofgoods, services, capital, labor, and more. The reasons for the involvement of countries in economic integrationprocesses are very different. Some see trade agreements as a basis forstrategic alliances, and hence implicitly as a form part of securityarrangements. International trade is the most preferred economic factor togrow and deepen the integration process of countries. Smaller openeconomies, such as Serbian, see trade agreements with larger partners as away of obtaining more security for their access to larger country markets(Whalley, 1998, p. 63). Despite the multidirectional foreign economic policy of Serbia, the mainfeature of its foreign trade is the constant, rapid growth of the trade deficitand a limited number of export partners. A new, particularly aggravatingcircumstance is the increasing trade protectionism that has been growingdramatically since the global financial crisis. It is vital for small openeconomies and their corporations to have access to large markets such asthe EU, China, the USA, and Russia. Potentially, any increase in export volumeand access to new markets has a great significance for the Serbian economy.Serbia has had special trade relations with Russia since the period ofthe former Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) and signed free tradeagreements in 2000. Serbia is joining the wider Eurasian integrationprocesses with the agreements with Belarus from 2009 and Kazakhstanfrom 2010, which were by then in the Customs Union with Russia. The newagreement with the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU), in the formal sense,offers Serbia only slightly more favorable conditions for free trade thanthose that Serbia already has had based on three existing agreements. Thelist of products exempted from the free trade regime when imported fromSerbia is slightly expanded, almost identical to previous agreements. At firstglance, the new form of co-operation seems to reflect more politicalrapprochement than the financial benefits of increasing exports.In this paper, on the contrary, the hypothesis that the benefits ofEurasian integrations (EAI) far outweigh the gains expected from the formalaspects of the agreement (tariffs, quotas, lists of exceptions, and the like) isadvocated. The agreement between Serbia and the EAEU signed at the endof 2019 can significantly strengthen economic ties with Russia and increase
40



exports to this large market. This hypothesis includes the assumption thatSerbia’s involvement in the Eurasian integration process has a special, muchgreater impact on economic relations with Russia than the 2000 bilateralfree trade agreement with Russia. This is indicated by data showing stronggrowth in exports of Serbia, Armenia, Uzbekistan and other countries to theRussian market, not since the signing of the FTA agreement with Russia, butsince inclusion in broader forms of integration or agreements that precededthe EAEU.An indicator of this hypothesis is the fact that the Russian Federationdoes not need imports from the Eurasian integration member states. TheRussian economy has been developing and diversifying rapidly since 2000.Industrial production far exceeds partner countries in terms of volume,diversity, and technological level. Agriculture has been achieving amazingresults since 2009 and is approaching food self-sufficiency opportunities.However, Russian imports from Belarus, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and evenSerbia are disproportionately large in relation to the strength of theseeconomies. Every step of the member states deeper into integration seemsto lead to Russia opening up most of its huge market to partner countries.This is done not because of the economic need for goods from these moredeveloped economies, but for the sake of strengthening alliances andinfluence in these countries. It is, therefore, a non-economic factor and theinformal impact of the EAI accession on exports to Russia.The aim of this study is to quantify and measure this informal impact ofthe EAI membership on Russian imports of goods from partner countries.The next goal is to apply the obtained coefficients to Serbian exports toRussia in order to determine its potential increase.The single-country gravity model will be applied to the imports of theRussian Federation. The model will be extended with three dummyvariables for regional economic integrations: Eurasian integration forms(EAI), Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa group (BRICS), and theShanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). The survey includes data for the period 2000-2018. The composition ofdata is the panel data. More precisely, these are two panels with two differentsamples of trade partners with Russia. The first sample includes data onRussian imports from 15 countries with which it is connected by some formof integration. The second sample was expanded with the largest 20 importpartners not included in the first sample, i.e., a total of 24 countries. 
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Literature reviewTheoretical assumptions about the importance of economic integrationagreements are the subject of a relatively small number of books and papers,given the growing number and importance of these forms of internationalcooperation. Some of the most significant are Whalley (1998), Kohl (2013),Czerewacz-Filipowicz and Konopelko (2017), and others. They explore thedifferent motives and interests of countries in joining regional economicintegrations. The findings of these and other studies can be reduced to thefollowing advantages of economic integration: • reduce costs for both consumers and producers;• improved availability of goods and services; • increase trade between the countries involved in the agreement;• encourage employment;• ensure the more dynamic economic development of member states;• provide new employment opportunities based on market expansion,technology sharing, and cross-border investment;• provide political cooperation among member countries.The theoretical basis of the methodological approach of this research isbroad and branched. Since the gravity equation was introduced byTinbergen (1962) and Linnemann (1966), it has been used in hundreds ofpapers for estimating the determinants of bilateral trade. This concept wasfurther developed, among others, by Anderson (1979), Bergstrand (1985),and Helpman et al. (2008). To analyze the effects of regional integrations, researchers typically adddummy variables for participation in regional arrangements (Hamilton andWinters 1992, Frankel and Wei 1993, Eichengreen and Irwin, 1998). Apositive coefficient on dummy variables indicates that two countries, bothof which participate in the same preferential arrangement, trade more withone another than predicted by their incomes, population, and distance. Some of the most comprehensive works on the Eurasian integrationprocesses are the papers of Vymyatnina and Antonova (2014), Czerewacz-Filipowicz and Konopelko (2017), Wilson (2017) and Vinokurov (2018).The most significant empirical research that combines the same subject andmethodology as this research are the papers of Head and Mayer (2014), and
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Baier, Bergstrand, and Feng (2014) who used the gravity equation with EIAdummies to determine the welfare gains from EIAs.
Economic relations between Russia and Serbia

Serbia in the Eurasian economic integration processes‘The chronology of Serbia’s free trade agreements demonstrates thatduring the entire period following the collapse of Yugoslavia, Serbiaconducted a multidirectional foreign economic policy, developing relationswith both its western and eastern partners’ (Lisovolik, Chimiris, 2018, p. 6).Serbia has been a member of the Central European Free Trade Agreement(CEFTA). It has preferential customs regimes with the European Union, theUnited States, and the Eurasian Economic Union. Also, Serbia has concludedbilateral free trade agreements with Turkey and the members of theEuropean Free Trade Association – EFTA (Norway, Switzerland, Iceland, andLiechtenstein) (Development Agency of Serbia, 2017). Serbia is also abeneficiary of Japan’s preferential duties on importation to Japan.The motives for joining economic integration are very different in largeeconomies that are at the center of integration processes and in small, lessdeveloped countries. Serbia, as a typical representative of this second group,cannot stay out of international economic flows. Its motive to get involvedin all available integration processes is perhaps the most conventionalobjective. Namely, the country’s participation in any trade negotiation istriggered by the ‘idea that through reciprocal exchanges of concessions ontrade barriers there will be improvements in market access from which allparties to the negotiation will benefit’ (Whalley, 1998, p. 71). The EAEU commenced operations on 1 January 2015, but its origin canalready be seen as early as in the first part of the 1990s (Eurasian CustomsUnion – EACU), through the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC), theCommonwealth of Independent States Free Trade Area (CISFTA), etc. Theelements identified as priorities in the process of creating the EAEU areenabling the free movement of capital and financial market integration, theunification of business principles, enabling freedom of movement, theunification of tax systems, and monetary policy (Czerewacz-Filipowicz,Konopelko, 2017, p. 36). ‘The EAEU provides for free movement of goods,
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services, capital and labor, pursues coordinated, harmonized and single policyin the sectors determined by the Treaty and international agreements withinthe Union’ (EAEU, 2015). A free trade agreement with the EAEU countries willgrant free access to new markets and could improve the terms of trade withthe Russian Federation. The result of the EAEU so far is the growth of thevolume of trade in goods by the EAEU member states in 2017 and 2018 aftera significant fall in 2016 (Eurasian Development Bank, 2017, 2019). The intergovernmental free trade agreement between Russia and Serbia(then the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) signed in August 2000 wasRussia’s first agreement with a country outside its region aimed atliberalizing the foreign trade regime. Serbia’s strategic goal was to increaseemployment, achieve production and financial stability by stimulating andexpanding mutual trade relations (Stanojevic, 2014, p. 263). The agreementstipulates that goods that can be proven to originate from Serbia (more than50% of the content from Serbia) are not subject to customs duties whenintended for the Russian market unless exempted from the free traderegime. Serbia then joined the wider Eurasian integration processes. Itsigned a free trade agreement with Belarus in 2009 and Kazakhstan in 2010,as members of the Customs Union with the Russian Federation. The Free Trade Agreement between the Republic of Serbia and theEurasian Economic Union and its member states was signed on 25 October2019 and ratified on 24 February 2020. This agreement complements thefree trade agreement signed in 2000. Also, the list of products from Serbiathat can be exported to the territory of the EAEU duty-free was expanded.Conveniences are provided for the export of some types of cheese, alcoholicbeverages (fruit brandy and brandy), and cigarettes originating from Serbiato the EAEU market. Quotas for exports of goods that are not on the list ofexceptions have also been increased. The free trade agreement with theEAEU replaced the existing free trade agreements that Serbia had withRussia, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. This document enables Serbia to exportabout 95.5% of domestic products to the EAEU countries without payingcustoms duties. Therefore, the agreement with the EAEU offers Serbia somewhat morefavorable conditions for free trade than those that Serbia already has basedon the existing agreements. An alliance with the EAEU will also give Serbiaa platform for entering new markets of the CIS countries, Armenia andKyrgyzstan. The establishment of a free trade agreement between Serbia
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and the EAEU countries could promote the so-called ‘second-level importsubstitution’ (Lisovolik and Chimiris, 2018, p. 24), which means that withdropping shares of third countries on the markets of Serbia and the EAEU,more opportunities open up for increasing the share of nationalmanufacturers and service providers. Lisovolik and Chimiris (2018, p. 23)highlight another potential advantage: ‘entering into an FTA with the EAEUwill expand (Serbia’s) opportunities to enter new markets in Asia, such asthe ASEAN, with which the EAEU is building trade alliances.’
Key features of trade between 
Serbia and the Russian FederationRussia has been one of Serbia’s principal trade partners for several years.Their successful trade dates back to the time of the former FRY but hasbecome increasingly important in recent years. The Russian Federation isthe first Serbian partner on the import side and the fifth on the export side.Serbia’s principal imports included oil, natural gas, aluminum, copper wire,and ferrous and non-ferrous metal products. Due to large energy imports,Serbia has a constant trade deficit.Serbia’s exports to Russia have been constantly and rapidly increasingsince 2003 and especially since 2010 (Figure 1). If we compare this trendwith previous data on Serbia’s inclusion in the EAI processes, it can benoticed that the increase in exports did not occur after the signing of theagreement with Russia, but a sharp jump was recorded after the agreementwith Belarus and Kazakhstan (Figure 1). It seems that participation in theEurasian integration processes, at least in the case of Serbia, has a muchgreater positive impact on economic relations with Russia than bilateralagreements with this country.From $50-60 million during the 1990s and early 2000s, Serbia’smerchandise exports to the Russian Federation in 2013 reached almost$1,100 million. Since then, there has been a sharp but short-lived declineon two occasions, and in the period 2017-2019, Serbian exports to Russiaagain reached $1 billion (Figure 1). The cooperation agreement with theEAEU from December 2019 should encourage new export growth.   
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Source: Author according to UN Comtrade – https://comtrade.un.org/dataSerbia’s exports to Russia are dominated by textile and agriculturalgoods, medicines, paper, and pneumatic tires. The following table showsSerbia’s exports by the most important product groups to Russia and totalexports by groups for 2019. Product group classification according to theHarmonized System (HS) of the United Nation Conference of Trade andDevelopment (UNCTAD) was used. 
Table 1. Serbian export of selected commodity group

Figure 1. Serbia’s exports to Russia 2004-2019 (million $)

Commodity group UNCTAD
classification

Export to Russia
(mil. $)

Total exports 
(mil. $)

Share
(%)Dairy produce; eggs; honey 35.22 108.05 32.60Fruit and nuts 173.25 610.20 28.39Pharmaceutical products 72.49 290.17 24.98Apparel and clothing accessories 101.66 461.84 22.01Vegetables 22.26 129.38 17.21 Pneumatic tires 76.65 742.76 10.32Source: Author according to UN Comtrade



Exports of dairy products, eggs, and honey to Russia make up more thana third of the total Serbian exports of these products, fruit exports about 29%of total exports, pharmaceutical products about 25% of total Serbian exports. 
Assessing the Impact 

of the International Integration Processes 
on Russia’s commodity imports

Russia’s commodity import factors – model variablesThe gravity model of trade is one of the most common approaches inmodern econometrics, and it will be used as the basic quantitative methodof this research. The dependent variable in the gravity model is most oftenexports, while the key independent variables are usually the size of theeconomies in the trade relationship and the distance between them. Themost common are dummy variables such as common language, formercolonial status, and the like. This research includes the basic elements of‘gravitational’ attraction, but it is set up significantly different. The model determines the factors of Russian imports from certaincountries so that the dependent variable is Russian imports (expressed inmillions of $, according to the UN Comtrade). The first independent variableis the size of the market from which Russia imports goods, expressed bytheir nominal GDP in a million $, according to the World Bank (World Bankindicators, 2020). Data on trade and GDP are expressed in nominal termsfollowing Baldwin, Taglioni (2006), who suggested that deflating nominalGDP and trade by a price index is a mistake because the gravity equation isobtained from the expenditure, and not demand, functions and therefore itrequires nominal data. Another independent variable is the distancebetween Moscow and the capitals of the partner countries.To analyze the effects of regionalism, investigators typically add dummyvariables for participation in regional arrangements (Eichengreen, Irwin,1998; Frankel and Wei 1993). Three dummy variables related tointernational arrangements are included in this model. 
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Those are:• Eurasian economic integrations which imply the Eurasian EconomicUnion (EAEU) and its previous forms, whose influence is at the centerof research,• The BRICS community, as an acronym for member countries: Brazil,Russia, India, China, and South Africa,• The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), in 2001 the Republicof Kazakhstan, the People’s Republic of China, Kyrgyzstan, the Republicof Tajikistan, and the Republic of Uzbekistan, India and Pakistan in 2017. The variable related to the Eurasian integration processes is referred toas EAI because the analysis does not refer only to the EAEU, which is onlythe latest form or stage of these processes but to a whole series of previousintegration phases. The first form of integration after the collapse of theUSSR was the CIS, which involved free trade between all members of theformer state, but in many cases, this rule did not work. Some countries haveirrevocably separated from Russia not only politically but also economically.The first organization the already formed and independent states joinedwas The Eurasian Economic Community (EAEC or EurAsEC), which wasfounded in 2000 and lasted until 2014 when it grew into the EurasianEconomic Union. It was a regional organization between Russia, Belarus,Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. Uzbekistan joined the EurAsEC in2006 but suspended its membership in 2008 (EurAsEC official website).After that Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan,Moldova and Tajikistan signed the Free Trade Agreement of theCommonwealth of Independent States (CIS FTA) on 18 October 2011. TheCustoms Union (2010-2014) included the same countries. In 2014 Moldovasigned the Association Agreement with the European Union and theestablishment of the Deep and Comprehensive FTA. That is why Russia hasintroduced import duties and import bans on some Moldovan products. In2014 Uzbekistan joined the CIS FTA. The EAEU included the former CIS FTAmembers. Then Armenia joined in 2015, and in the same year, an EAEUtrade agreement was concluded with Vietnam. In 2016 Ukraine and theEuropean Union started applying a Deep and Comprehensive Free TradeAgreement. Russia signed a decree suspending its CIS FTA with respect toUkraine from 1 January 2016, and other member countries impose customschecks on goods entering the EEU from Ukraine. In 2018, new free tradeagreements will be reached with China and Iran, then with Serbia and
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Singapore in 2019, and in 2020 Indonesia will join. The effects of theagreement after 2018 cannot be measured because the latest data onRussian imports are available for this year, with the participation of Serbiaalready included in EAI since 2011, i.e., since the entry into force of the freetrade agreement with the Eurasian Customs Union.These details are listed because dummy variables change in individualcountries depending on participation in international integrations withRussia.
Model specifications In this research, the single-country gravity model will be applied to theimports of the Russian Federation. It is used to calculate the impact ofselected factors (GDP, distance and participation of partner countries ininternational integration processes with Russia) on commodity imports ofRussia. The research covers the period 2000-2018. The extended gravityequation takes the form as follows:

lnImprjt = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 lnGDPjt + 𝛽2 lnDrj + 𝛽3EAIjt + 𝛽4BRICSjt+ 𝛽5SCOjt + 𝑒i (1)The subscripts r stands for Russia, j for the trade partner of Russia and
t for the time period, respectively. Imprjt denotes the imports of Russia fromcountry j in year t, GDPjt is GDP of a partner country in the year t, Drj is thedistance between Moscow and a capital city of a partner country, and EAIjt,
BRICSjt and SCOjt are dummy variables for partner country j participationin given international integrations in the year t, and eij is a random errorterm. Dependent and independent variables except dummy variables are inlogarithmic form.The first variant of the model includes all 15 countries involved in threeinternational integrations with Russia. The sample includes 285observations. Independent dummy variables are given a value of 1 in theyear following the accession of individual states to internationalorganizations of which Russia is a member. Upon abandonment of thesearrangements, such as the cases of Uzbekistan, Ukraine and Moldova in theEAEU, the value of the variable for the following year is 0. For example,Ukraine has dummy variable 1 in the period 2011-2016, Moldova in theperiod 2012-2015, in accordance with stated participation in EAI.
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The second variant includes 24 countries exporting to Russia. Thisincludes the 20 countries with the largest volume of exports to Russia andall countries from the first model. Several countries are in both groups, suchas China, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, India, and Vietnam. The economiesof Germany, the United States, France, Italy, the UK, Japan, South Korea,Turkey, Poland, etc., are added. The sample includes 456 observations.
Results and discussionThe results of testing the gravity model are two model variants, referringto two different samples of Russia’s import partners.Table 2. Results

Variables
(1) (2)

Coefficients Standard Error Coefficients Standard Error

Intercept 7.21*** 0.75 0.88 0.75
ln GDP 0.81*** 0.04 0.91*** 0.05
ln D -1.42*** 0.09 -0.51*** 0.10
EAI 0.80*** 0.15 0.84*** 0.20
BRICS 0.55** 0.22 -1.23*** 0.25
SCO 0.42*** 0.14 -0.31* 0.18

Regression StatisticsMultiple R 0.85 0.72R Square 0.72 0.52Adjusted R Square 0.72 0.51Standard Error 0.98 1.27F 145.40 95.69Significance F 0.00 0.00Observations 285 456Notes: ***, ** and * represent significance at 1, 5 and 10 percent, respectively. Source: Author’s calculation 
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The variable related to the size of trading partners, as usual, has apositive impact on Russia’s merchandise imports, while geographicaldistance has an expected negative impact.Both models show the correctness of the initial assumption of theresearch, which is a significant positive impact of Eurasian integration –variable EAI on Russia’s imports from partner countries. In the first variantof the model, which includes all partner countries in different integrations,the EAI coefficient has a significantly higher value than BRICS and the SCO,0.8 versus 0.55 and 0.42.In the second variant of the model, which includes all of Russia’s majortrading partners, membership in the BRICS and the SCO shows a negativeimpact. Eichengreen and Irwin (1998) analyzed the situation in manyresearch with dummy variables of regional integrations when the coefficientfor the other and each subsequent regional integration variable is negative.This is not an unusual result of such research, ‘indicating when only onemember of the pair participates in a particular preferential arrangement istaken as evidence of trade diversion vis-a-vis the rest of the world’ (1998,p. 34).In addition, in comparison (sample) with large exporters to Russia, suchas the EU countries, the importance of these two integrations is notpronounced. Involvement in the Eurasian integration processes, however,even in this combination shows a significant positive impact, more preciselyeven greater than in the first variant, with a coefficient of 0.84.All variables are statistically significant with a p-value lower than 0.05and 0.01. The coefficient of determination (R2) in the first model has asignificant value of 0.73, which indicates that the included variables explainas much as 73% of Russian imports. In the second model, which includesall major Russian import partners, R2 is only 0.51, which is a reflection ofthe diversity of economies included in the analysis and does not explainRussian exports sufficiently. The significance of this model is that it alsoshows a significant positive impact of Eurasian integration, despite the factthat the group includes more dominant countries in terms of import volumethat are not in any integration arrangements with Russia.
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Potential Commodity Exports of Serbia 
to the Russian FederationThe projected Serbia`s export to Russia will be marked with Imprs¢. Itwill be calculated using data of the GDP of Serbia in 2019 (GDPs¢) and lndistance between Belgrade and Moscow. 

lnImprs’ = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 lnGDPs’ + 𝛽2 lnDrs + 𝛽3EAIst + 𝛽4BRICSst+ 𝛽5SCOst + ei (2)The coefficients obtained in the first variant of model have been applied toSerbia’s exports to the Russian Federation. Variables BRICS and SCO are omitted,so that the projected export of Serbia to Russia takes the following form:
lnImprs’ = 7.21 + 0.81 lnGDPs’ – 1.42 lnD + 0.80 EAI + 0.98                         (3)that is:   
lnImprs’ = 7.21 + 0.81*3.94 – 1.41*1.44 + 0.80*1 + 0.98                              (4)

lnImprs’ is 7.21 which is 29% higher projected (potential) exports in 2020than lnImprs 6.93 in 2018, the last year for which data are available. Shownin real value (exp), potential exports are about $ 1317 million (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Real and Potential Serbian commodity export to Russia 

Source: Author’s calculation 



ConclusionsThe main purpose of this paper was to examine the potential increase ofSerbian export to the Russian Federation, as a consequence of more intensiveinvolvement in the Eurasian integration processes. The assumption is thatthe benefits of regional Eurasian integration outweigh the benefits of theformal legal aspects of the agreement, as Russia opens up a part of its vastmarket to partner countries, not because an economic need for goods fromthese less developed economies, but to strengthen alliances and strengtheninfluence. The impact of Eurasian integration on the volume of Russianimports from partner countries is thus greater than its involvement in othereconomic integrations. It is, therefore, a non-economic factor and theinformal impact of the EAI accession on exports to Russia.By using the gravity model of international trade, which was applied totwo different samples of trading partners, the coefficients of the selectedvariables that influence Russian imports of goods most were determined.According to the results, imports intensify with a higher level of income ofRussian trading partners, and greater distance from the trading partnerweakens imports, which is common. What is most important for thisresearch is that the coefficients of both resulting models showed asignificant positive impact of Eurasian integration on Russia’s import. Themembership in these integration processes has a far greater positive impactthan inclusion in other integrations. This strong impact does not weakeneven compared to large exporters to Russia, such as the EU countries.According to the created model, the obtained coefficients were appliedto Serbian exports to Russia. This procedure has shown that deeperinvolvement in Eurasian integration enables an increase in Serbian exportsto Russia by a third compared to current exports. This is not the result of the aforementioned new provisions of theagreement with the EAEU. A duty-free export permit for several additionalproducts will further increase Serbian exports, which is not included in thisstudy. In this research, only the informal effect of more intensiveinvolvement in Russian regional spheres of influence was singled out andanalyzed. These expected positive effects are not the result of amendmentsto the agreement, but of the additional opening of a large Russian marketto partner countries for the sake of strengthening alliances and influence inthese countries.
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POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND CULTURAL
COOPERATION BETWEEN THE REPUBLIC 
OF BELARUS AND THE WESTERN BALKAN

THROUGH THE LENS OF RELATIONS 
WITH SERBIA

Asja Pentegova1

Abstract: The multi-vector foreign policy of the Belarusian state providesopportunities for collaboration and platforms for dialogue and cooperationwith all countries of the Western Balkans. Serbia is the most promising Balkancountry for Belarus in terms of communication and cooperation. Serbia is inmany ways similar to Belarus in its creative attempts to manoeuvre betweenthe centres of power to maximize the protection of its national interests. Belarusian-Serbian relations have been and are stable. They show relativelyhigh dynamics of economic contacts and a developed legal framework. BothBelarus and Serbia implement economic policies based on developing traderelations as well as on supporting the establishment of joint ventures andpromoting investment cooperation. Belarus and Serbia are roughly equal regional actors. Among the key areas ofcooperation, the crucial role of joint emergency prevention and response effortsand, in particular, joint crisis management exercises should be highlighted. TheBelarusian and Serbian military, jointly with their Russian counterparts, havebeen organising the Slavic Brotherhood Military Exercises since 2016. Cooperation between Belarus and Serbia also includes interaction in thespiritual and cultural sphere. Sharing common spiritual and cultural valuesis one of the leading factors in the formation of close relations between thetwo countries. To enhance cooperation in all sectors, Belarus and Serbiashould consider the inclusion of tourism in the promising areas of bilateral
1 Advisor, Belarusian Institute for Strategic Researches, Minsk, Belarus. E-mail:pentegova@bisr.by.
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relations. The development of relations between Serbia and Belaruscontributes not only to the preservation of spiritual and cultural ties but alsoto the unity of all Slavic peoples.
Keywords: Belarus, Serbia, bilateral relations, foreign policy, economic contacts,culture cooperation, fraternal support. 

Political, economic, and cultural cooperation 
between the Republic of Belarus and the Western Balkans

through the lens of relations with SerbiaThe multi-vector foreign policy of the Belarusian state providesopportunities for collaboration and platforms for dialogue and cooperationwith all countries of the Western Balkans. The relations between Belarus and Serbia have a long history, and itshigh point must be the political decision of the President of Belarus tosupport Serbia and visit Belgrade during the NATO bombing of the Serbiancapital in April 1999. This instilled hope and confidence in the Yugoslavpopulation. Belarus is perceived in Serbia as a symbol of virtue. It was notable to counter the NATO forces, but its “fraternal support” was muchappreciated. Based on the classification developed by Mark Khrustalev, a prominentRussian professor (MGIMO University of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs ofthe Russian Federation), three key vectors shaping the political andpsychological aspects of relations between countries can be distinguishedin the most general terms.2“Friend-Enemy Vector”: is characterised by the highest degree of tensionin the relationship as opposed to “fraternal relations” considered as theultimate degree of friendliness. For example, the rivalry mode relationsdeveloped during the Cold War between Russia and the United States. “Dependence-Independence” Vector: is based on the “balance of forces”between countries, or rather, on the obvious superiority of one internationalactor over another, where the second actor is explicitly dependent, bothpolitically and economically, on the leading state. For example, the relations
2 Khrustalev. M.A. (2008). Analysis of International Situations and Political Expertise.Moscow, Regional Library of International Relations.



within Belarus–Russia Union State, as well as within the EAEU, where Russiais a clear leader. “Trust-Distrust” Vector: it emerges as a consequence of theconventionality of the policy as well as its moral and ethical changes incompliance with treaties, agreements, conventions, and agreements reached. It is obvious that the relations between Belarus and Serbia belong to thisvector, in which there is no obvious superiority of any of the two actors. Thecountries are in equal bilateral economic and political relations that meetthe needs and interests of both countries and do not have obvious pressureon the political course of the other country. It should be noted that the morefavourable the political and psychological climate, the fewer obstacles therewill be for interaction between countries in all spheres - politics, economy,culture, etc. The political contacts between the countries have noticeably intensifiedin recent years: Tomislav Nikolić visited Minsk at the beginning and the endof his presidential term; Aleksandar Vučić, President of Serbia, visited the2nd European Games held in Minsk in June 2019; Alexander Lukashenkopaid an official visit to Belgrade in December 2019. Implementing a consistent approach, Minsk has proved to be animportant political partner of Belgrade. The “Kosovo issue” is a special casein relations between the two countries. Belarus’ position with regard to theunilateral declaration of independence of Kosovo is clear: on allinternational fora, Minsk supports the territorial integrity of Serbia. Belarusian-Serbian relations have been and are stable. They show relativelyhigh dynamics of economic contacts and a developed legal framework. The existing legal framework of Belarusian-Serbian relations can beformally divided into four main categories:• Cooperation agreements;• Foreign relations (documents);• Trade and economic relations (documents);• Scientific, cultural, and humanitarian cooperation (documents). In June 2015, during the official visit to Minsk of Maja Gojković, Chair ofthe Serbian Parliament, the Memorandum on Cooperation between theNational Assembly of the Republic of Belarus and the National Assembly ofthe Republic of Serbia was signed. 
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The interregional contacts between Belarus and Serbia are supported bycooperation agreements signed by a number of Belarusian and Serbian cities. In 2016, Minsk hosted Belgrade Days, and in 2017, Minsk days held inBelgrade were aimed at promoting the cultures of the two peoples as wellas trade and economic contacts and tourism.Serbia is the most promising Balkan country for Belarus in terms ofcommunication and cooperation. The history of Belarus-Serbia relationsdoes not contain any encumbrances, except for Belgrade’s solidarity withEuropean sanctions. Serbia is in many ways similar to Belarus in its creativeattempts to manoeuvre between the centres of power to maximize theprotection of its national interests.A gradual increase in trade between Belarus and Serbia was madepossible by the bilateral free trade agreement (2009), which abolishes importcustoms duties and fees save in respect of a special commodity group, whichis an exception to free trade as specified in the 2011 bilateral protocol.The trade turnover proved particularly dynamic in the first few years afterthe signing of the FTA agreement, while it has stagnated in the last five years. In 2009, the trade turnover between Belarus and Serbia amounted toUSD 53.5 million. One year later, it totalled USD 116.5 million (a more thantwofold increase). In 2011 it was USD 145.4 million and in 2012 nearlyUSD 150 million.3At the same time, the Belarus-Serbia cooperation roadmap for 2017-2018set a goal to increase trade turnover by USD 500 million. However, the mutualtrade turnover which totalled USD 240 million at the best of times, in 2018amounted to USD 148 million, falling by 38.2% compared to 2017 (the rateof decline in Belarusian exports was 40.9% – up to USD 84.5 million). In particular, one of the obstacles for the economic cooperation betweenBelarus and Serbia is the geographic distance (absence of common borders),which increases supply chain and transportation costs and, consequently,the cost of inter-country trade.In addition, it is important to understand despite the positive personalattitude of the President Vučić to Belarus, the cooperation with Minsk is
3 Belarus-Serbia: prospects for cooperation (2016, November 11), retrieved fromhttp://www.mintorg.gov.by/index.php?option=com_content&task=vie w&id=1720&Itemid=30. Accessed 25 July 2020.



viewed in the broader context of cooperation with the Russian Federationand the post-Soviet countries.The signing of the FTA agreement between Serbia and the EAEU inOctober 2019 indicates the potential for an increase in mutual trade. TheSerbian society sees the Eurasian Economic Union as a project to establisha new supranational pole of power destined to become a link betweenEurope and the Asia-Pacific region, and which has a deep geopolitical basisfor uniting Central Eurasia.The implementation of this Agreement is also important forstrengthening the positions of the EAEU member states, in particular,Belarus, in the markets of the Western Balkans.  Both Belarus and Serbia implement economic policies based ondeveloping trade relations as well as on the support of emerging jointventures and investment cooperation. Joint production on the Serbian territory is attractive to Belarus becausethe existing Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) establishes afree trade regime between the member states. Taking into account the levelof Belarus-Serbia trade and investment cooperation, there is a potential forBelarus to enter foreign markets of the Balkan countries. Since the signingof the Additional Protocol in 2011, the CEFTA countries have abolished allcustoms duties on imports, equivalent measures, and all import duties of afiscal nature in mutual trade. The CEFTA countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, NorthMacedonia, Moldova, and Montenegro) are the second-largest trade partnerof Serbia, ensuring an annual surplus of about USD 2 million and a 15%share in the country’s total trade.Serbia has a law on foreign investment that guarantees the same legalstatus for domestic and foreign investors, i.e., freedom of investment,national security, legal security, and the ability to transfer profits abroad.These guarantees for Belarusian investors create a good investment climate.Serbia’s interest in such projects is motivated by the fact that over theprevious two decades, during the transition to a free-market economy,Serbia has almost lost its primary manufacturing sector. Given the need forreindustrialisation, foreign direct investment is an important tool forreviving the economy, improving its competitive qualities, facilitating accessto international trade markets, and improving the balance of payments.
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It is to be understood, however, that since the European vector ofSerbia’s development is considered a priority, the trade and economiccooperation between Serbia and Belarus, as well as between Serbia andother EAEU countries, is limited to areas that either do not raise concernswith the European Union or are largely determined by the EU. Belarus and Serbia are roughly equal regional actors. Neither of the twocountries dominates in trade and economic cooperation, unlike, for example,Russia-Belarus relations. Among the key areas of cooperation the crucial role of joint emergencyprevention and response efforts, and, in particular, joint crisis managementexercises should be highlighted. The Belarusian and Serbian military, jointlywith their Russian counterparts, have been organising the SlavicBrotherhood Military Exercises since 2016. These exercises have becomethe sequel of successful cooperation between the Russian airborne troopsand the special brigade of the Serbian army, which started with “SREM-2014” held on the territory of the “Nikinca” training ground in Vojvodinaand was aimed at training anti-terrorist special units.4 According to theMinister of Defence Alexander Vulin, the Republic of Serbia attaches greatimportance to military and technical cooperation, which certainly sets outthe vector for the development of future relations between the countries. It is obvious that military and technical cooperation between Serbia andBelarus is developing, but it is not strategically oriented. Regrettably, Serbia’scooperation with NATO and the United States in the framework of thePartnership for Peace, Status of forces Agreement (SOFA), and Individualpartnership action plan (IPAP) is incomparably more intense, althoughSerbia claims military neutrality. After Montenegro signed the accession treaty to join NATO, the parityof Alliance forces in the Balkans has strengthened due to the overallexpansion of its member states. The Agreement signed in September 2015between the Government of the Republic of Serbia and the NATO Supportand Procurement Organization (NSPO) on cooperation in the field oflogistics support gained public attention only after its ratification by thePresident of Serbia in February 2016. It commits Belgrade to grant the NSPO
4 Serbia summed up the results of the joint military exercises SREM 2014 (2014,November 15), retrieved from https://function.mil.ru/news_page/country/more.htm?id=12000000@egNews. Accessed 15 July 2020.
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personnel freedom of movement in the country (article 10, paragraph 2),access to public and private facilities (article 11, paragraph 1), diplomaticimmunity under the Vienna Convention (article 10, paragraph 1), and toexempt the property of the Alliance and its representatives from customsduties and taxes (article 10, paragraphs 4 and 5).5Serbia is surrounded by NATO and EU member states. Even though theofficial policy aimed at European integration has been undisputed for yearsand perceived positively by both public institutions and people, the situationregarding the prospect of NATO membership is exactly the opposite: Serbiahas no desire to become a member of NATO, it intends to maintain itsindependence. The state supports and equips its army. In particular, since2013 the Serbian Parliament has the observer status at the CSTOParliamentary Assembly - a kind of counterweight to NATO. Cooperation between the defence industry enterprises of Belarus andSerbia has developed consistently. For example, in 2018, Belarus handedover 4 MiG-29 aircraft to Serbia as part of military and technical assistance.In early 2021, Belarus will repair and upgrade them. The prompt response to a request for humanitarian aid during a naturaldisaster demonstrates that partnership relations still prevail overpragmatism in decision-making. As an example, the response to the floodin Serbia in 2014 should be mentioned. International rescue teams fromBelarus and 11 other countries arrived in Serbia on short notice.Humanitarian cooperation suffers from political controversy to a lesserdegree. Since early 2020, the fight against the coronavirus pandemic hasclearly shown and proved the strength of bilateral relations between smalland medium-sized countries in times of crisis and an adverseepidemiological situation, when, regardless of their economic power theyhelp each other. Political elites find ways to cooperate and help friendlynations when it comes to rescuing people in danger. The Belarusian flightcrew transported humanitarian aid from China for the Serbian population.Subsequently, the Serbian Government sent two planes with medicalsupplies as humanitarian aid to Belarus. 
5 How Serbia balances between NATO and Russia (2016, April 19), https://expert.ru/2016/04/19/assimetrichnaya-nejtralnost-kak-serbiya-balansiruet-mezhdu-nato-i-rossiej/. Accessed 11 July 2020.
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Thus, along with the economy and politics, humanitarian and culturalcooperation provides positive examples of relations between Belarus andSerbia. Bilateral cooperation in the field of culture is developing based on theintergovernmental agreement on cooperation and the interdepartmentalcooperation programme signed in 2012.  Cultural cooperation based on a common ideological and symbolic spaceand a common historical memory resists the falsification of history and isan essential element of close relations between countries. Cooperation between Belarus and Serbia also includes interaction in thespiritual and cultural sphere. The Orthodox Church plays an important rolein both Belarusian and Serbian society, and it can be safely said thatOrthodox values serve as a unifying framework for Belarus and Serbia.Civilizational identity can be considered as one of the factors uniting twopeoples. Sharing common spiritual and cultural values is one of the leadingfactors in the formation of close relations between the two countries. The development of spiritual and cultural ties between Serbia andBelarus helps the “Christian world” to balance the influence of cultural“ultra-liberalism”, which can overnight involve the Muslim peoples of theregion into the Middle East extremism.According to Konstantin Kosachev, only those who are able to use allavailable resources (language, education, tourism, national cuisine, cinema,brands) make significant progress in international fora.6In 2017, the Agreement between the Government of the Republic ofBelarus and the Government of the Republic of Serbia on cooperation in thefield of tourism was signed.7To enhance cooperation in all sectors, Belarus and Serbia shouldconsider the inclusion of tourism in the promising areas of bilateralrelations. The growing importance of tourism is an essential component of
6 Kosachev, K.I. (2012). Conversation with Konstantin Kosachev: Russia maintains itsauthority in the world [Audio], retrieved from http://rus.ruvr.ru/radio_broadcast/65446337/86815347.html. Accessed 01 July 2020.7 Embassy of the Republic of Belarus in the Republic of Serbia: cultural cooperation(2018, December 1), http://serbia.mfa.gov.by/ru/bilateral_relations/cultural/eea1260d7e5b1a69.html. Accessed 21 June 2020.
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the attractive image of “fraternal partnership”. The promotion of historicaland cultural heritage sites, as well as spiritual shrines of the Orthodox world(for example, integrated into combined tour itineraries), can ensure anincrease in tourist flows between the two countries. The Agreementbetween the Government of the Republic of Belarus and the FederalGovernment of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on the abolition of visas(2009) applies in the relations between Belarus and Serbia. The currentvisa-free 30-day regime helps attract tourists, ensuring the unhinderedmovement of persons. In the era of globalisation, “territory brands” havebecome fundamental trademarks of the tourism industry.8 Both Serbian andBelarusian lands are notable for their national cuisines and hospitality, andalso for agritourism, which remains an undervalued resource. Academic cooperation is essential for both countries. A number ofSerbian faculties are accredited in European countries, while Belarus has awell-developed scientific capacity: state universities offer greatopportunities and ensure a high standard of knowledge. This is one of thereasons why it is important to cooperate in the scientific and educationalspheres, although competitive programmes should be developed. The universities of the two countries should support student andacademic exchange projects based both on bilateral agreements andinternational education programmes. It should be understood and takeninto consideration that the prospects for such cooperation are often limiteddue to the lack of interest among young people who prefer renownedEuropean universities. The development of competitive programmesproviding for certain advantages and greatest incentives possible as well asscholarships to students would attract promising young people to projectsthat are less visible compared to Western ones. The development of relations between Serbia and Belarus contributesnot only to the preservation of spiritual and cultural ties but also to the unityof all Slavic peoples. Fraternal relations are an important part of thepartnership, but they are merely a foundation for the strengthening ofpolitical and economic ties, which must first and foremost be based onmutually beneficial agreements that should be tailored to each country’s
8 Cherevichko, T.V. (2014). Tourism as a tool of public diplomacy. Journal “Izvestiya ofSaratov University. New Series. Series: History. International Relations”, (14), pp. 93-95.
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and the Western Balkan region’s specific conditions and take into accountcertain unresolved territorial issues.
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Abstract: The article considers the current state of Serbian – Albanian relationsby 2020. It gives an overview of the importance of Albania’s position on theissue of Kosovo and Metohija for the deepening of bilateral relations as wellas the Serbian strategy in the region, analyses the main contradictions inBelgrade – Tirana relations, and identifies the features of Serbian diplomacytowards Albania. The chronological scope of the study is limited to 2008–2020,which is due to the emphasis on the analysis of the current disagreementsbetween the two states in connection with the recent developments in Kosovoand Metohija. The article also deals with the changing situation in the WesternBalkans in the context of the full incorporation of all countries into theEuropean and Euro-Atlantic integration institutions. This article examines theinternal and external factors of a certain degree of Serbian – Albanian relations,the positions and actions of those who support and those who oppose thecooperation of the two countries not only at the bilateral but also at theregional level.
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Serbian – Albanian relations were affected by Albania’s 2008 recognitionof ‘Kosovo’ independence. Albania supported the 1999 NATO interventionagainst the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the policy of expanding thenumber of countries extending diplomatic recognition to ‘Kosovo’.
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Serbia protects its sovereignty and territorial integrity and haslaunched the process of revocation and suspension of recognitions of theunilaterally declared independence of ‘Kosovo’. Currently, Serbia’s EUaccession is conditioned with the rule of law and economic reforms, as wellas the normalization of relations with Pristina via the EU-facilitateddialogue. The finding of a comprehensive, viable political solution to theissue of Kosovo and Metohija is a top national priority of Serbian policy,with obvious significance for Serbian – Albanian relations and peace andstability in the wider region. Serbian First Deputy Prime Minister andMinister of Foreign Affairs Ivica Dačić stated that the project to create anindependent state of ‘Kosovo’ was a big mistake made by a part of theinternational community, as well as that the states could not be created byunilateral decisions (Dačić, 2020).’Kosovo’ declaration of independence on 17 February 2008 met adivided international response. Some 23 EU Member States recognised‘Kosovo’ as an independent state. The five non-recognising states are Spain,Cyprus, Greece, Romania, and Slovakia. Serbia is trying, on the one hand, topreserve its territorial integrity and sovereignty violated by theindependence of ‘Kosovo’ and, on the other, to develop the concept of amulti-vector foreign policy and multiple strategic partnerships.The bilateral Serbian – Albanian political dialogue has almost stopped.Since 2014 the government of Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucǐc ́has tried toimprove relations with its neighbours, particularly with Albania. The firstvisit of Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama to Serbia in November 2014 wasdeemed historical. At the press conference of the two leaders, Ramadeclared that the countries”have two entirely different positions on Kosovo,but the reality is one and unchangeable”(Rama, 2014). Belgrade and Tiranawere trying to overcome the dominant differences between the twocountries concerning the status of Kosovo and Metohija, to strengtheneconomic cooperation and further improve the status of minoritycommunities. When it comes to relations with neighbours, Tirana oftenemphasizes the position of Albanians in North Macedonia, southern Serbiaand Montenegro and repeatedly requires the copying of legal guaranteesfor the status of Serbs in ‘Kosovo’ for the Albanian municipalities of Presěvo,Bujanovac, and Medveđa (the Presěvo Valley). The two Prime Ministers haveintensified meetings to overcome barriers between the two countries andmade efforts to boost cooperation. 
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Serbia is active in its relations with Albania, fully respecting the principleof non-interference in internal affairs. The two countries’ governments haveexpressed the political will to settle pending issues and further promotebilateral relations in general and of the evident need to enhance cooperationin the framework of the European integration process in particular.A series of statements by Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama, the “head”of the self-proclaimed independent ‘Kosovo’ Hashim Thaсi, and the “head”of the south Serbian municipality of the Presevo Valley (mainly populatedby Albanians) Jonuz Musliu, regarding the redrawing of borders in theBalkans (to implement the Greater Albania project), raised particularconcern in Serbia. However, any projection for a de jure unification prior tofull accession of Albania and ‘Kosovo’ in the European Union is not realisticbecause of constitutional obstacles and opposition of international actors,but also because of the resistance of the mainstream political leaders inAlbania and ‘Kosovo’, which may see any potential unification as a threat totheir personal power (Kalemaj, 2014, p. 37). The European Union (primarily Germany) and indeed the United States,perceive the improvement of relations between Belgrade and Pristina as apotential solution to the numerous latent tensions in the Western Balkans(Đukanovic,́ Simic,́ Zǐvojinovic,́ 2013, p. 108).Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić, participating in the leadershippanel of the 15th Bled Strategic Forum, pointed out that the political statusof Kosovo and Metohija will be discussed under the auspices of the EU, andeconomic issues with the United States (Vučić, 2020). President Trumpsuggested a formula ‘to do economics first and let the politics follow theeconomics’ (Trump, 2020). On 3-4 September Serbian President Aleksandar Vučić and ‘KosovoPrime Minister’ Avdullah Hoti met at the White House for talks on economicrelations and committed to the economic normalization. President Trumpannounced a historic commitment (Trump, 2020). By focusing on jobcreation and economic growth, Belgrade and Pristina were able to reach areal breakthrough on economic cooperation across a broad range of issuessuch as the opening of border crossings, the US investment in both ‘Kosovo’and Serbia, and deals between ‘Kosovo’ and Serbia on recognizing eachother’s diplomas and licenses. One part of the agreement was the freezingon the recognition and de-recognition campaigns during 2021. PresidentVučić pointed out that the normalization of economic relations between
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Belgrade and Pristina was a huge step forward. However, for Serbia, it isvery important to have a unified economic zone, the entire Western Balkans(Vučić, 2020).Meanwhile, Serbia has committed to opening a commercial office inJerusalem this month and to move its embassy to Jerusalem by July. Pristinaand Israel have agreed on the normalization of ties and the establishmentof diplomatic relations.  On 7th September, on the occasion of the continuation of the EUFacilitated Dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina, President AleksandarVučić and Prime Minister Avdullah Hoti confirmed to the EU HighRepresentative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy/Vice-President of theEuropean Commission, Josep Borrell that they attach the highest priority toEU integration and to continuing the work on the EU-facilitated Belgrade-Pristina dialogue, which is a key element of their respective EU paths. Theyalso committed to redoubling their efforts to ensure further EU alignmentin accordance with their respective obligations (Vučić, Hoti, 2020). Miroslav Lajčak, the EU’s special representative for Belgrade-Prishtinadialogue said: 
They confirmed that they attach the highest priority to the EU integration
and to continuing the work on the EU-facilitated Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue.
We spoke about economic cooperation and missing and displaced persons
– the topics which were opened in our last high-level meeting. And I am
happy to announce that we made full progress on the discussions.
We also discussed for the first time, as part of the negotiations of a legally
binding comprehensive agreement, arrangements for non-majority
communities and also the settlement of mutual financial claims and
property. This was the first exchange that allowed us to define the next
steps in our discussions. (Lajčák, 2020).Russia insists on the resolution of the Kosovo issue exclusively based onthe agreements that will have to be subsequently endorsed by the UNSecurity Council and will accept any solution that will be agreed upon byBelgrade and Pristina.Currently, both international and local pressure is growing on Belgradeand Pristina to define their relations through a comprehensive agreement
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on the normalization, with a view to achieving a visible and sustainableimprovement of mutual relations. Although Serbian and ‘Kosovo’representatives confirm, in principle, their commitment to the fullnormalization of relations, they have differing and often conflicting viewsof this ultimate goal. Belgrade and Pristina often have different views ofthe time-frame needed for this agreement to be reached. EU membershipis a common goal for both Belgrade and Pristina. Establishing goodrelations and resolving open disputes are absolute prerequisites for thisgoal to be achieved.At the turn of the XX and XXI centuries, the Balkan region was includedin the sphere of influence of only the one external force – the collective West.The West’s influence in the region is currently almost unchallenged, whichexplains the ongoing homogenization of the Balkans due to its gradualintegration into the EU and NATO and the adoption of common standardsof foreign and domestic political behaviour. The USA and the EU act as anarbiter in disputes between the Balkans states, quite often contradictingpublic sentiment in the region and states’ interests in foreign policy andeconomy. Thus, the concessions of Belgrade and Pristina in the process ofthe EU-initiated dialogue were widely rejected by both Serbs and KosovoAlbanians. The Brussels Agreement (April 2013) was reached only after ademand to overcome differences in two weeks (Кириллов, Путинцев,2020, c. 60-61). One of the priorities in the foreign policy of Serbia and Albania is regionalcooperation which is a cornerstone of the EU’s policy framework for theWestern Balkans – the stabilisation and association process (SAP). Thecountries and the EU consider enhanced regional cooperation to be a keyfactor for establishing political stability, security, and economic prosperity. The first impetus for institutionalizing regional cooperation was givenby the end of the Cold War. In the context of the easing of internationaltensions, development of the Helsinki process, and the approval of acooperative model of relations between the states of two opposite socialsystems, the Central European Initiative (CEI) was established in 1989. Theappeal to common interests has underscored most regional cooperationschemes since the 1995 Dayton peace (Bechev., 2004, p. 5). The EU and theUSA created and developed a number of regional groupings as stabilizationmechanisms. They subsequently became an instrument of the Central and
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Southeastern European countries’ adaptation to development conditions inthe European Union and NATO.  In the framework of the EU integration process, Serbia and Albania payspecial attention to the development of regional cooperation, particularlythrough regional initiatives: the South East European Cooperation Process(SEECP), the CEI, the Adriatic and Ionian Initiative (AII), the CentralEuropean Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA 2006), the Regional CooperationCouncil (RCC), the Berlin process (BP) and the Western Balkans Fund(WBF). The areas of security, trade, energy and transport are among thosewhere regional cooperation is the most substantial. The leaders of Serbiaand Albania urged regional cooperation to establish a common market forlocal and foreign investors. Prime Minister Rama said that ‘our markets aretoo small, separated from each other in a world that from the competitionviewpoint is becoming tougher’ (Rama, 2016). In 2019 Serbia, Albania andNorth Macedonia signed the declaration of intent to establish the freemovement of people, goods, services and capital between the threecountries (the so-called “mini-Schengen” regional cooperation initiative). Meanwhile, the development of regional cooperation is hindered by thelack of developed infrastructure and communications, the lack of fundingfor multilateral projects and initiatives, the low degree of economiccomplementarity between states, and the legacy of ethnopolitical conflicts. Economic relations between Albania and Serbia have improved in recentyears. There is a free trade agreement that provides significant tradepreferences for bilateral trade between Serbia and Albania (Kosovo andMetohija is a separate customs territory, as defined by UNSCR 1244). Theyare members of the Revised Central European Free Trade Agreement signedin 2006 (CEFTA 2006). However, the dynamics and structure of tradebetween the two economies are low and unbalanced. In the 2000s, trade flows between the two countries had an increasebecause of the application of trade preferences contained in free tradeagreements (Bjelic,́ Dragutinovic ́Mitrovic,́ 2016, p. 5). In the 2010s, tradeflows were consistent. Serbia had a trade surplus of 110 million Euros in2019. The exports from Serbia to Albania during 2019 amounted to 158million Euros, while imports were 48 million Euros. Albania’s balance oftrade with Serbia has been negative over the years. The commodity groupsmaking the biggest bulk of Albania’s imports from Serbia are “minerals, fuelsand electricity” (the main commodity is electricity) and “food, tobacco and
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beverages” (the main commodity is grains). Serbia is currently Albania’ssixth-largest trading partner, while Albania is not even in Serbia’s top twentypartners for trade exchanges.The trade in services between Serbia and Albania started to rise steadilyin 2010. It was around 16 million Euros in 2018. Serbia foreign investmentin Albania is at a mere 40 million Euros, with potential for investment inconstruction, energy, and transport tourism, which is emerging as one ofAlbania’s most promising sectors.In 2016 Tirana-based joint Albania-Serbia Chamber of Commerce waslaunched and expected to give a boost to trade exchanges and investmentbetween the two countries. Irrespective of political differences, SerbianPresident Aleksandar Vučić and Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama calledon the business communities to invest in the two countries. Some 100Serbian SMEs operate in Albania, mainly in construction, industry, tourismand services, while the number of Albanian companies in Serbia is estimatedlower. The states launched the direct Belgrade-Tirana flights by Air Serbiacarrier and the extension of the Albania-Kosovo highway to Nis.Bilateral resistance factors of the low level of trade are beyond the traderegime conditions and dependent on infrastructural quality, productstructure of exports, and political factors (Bjelic,́ Dragutinovic ́Mitrovic,́ 2016,p. 12). There needs to be trust between Belgrade and Tirana to takecooperation and collaboration to the next level. The economy is serving as ameeting point for Serbia and Albania and should be seen as the cooperationthat will spill over to other areas (Balla, Ejdus, Llubani, 2013, p. 59). Cultural diplomacy and its accessories play an important role inincreasing Serbia’s influence in the region. Cultural cooperation betweenSerbia and Albania is expected to strengthen bilateral relations andcontribute to the common goal of EU integration. In 2017, the Serbian andAlbanian Ministers of Culture signed the cultural cooperation agreement.Regional Youth Cooperation Office (RYCO) was established to increasecooperation in education, culture, youth and sport. Civil society organisations are also playing a key role in the improvementof Serbian – Albanian relations. The Albanian Institute for InternationalStudies and the European Movement Serbia have established a joint Centrefor Albania-Serbia relations to boost relations between the two countriesand overcome stereotypes. According to the results of the 2014 survey taken
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by the Albanian Institute for International Relations (AIIS), Albaniansconsider the ‘historical hostility between the two nations’ as one of the keyobstacles in developing bilateral relations (Cela, 2015, p. 10). Civil societycontacts are at an advanced stage. Serbia’s relationship with Albania experiences occasional tensions,ranging from improvement to a deterioration. Serbian-Albanian ties werestrained when Tirana recognized ‘Kosovo’ independence in 2008 andbecame one of Pristina’s strongest external supporters. Although some ofthe goals of Serbia and Albania are complementary, others contradict eachother. The probability of overcoming Serbian – Albanian disagreementsabout the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, while maintaining the positionstaken by both sides today, remains low. The statements by Albanian PrimeMinisters Sali Berisha and Edi Rama and the “head” of the self-proclaimedindependent ‘Kosovo’ Hashim Thaсi on their readiness to join forces in asingle Greater Albania state do not contribute to the development of Serbian– Albanian relations and finding a compromise solution for the issue ofKosovo and Metohija. At times disputed issues seem to dominate relationsand bring them back to the past.However, as long as the countries share the same foreign political goalof EU membership, the process of European integration in itself is astabilizing and developmental tool of political, cultural, economic, andtourism bilateral cooperation. The EU and NATO enlargement in the Balkanshas eliminated (promptly or proactively) the existing and re-emergingconflicts between the countries of the region and has artificiallyovershadowed outstanding issues. In the context, relations between Serbiaand Albania require more goodwill and permanent efforts of the politicalelites in order to actually eliminate obstacles and build relations on mutuallybeneficial foundations.
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RUSSIAN – SERBIAN COOPERATION 
IN THE SECTOR OF OIL AND GAS: PAST,

PRESENT, AND POSSIBLE FUTURE 

Petar Stanojević, Zoran Jeftić1

Abstract: The paper provides a brief history of the Russian-Serbiancooperation in the oil and gas sector, starting with the conclusion of clearingagreements during the 1950s. Special attention is given to key events suchas the construction of refineries in Novi Sad and Pancevo in 1968, and thecommissioning of the gas and oil transport pipelines through which oil andgas directly arrived from the then USSR to the former Yugoslavia and Serbiafrom 1979 onward. An overview of jointly signed agreements andcooperation plans concluded during the difficult times of the “Yugoslavcrisis” is presented, when both countries had joint plans such as theconstruction of the Serbia-Bulgaria gas pipeline. Emphasis is placed on theturning point in 2008 when the so-called “Energy agreement” was signed,giving Russian companies the majority ownership of NIS and theunderground gas storage Banatski Dvor.The situation in the oil and gas sector in the world is especially analysed, andtrends that will have repercussions on the position of this sector in Serbia.A concise analysis of the state of the gas, and especially the oil sector inSerbia, is given. After the failure of the “South Stream“ gas pipeline projectand the expected completion of the “Turkish or Balkan Stream“ gas pipeline,greater development opportunities are expected in the oil than in the gassector. The gas sector is particularly burdened by the provisions of the ThirdEnergy Package that Serbia has implemented in its legislation and byrelatively small market potential.Considering that after the completion of the second developmental phaseof the Pancevo Refinery, NIS and Serbia will have one of the most modern
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refineries in Europe connected to the petrochemical complex, it wasconcluded that further development efforts should focus on increasing oiland gas production and derivatives trading. These goals includedevelopment projects in Serbia, but also in the region, the Mediterraneanand beyond, i.e., those that expand the area of operation because that is theonly way to reach the necessary resources and markets of sufficient size.To that end, the Russian and Serbian sides need joint, creative strategicsolutions and an “out of the box” thinking. The advantages of Serbia’sgeographical position, old interstate ties and the status of an associatemember of the EU, as well as the relations of the Russian Federation withcertain countries, should be used to open new, cost-effective perspectives.For this purpose, several suggestions and brief descriptions of possiblestrategies are given. At the same time, a review of the possible geopoliticalimplications of such solutions is given.
Keywords: oil, gas, history, strategy, development plans, Russia, Serbia.

A Brief historical review of the development 
of the oil and gas sector in Serbia and agreements 

with the Russian FederationMost historical data on Russian-Serbian relations in the oil and gassector could be found on the website of PE Srbijagas (Srbijagas, 2020),the website of the Oil Industry of Serbia (NIS) (NIS a.d., 2020), and thewebsite of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Serbia(Ministarstvo Spoljnih poslova Republike Srbije, 2020), but sometimes ina form too dull and incomprehensible for the average reader. Therefore,the necessary clarifications are given below, while the additions andinterpretations are the contribution of the author as a direct witness tocertain events.Based on the existing Shell’s, Standard Oil’s and other assets, a state-owned trading company for the trade of oil and oil derivatives was formedin 1945 (red and yellow colour in the Jugopetrol’s brand were a reflectionof the past). By nationalizing and purchasing already existing petroleumstorages and building new ones, a network of storages was created. Thiswas the basis for the future distribution network that has developedtogether with the road network and the increase in the number of motorvehicles. After the Second World War, oil was processed in refineries in
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Rijeka and Bosanski Brod. It was imported mostly from Romania, andthen from the USSR.The forerunner of today’s company NIS was the Company for OilExploration and Production based in Zrenjanin, founded in 1949 by thedecision of the Government of the Federal People’s Republic ofYugoslavia. The oil exploration and production company Naftagas wasfounded in 1953 in accordance with the decision of the Government ofthe Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia (FPRY) and the managementwas transferred to Novi Sad. In the early 1950s, the first gas stationswere opened in this area (Wikipedia, 2020). As an oil company,Jugopetrol covered the territories of Serbia, Macedonia, and Montenegrofrom then until the mid-1970s, and Jugopetrol Kotor and Makpetrollater separated from it.In 1951, the construction of a gas and oil pipeline transport systembegan. The section of the gas and oil transport pipeline Mokrin-Kikinda-Elemir-Velika Greda-Pancevo was completed in 1963. The production ofoil and gas from Serbian fields was constantly growing and met up to 40%of domestic needs in oil and even 100% in gas when production was atits peak.“Oil refineries in Pancevo and Novi Sad started operating in 1968(Wikipedia, 2020).” The technology of the USSR was used in atmosphericand vacuum distillation plants (the Institute of Nizhny Novgorod was theircreator, and since then the twinning of the cities of Nizhny Novgorod andNovi Sad has originated). The technology used and the configuration ofthe refineries has conditioned that the highest yield of derivatives can beachieved from URALS (REB) Russian oil and Iraqi KIRKUK oil. This alsoshows the strategic commitment of the former SFRY to the USSR and thenon-aligned countries. Only since the construction of the oil pipeline, thepossibility has been created to use different sources of supply to avoiddependence on one supplier. In addition to these types of oil, high-qualityLibyan oil, Iraqi BASRA, and smaller quantities of Syrian, Kazakh, andother oils were imported.The Yugoslav oil pipeline, which via Omišalj-Rijeka stretched onebranch through Sisak, Bosanski Brod to Novi Sad and Pancevo, and withthe other branch towards Lendava and the Hungarian border, was putinto operation in 1979. This oil pipeline could supply Hungary, and evenCzechoslovakia, and was conceived as a geopolitical lever for the eventual
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reduction of the USSR’s influence on Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Thepipeline operated in two modes, the first was pumping oil from Russiafrom the direction of Slovakia and Hungary to Yugoslavia and the secondwas pumping from the terminal in Omišalj to Yugoslav refineries andHungary. The Russian private oil company Yukos in the 1990s and early2000s wanted to use the possibility of exporting Russian oil via the portof Rijeka in this direction, but the idea has never been materialized.Since the 1950s, clearing has been used in trade with the USSR. Thelow value of the dollar settlement had a stimulating effect on the exportof Yugoslav goods. From the USSR to Yugoslavia, oil was importedaccording to the clearing settlement. This was a stimulus for all Yugoslavrepublics because this encouraged their own exports, and they could getoil, or real value, for that. This has led to the construction of oil refineriesin almost all Yugoslav republics with capacities far greater than necessary.In 1979, the transport system of the Horgos-Batajnica gas pipeline(the “pillar” or the core part of the gas transport system of Serbia) wasput into operation. This gas pipeline was built in cooperation with theUSSR and Hungary. In the same year, the branch of the gas pipeline toBosnia and Herzegovina was completed and put into operation. Fromthen until today, only Russian gas has been imported and used in Serbia.It should be borne in mind that the production of natural gas in Serbiareached as much as 2.2 billion cubic meters, which is practically equal totoday’s consumption of this energy source. The abundance of gasconditioned the construction of an industry that uses gas as raw material,thus the Ammonia plant, Nitric Acid plant and CAN Pancevo (AzotaraPančevo) and the Methanol-Vinegar Combine Kikinda (Metanolsko-sirćetni kombinat Kikinda) were founded.The construction of the transport gas pipeline in central Serbia beganin 1980, and the construction of the distribution system in 1987.The Oil industry of Serbia, which included the oil refineries Pancevoand Novi Sad, Jugopetrol and Naftagas promet, Naftagas, Energogas, NoviSad gas, the Oil refinery Belgrade, FAM Krusevac and NIS Engineering,was founded in 1991 as a state company for exploration, production,refining and trading of oil and oil derivatives and natural gas. The speciallaw that was passed for that purpose wanted to protect the crucial energyactivity at the dawn of the Yugoslav wars (Croatia did the same with INA).
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During the Yugoslav wars, Russia continuously supplied gas to Serbia,including through humanitarian arrangements.In 1995, with a special “Agreement between the Federal Government ofthe Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Government of the RussianFederation on Cooperation in the Construction of a Gas Pipeline in theFederal Republic of Yugoslavia” (Official Gazette of the FRY, 1996), theYugorozgas company was established, and the construction of the branchPojate-Nis transport system started. The agreement provided for theconstruction of an interconnection (gas pipeline) with Bulgaria. On the sameoccasion, the “Agreement between the Federal Government of the FederalRepublic of Yugoslavia and the Government of the Russian Federation onNatural Gas Deliveries from the Russian Federation to the Federal Republicof Yugoslavia” was signed (Official Gazette of the FRY, 1996).The Protocol between the Federal Government of the Federal Republicof Yugoslavia and the Government of the Russian Federation on oildeliveries from the Russian Federation to the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (Official Gazette of the FRY, 1996) was signed in 1996.The privatization of NIS by Russian oil companies, especially the PSJCLukoil, has been negotiated almost continuously since the 1990s.Documents of various weight and content were signed, but there were noconcrete results.In 2005, works began on the underground gas storage Banatski Dvor.Sometime around this time, a joint technological solution of the Novi SadRefinery and the Russian Academy of Sciences for the production ofsynthetic oil was created and installed in Nizhnekamsk, through the jointventure RANIS.In 2005, the company NIS received the status of a joint-stock company,and PE Transnafta, PE Srbijagas, the Oil Refinery Belgrade and FAMKrusevac separate from it.Problems related to Serbian debts for energy sources from the 1990sand Russian ones related to clearing trade were mostly resolved by the“Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Serbia and theGovernment of the Russian Federation on regulating the obligations ofthe former USSR on settlements related to trade between the former USSRand of the former SFRY ”(Official Gazette, 2009) and the “Protocolbetween the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Serbia, the Ministry of
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Mining and Energy of the Republic of Serbia and the Ministry of Financeof the Russian Federation, the Ministry of Economic Development andTrade of the Russian Federation on harmonization of the list of goods andservices delivered for the purpose of settling the debts of the RussianFederation to the Republic of Serbia” from 24 July 2007. (Ministry ofForeign Affairs, 2007)Certainly, the most important agreement ever signed between the twocountries is the “Agreement between the Government of the Republic ofSerbia and the Government of the Russian Federation on cooperation inthe oil and gas industry”, signed in 2008 (Government of the Republic ofSerbia, 2008). The agreement included the privatization of NIS, theconstruction of the Banatski Dvor gas storage facility, and the constructionof a gas pipeline with a capacity of not less than 10 billion cubic metersper year through the territory of Serbia. This agreement will lead tosubstantial changes in the oil and gas sector in Serbia.In 2008, the Russian company Gazprom Neft became the majorityshareholder of NIS in accordance with the “Purchase Agreement”, with51% of shares purchased for EUR 400 million and EUR 550 million ofinvestment obligations, primarily in the Pancevo oil refinery and forsolving environmental problems. In 2009, a Basic Agreement on Cooperation on the “South Stream”project on the territory of Serbia was signed with the Russian companyGAZPROM, and a joint Serbian-Russian company “South Stream Serbia”was established with the headquarters in Zug, Switzerland.The agreement on the establishment of a joint venture for the BanatskiDvor underground gas storage (PSG B. Dvor) between PE “Srbijagas” andthe company “GAZPROM GERMANIA” based in Novi Sad and thecompletion of the first phase of construction of PSG B. Dvor was signedin 2010.In 2011 the underground gas storage in Banatski Dvor was officiallyput into operation.In 2012, Serbia signed agreements on the construction of the SouthStream gas pipeline and passed an appropriate law that should facilitatethe construction of this strategic infrastructure facility as much as possible.The same year, representatives of the governments of Serbia and Russiasigned the Agreement on Natural Gas Supply from Russia in 2012-2021, as
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a basis for signing a long-term gas supply agreement between “Gazprom”and PE “Srbijagas” (Government of the Republic of Serbia, 2013).In 2012, the construction of the mild hydrocracking plant (MHC/DHT)was completed at the Pancevo Oil Refinery, which marked the completionof the first phase of the refinery modernization and the fulfilment ofinvestment obligations by Gazprom Neft. In the same year, NIS began toexpand in the region: in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, and Romania.A Memorandum of Understanding in the field of energy efficiency,energy-saving and renewable energy sources between the Ministry ofMining and Energy of the Republic of Serbia and the Russian EnergyEfficiency Agency of the Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation wassigned in 2014 (Ministry of Mining and Energy, 2014).Works on the deep processing plant with delayed coking technologybegan in 2017 at the Pancevo Refinery with the aim to put the plant intooperation in 2020. The same year, a contract on the construction of thethermal power plant – heating plant Pancevo was signed between thecompanies “TE-TO Pančevo” and the Chinese company “Shanghai ElectricGroup”, and the corporate Development Strategy of NIS until 2025 wasadopted.In 2018, the construction of the “Turkish Stream” gas pipeline began,whose pipes were laid before the end of 2019, and the construction of thecompressor station began in 2020. The pipeline is not yet connected tothe gas pipeline systems of Bulgaria and Hungary at the time of writingthis paper.Besides, it should not be forgotten that the Russian Federation is oneof Serbia’s strategic partners and that the “Declaration on StrategicPartnership” was signed in 2013 in Sochi (Government of the Republic ofSerbia, 2013). To this should be added a free trade agreement.All interstate cooperation is coordinated permanently, based on the“Agreement between the Federal Government of the Federal Republic ofYugoslavia and the Government of the Russian Federation on theEstablishment of the Intergovernmental Yugoslav-Russian Committee forTrade, Economic and Scientific-Technical Cooperation” of 1995. ThisCommittee meets every year.
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The situation in the oil and gas sector 
in the world and possible tendenciesAccording to the latest official data for 2018, or from the period beforethe pandemic KOVID-19 (British Petroleum, 2019), oil consumption inthe world has increased, but slower than its production. According to thesame source, natural gas consumption is growing strongly, supported bywide demand and increasing gas availability, with the help of constantexpansion of liquefied natural gas (LNG).Forecasts said that natural gas would take precedence over oil in the2020s as the most important energy source in the 2020s (DNV, 2019).The result of the “oil market crisis” that occurred during the KOVID-19 pandemic was that three key players in the oil market stood out,namely Russia, Saudi Arabia and the United States, which are responsiblefor over a third of world oil supplies.In the first four months of 2020, there was a drastic drop in global carsales - by about one third compared to the same period in 2019. Electriccars - a key element of the transition to cleaner energy, also sold less.However, despite the crisis, their sales could reach a record share in thetotal car market this year.The peak of oil demand can be reached in the next decade or by 2040,i.e., the longer the pandemic lasts, the later. It is clear that it is impossibleto rely entirely on one or a few sources of primary energy for energysecurity and decarbonisation, which will have to be achieved through anoptimal energy mix, which is, in principle, an issue for each country.Advances in energy efficiency, new technologies and increasinglystringent environmental regulations will limit further growth in oil andgas consumption.Demand for gasoline and diesel will grow more slowly as a result ofchanging consumer habits, the adoption of electric vehicles, an increasein the efficiency of internal combustion engines, but also increased mixingof biofuels. There are serious attempts to reduce the share of petroleumproducts in aviation and shipping. Countries with the highest fuelconsumption have switched to the Euro 5 standard. Safety andenvironmental standards in the oil and gas sector will becomeincreasingly demanding. The public will ask more and more questions
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and there will be fewer company secrets in this area. Without publicsupport, it will be increasingly difficult for oil and gas companies to dobusiness. The International Research Group for the Conservation of Clean Airand Water in Europe (CONCAVE) shows that 21 refineries in Europe havebeen closed since 2009. The need for refinery capacity is projected to fallby about 25% after 2030. Those refineries that are more complex withthe most efficient processes and that are integrated with petrochemicalshave a higher chance of surviving (such is the Pancevo Refinery).Oil and gas companies are already doing a lot in the field ofdecarbonisation. For example, they install wind generators on oilplatforms, build solar power plants, cogeneration plants, introduce newenergy, and petrochemical solutions. They want to achieve the so-called“zero carbon footprint”, i.e., to conserve carbon dioxide in proportion tothe amount they produce.There will be a consolidation of buyers on the market in order toreduce the price of raw materials by increasing the volume of purchases.Companies from African countries have been doing that for years. Ingeneral, the market will soon turn completely into a customer marketbecause the production of hydrocarbons will be higher than the demand.
Present and future of the oil and gas sector 

in Serbia in the light of interstate cooperation 
between Serbia and Russia

The situation in the oil and gas sector in SerbiaThe oil market in Serbia is the so-called “an oligopoly with a dominantplayer.” This practically means that, on the one hand, we have NIS with oiland gas production, refinery, storages and pump network (dominantplayer), and on the other hand, we have many smaller or larger traderswith relatively limited storage capacities and 2/3 of pumps. That is whyevery story about oil in Serbia is mostly a story about NIS. The story ofgas in Serbia, similar to the previous one, is the story of Srbijagas, whichis the only one that has a transport system, storage, and distribution ofgas. All the others (about 36 of them) are only gas distributors, except for
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Yugorozgas, which has a transport system from Pojate, through Nis toLeskovac and distribution in Nis and Leskovac.In general, fuel consumption in Serbia increased by 5.1% in 2019compared to 2018, especially the consumption of diesel. This is aconsequence of the redirection of European traffic to the newly builtcorridors 10 and partly 11, and economic growth. Gas consumption inSerbia has been growing at a rate of 2-3% per year in recent years.In the last five years, about half a million used vehicles have beenimported to Serbia. If this trend continues, the pollution we can expect inthe coming years could take more human lives than the coronavirusCovid-19.The first contracts for granting subsidies to citizens for the purchaseof electric and hybrid vehicles were scheduled for signing in the middleof this year. The charging infrastructure is still modest, although theefforts are made to improve it.The above-mentioned is confirmed by the fact that, despite the globaltrend of switching to electric vehicles, their mass arrival in Serbia cannotbe expected soon. The situation is similar in the region. This is good newsfor the oilmen but not for citizens who care about the environment, cleanair, and the reduction in the number of illnesses and deaths related to them.The good news is that due to the state programs of marking andquality control, fuel smuggling has been seriously reduced, and the qualityis at the prescribed level, which also affects the reduction of pollution. Thestate has started a program of creating obligatory oil reserves, which isimproving its energy security every day.According to the report to its investors, NIS extracted 859,000 tons ofoil and 389 million cubic meters of gas from the Serbian fields in 2019 or3% less than in 2018. In 2019, 3,373,000 tons were processed or 12%less than in the previous year (justified by the overhaul of the refinery).Sales were 3,702,000t or only 1% less than in 2018. EBITDA fell by 17%and profit by 34%. The financial result is modest, bearing in mind thatthe ore rent is at the level of only 7% (NIS a.d., 2019).These results are not encouraging at all if it is known that the demandfor fuel, especially diesel, has increased in Serbia, i.e., NIS has lost morebecause the market environment was favourable. What is further strikingis that the production of oil and gas has dropped almost to the level from
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before 2009, i.e., before the privatization. The results of the fracking ofthe existing wells were obviously short-lived, and the fate of furtherexploitation of Serbian oil is now in question. Reducing domestic gasproduction is not in favour of Serbia’s energy security. The refineryoperates at 70% capacity, which is below the level that provideseconomies of scale. A somewhat bright spot is the turnover, which at leastdoes not lose much market share, and has expanded its activities to theregion so that the company owns a network of gas stations in Serbia (323)in Romania (18), BiH (37) and Bulgaria (35). The situation after thecoronavirus Covid-19 can only get worse.The positive moments are that the Deep Processing and Gas PowerPlant projects are coming to an end. Upon their completion, NIS will ownthe most modern refinery in the region and maximally valorize the gas itproduces. The good news also comes from Bosnia and Herzegovina, whereNIS is conducting exploration work, and from Romania, where theexperimental production at 4 wells has been launched.Regarding oil as an energy source and the oil market, Serbia must havea double goal. The first is to promote electric vehicles and renewableenergy sources to reduce pollution, improve energy security and promotethe use of lithium, which could be a new national treasure if it turns outthat the development of batteries for electric vehicles will go in thedirection of using this metal. Given that the state owns about 29% of NISshares, its second goal must be the development and support of thiscompany because without its support NIS will experience hard times inthe transition period.The first goal can be achieved through creative regulation throughwhich, for example, all pumps will be obliged to upgrade the charger forelectric vehicles in the next ten years (like in Germany) and to providevarious financial incentives to car buyers but also manufacturers of electriccars and batteries if they are produced in Serbia. To achieve the second goal, the state and NIS must develop a jointstrategy and use all the opportunities available to them. The fact that fossilfuels will dominate the region for at least another twenty years and thatmany regional refineries are closed should be used as an advantage. Giventhat no further technological and commercial justification can be foundfor continuous investment in oil refining, it is obvious that the focus mustbe on oil exploration and production and derivatives trading.
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The state, on its part, can help the oil economy by increasing thepurchase of now cheaper oil derivatives, through a system of commodityand required reserves, which would stimulate demand. In that way, it canhelp agriculture and other economic branches by lending these derivativesto farmers and economic organizations with the return obligation, etc.The biggest event in the gas part of the sector will certainly be thecommissioning of the “Turkish or Balkan Stream” gas pipeline. This way,cheaper gas could arrive in Serbia, but also its energy security, which iscompletely dependent on one gas entrance to the country, could besignificantly improved. Due to the obligations on the way to joining theEU and those from the Law on Energy passed in 2014, PE Srbijagas willhave to be divided by activities, into transport, distribution, and storagepart. Serbia needs to build interconnections with Bulgaria and probablyRomania, according to commitments already made. The storage part ofthe company should not worry about its fate, especially if the intentionsto expand the existing gas storage and fulfil the legal obligations on theformation of “mandatory gas reserves” are realized. The transport partwill probably remain in state ownership, but it will have a problem if smallquantities of gas are transported through “old” gas pipelines and newinterconnections because most of it will go through the “Turkish or BalkanStream” gas pipeline. The only parts that will be relatively liquid are tradeand distribution, but we should also keep in mind that the market is notlarge or has great development potential if we exclude the constructionof gas power plants.In the gas sphere, the possibilities for Russian-Serbian cooperation afterthe construction of the “Turkish or Balkan Stream” gas pipeline practicallyremain only in the sphere of privatization of gas distribution andconstruction of the gas pipeline from Leskovac to Vranje and further to theMacedonian border by Yugorozgas. Further construction of gas powerplants is possible, but first, Serbia has to adopt a new energy strategy thatshould define the optimal mix of primary energy sources.Due to the above-mentioned, in the following text, more attention willbe paid to NIS as an oil and gas company that has a much larger “roomfor manoeuver” for development. 



Comments on the current NIS strategyNIS has an elaborated strategy that covers all activities of the company(NIS a.d., 2017).It is considered that the ideal ratio between production, refining andsales in vertically integrated oil companies, such as NIS, is 1: 1: 1, i.e., theexact amount of oil produced is being refined and the same amount is soldthrough its own sales channels. The NIS strategy envisages a ratio of 1/3or ¼: 1:1, which indicates a potentially smaller opportunity to operatestably and with maximum effects on the value chain.The strategy in oil and gas production is primarily focused on reducingor maintaining the same level of production in Serbia, which, accordingto the latest reports, will apparently not be realized. There is talk ofabandoning the concession in Angola, while certain effects are expectedfrom the concessions in Romania. The company owns and procuresdrilling equipment that can operate in the EU. In the past, there wasalways a surplus of so-called service capacities, including oil drillingfacilities, as evidenced by the still ongoing engagement of services inTurkmenistan.In order to reduce the negative effects of the reduction of oil and gasproduction, the emphasis in the strategy is placed on refining and trade(downstream). Thus, the growth of processing is predicted from about3.5 million tons per year to 4.2 - 4.4 million tons per year. This means thatthe company must increase its sales outside the Serbian market becausethe consumption of the Serbian market is small and won’t necessarilygrow quickly.Upon the completion of the Deep Processing project, the PancevoRefinery will produce almost exclusively petroleum products with highadded value, i.e., diesel, gasoline and kerosene, as well as coke, which iscurrently imported. The refinery is planned to supply with predominantlydomestic Serbian oil, REB (Russia), and Kirkuk (Iraq).The company currently places its products on the markets ofMacedonia, Bulgaria, Romania and Bosnia and Herzegovina and to a lesserextent on some others (200-500,000t per year). It owns the storage onlyin Bulgaria.
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There are no indications in the strategy of a larger expansion of thesales network in the recent period, which does not fit with the goal ofincreasing processing in the refinery.In energetics, the company participates in wind farm projects and theconstruction of a 170MW gas power plant in Pancevo. For this last project,the question is whether there is enough gas from Serbian sources or gaswill be imported.Among other projects, the company showed interest in theconstruction of the Pancevo (Serbia) - Timisoara (Romania) productpipeline, the construction of an oil refinery in Novi Sad, investment inPetrohemija Pancevo, exploitation of oil shale in Aleksinac, and thepurchase of one of the larger gas station chains in the region. Cooperationwith major international chains in the region was also discussed.The most important potentials that NIS has, but are not included inthe strategy, are:• More gas deposits, which could be converted into gas storage facilitieswith a capacity of about 5 billion cubic meters. Given that BiH,Macedonia and Greece cannot build gas storage facilities, as well asthe passage of the “Turkish Stream” gas pipeline through Serbia, thispossibility can be commercially effective. It should be kept in mindthat the European Union has approved the money for the constructionof the Itebej gas storage, which was never used.• Large existing storage capacities for storage of oil and derivatives, butalso great potential for their upgrading for the purpose of storingSerbian obligatory reserves of oil derivatives (it is considered thataround 100,000 cubic meters more of storage space is needed), aswell as for derivatives trading in the Danube basin. For the latter, theexisting NIS location in Novi Sad is ideal.• Bunkering of LNG on the Danube in accordance with the LNG MasterPlan for Rhine-Main-Danube from 2015, which identifiesopportunities for supplying Europe with LNG via the Black Sea andthe Danube. On this route, traffic of LNG tankers of 1000-3000t ispossible (with some maintenance works on the lower course of theDanube). These are ships that can sail both on the Black Sea and onthe Danube, which means that they could be supplied with LNGsomewhere on the east coast of the Black Sea.
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In order for NIS to maximize the effects of existing capacities and thoseplanned to be built within the current strategy, at the international levelit would be desirable:• Obtaining new concessions in the Balkan region, but also beyond,preferably in the Mediterranean region (because there are logisticalsupply opportunities from there). Both oil and gas concessions are ofinterest.• Reduction of oil import costs that can be achieved by gaining accessto the Druzhba oil pipeline through Slovakia, Hungary and Croatia orby building a section of the oil pipeline from Pitesti (Romania) toPancevo (Serbia) to enable the direct supply of oil from the Black Sea.Both Lukoil and Gazprom Neft have expressed interest in building this170 km long pipeline, which would connect Serbia with the Black Sea.In addition to cheaper transport, the geopolitical aspect is alsoimportant because Serbia would not be tied exclusively to the oilpipeline that passes through Croatia.• Increasing the export of oil derivatives to the region and beyondimposes the need for an urgent solution of logistical problemsthrough the construction of pipelines to Romania and possibly at leastto Nis in order to create logistical opportunities for exports toRomania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, and so-called Kosovo. It is alsonecessary to build storage for derivatives in Romania and BiH. In thisway, NIS would reduce transport costs to the level to be the mostcompetitive in these markets.• Of the larger gas station chains in the region, the only remaining largechain that is not integrated into larger international systems isMakpetrol, Skopje, Macedonia.• The larger international chains operating in the region are Oiltanking(Germany), Shell and OMW (Austria), so cooperation should be basedon this knowledge (MOL and Hellenic are less influential players inthe market).• The existence of a concession in Africa, services in Turkmenistan, andthe need for more exports do not exclude activities on other continents.• The operation of the Russian company Zarubezhneft (Bosanski Brod)and partly Lukoil in the same markets on which NIS focuses, imposesthe need for a partnership rather than a competitive relationship. This
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especially refers to the possible creation of a joint venture withZarubezhneft, which would create the largest oil company in theregion and enable the integrated operation of refineries. Geopoliticsis certainly on the side of this solution because the joint companycould be dominant in Serbia, Kosovo and Metohija, BiH, Slavonia,Montenegro, and Macedonia.
Possible access to joint development plans

“Three regions” AccessNIS can potentially realize its activities at the international level in“three regions”:• The regional - Balkan/Danube• The Mediterranean - Middle Eastern• AfricanThe Balkan/Danube region includes activities on the possibleacquisition of Makpetrol, construction of the Serbia-Romania productpipeline (Pancevo-Timisoara), product pipeline to Nis, regulation ofsupply through the Druzhba oil pipeline, purchase or construction ofderivatives storages in neighboring countries, expansion of NIS gas stationnetwork, cooperation with regionally present international companies,acquisition of new concessions, integration with Zarubezhneft’s assetsand cooperation with other Russian companies present in the region,participation in infrastructure and other projects, etc. To resolve openissues in these projects, it may be better to use the status of NIS as aSerbian company that already largely operates in accordance with EUregulations. There is also an unresolved problem in the region, such asthe ownership of the JANAF (Croatia-Serbia) oil pipeline, for whichpossible solutions from a geopolitical and security point of view shouldalso be considered. The production of oil from oil shale near Aleksinacmust be actualized to compensate for the negative effects of the declinein domestic oil production.The Mediterranean-Middle Eastern region is interesting for tworeasons. The first is to obtain new oil and gas concessions for NIS to raisethe share of “own” oil and gas in the strategic mix. Synergy with the parent
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company Gazprom (Gazprom EP International B.V.) and involvement inits projects is one of the possibilities.2 Of particular interest are projectsin Algeria (Gazprom, 2019), (Gazprom, 2019) and Libya (Gazprom, 2019)due to the existence of already signed contracts and concessions. NISprobably has a surplus of service resources, and light oil from thesecountries is very suitable, having in mind the configuration of the PancevoRefinery and the logistical possibilities through the JANAF (Rijeka-Pančevo) oil pipeline. Serbia, as well as Russia, has traditionally excellentrelations with these countries.The war in Syria is coming to an end and it is a question of the nearfuture when the exploration, production, and export of oil and gas willstart again. Gazprom already has certain favourable positions in Syria(OilPrice, 2020) because it signed an agreement, according to which it isresponsible for the further development of Syria’s energetics and energyinfrastructure. NIS has the advantage of a surplus of its service potentialshere, as well as a possible buyer of Syrian oil due to the proximity andlogistical advantage of supply through ports in the Mediterranean.The second reason is that more gas pipelines such as the TAP/TANAPand EAST MED will cross the Balkans in the near future (Reuters, 2019).Through these gas pipelines, gas from Azerbaijan, Israel, Cyprus and Egypt,and in the future may be from Iran and Syria, will reach Europeanconsumers. Serbia will be connected to these gas pipelines via the Greece-Bulgaria and Bulgaria-Serbia interconnections. NIS is a company that,through SWAP or directly, could be a user of these new infrastructures, abuyer and distributor of Gazprom gas produced or obtained by SWAP inthese regions. The third, African region, can be included in the consideration in orderto better effectuate the NIS concession in Angola through, for example,participation in the reconstruction of the only refinery in Zambia, and itssupply with oil or semi-finished products. Relations between Zambia andSerbia are more than cordial, and any initiative, assistance and investmentare accepted without “political” prejudices. This situation can be relatedin a broader context to Tanzania, for whose oil/gas resources Gazprom hasshown interest (Gazprom International, 2019). It should be noted thatTanzania (the port of Dar es Salaam) and the refinery in Zambia areconnected by a pipeline, which is why logical thinking is imposed on thepossible use of more effects and the realization of higher-level synergies.
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The above-mentioned are just some of the ideas and possibilities thatshould be considered. 
“Judo grip” approachNIS, as a company registered in Serbia, a country that is an associatemember of the EU, should use its position to insist on the implementationof the “Third Energy Package”. This currently applies to the supply of oilthrough the JANAF and the Druzhba.If gas production starts at Gazprom’s concessions in Algeria or Libya,gas can currently be delivered to other markets only through the pipelinethat connects Algeria and Libya with Spain and Italy. NIS, as a companyregistered in an associated EU member state, which is both a buyer (e.g.,for the needs of the gas power plant in Pancevo) and a registered gastrader, no one will be able to deny access to the “pipe”, which is not certainfor Gazprom or its 100 % subsidiaries. This advantage NIS can also use with the TAP/TANAP gas pipeline forpossible gas supply from Gazprom’s Iranian concessions or the EAST MEDgas pipeline for possible gas supply from Syria.Similar logic is applied to the previously planned gas pipeline fromLibya to Italy, which Gazprom was supposed to implement in cooperationwith the Italian ENI (New York Times, 2008).Practically, a “judo grip”3 means the use of EU rules for the possiblerealization of the goals of NIS and Gazprom, whereas the both companiesrepresent the indispensable factors.

Concluding remarksCooperation in the oil and gas sector between Russia and Serbiawill begin with the conclusion of clearing agreements during the1950s. It intensified with the construction of refineries in Novi Sad andPancevo, and especially intensified in 1979 after the commissioning ofthe transport gas and oil pipelines through which oil and gas directlyarrived from the then USSR to the former Yugoslavia and Serbia.During the 1990s, Russia continuously supplied gas to Serbia, and mostof the time, oil through interstate and humanitarian arrangements.
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Even in those difficult times, both countries have joint plans, such asthe construction of the Serbia-Bulgaria gas pipeline. The turning point happened in 2008 when the so-called “Energyagreement” was signed. According to this agreement, Russiancompanies became the owners of NIS and the underground gas storageBanatski Dvor. After the failure of the “South Stream” gas pipelineproject, the completion of the “Turkish or Balkan Stream” gas pipelineis expected, which should put Serbia on the gas map of Europe.Given that after the completion of the second phase of developmentof the Pancevo Refinery, NIS and Serbia will have one of the mostmodern refineries in Europe, related to the petrochemical complex,further development efforts should focus on increasing oil and gasproduction and derivatives trading. These goals include developmentprojects in Serbia, but also in the region, the Mediterranean and beyond,i.e., those that expand the area of operation because only in this waycan the necessary resources and markets of sufficient size be reached.To that end, the Russian and Serbian sides need joint, creativestrategic solutions and an “out of the box” thinking. The advantages ofSerbia’s geographical position, old interstate ties and the status of anassociate member of the EU, as well as the relations of the RussianFederation with certain countries, should be used in order to open new,cost-effective perspectives. 
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RUSSIA AND THE SERBS (SERBIA) 
FROM THE EASTERN QUESTION 
TO CONTEMPORARY RELATIONS 

Dragan Petrović, Ph.D.1

Abstract: Tsarist Russia defined its policy towards the Balkans, includingSerbian territories, mostly within the framework of the Eastern Question. Thefall and collapse of the Ottoman Empire after 1683, until the end of the FirstWorld War, meant the liberation and unification of the conquered Christian,mostly Orthodox peoples of the Balkan Peninsula and, at the same time,increased the influence of Russia, the Habsburg Monarchy and some otherEuropean powers. Russia’s advantage within the Eastern Question was itscultural closeness with the Orthodox, especially Slavic peoples of the Balkans,and the joint centuries-long cooperation in the fight against the OttomanEmpire, which helped the liberation and unification of the Serbian andYugoslav peoples. In the epoch of the existence of the USSR, that role becamemore complicated during the twentieth century because of the ideologicalissues, world wars, and then the relations between the superpowers and thetwo opposing blocs. After the disappearance of the USSR and the SFRYugoslavia, modern Russia has renewed its cooperation and influence in theBalkans on new foundations. In the foreground is the energy policy of Russia,then the economics, but also the cultural and historical closeness. The gradualprocess of transforming the world order towards multipolarism and themilitary neutrality of Serbia (both BiH and the Republic of Srpska) alsorepresent a connecting factor. Serbia’s foreign policy concept of cooperationwith several world centers of power (EU, Russia, USA, and China) also affects
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the deepening of cooperation with Russia. An important issue is Russia’ssupport for Serbian interests regarding the problem of Kosovo and Metohijaand the position of the Republic of Srpska.
Keywords: Eastern Question, Russian Federation, Serbia, Kosovo and Metohija,historical and cultural closeness, energy policy.
The eastern question and Russian-Serbian relationsRussia’s attitude towards the Balkans, including the Serbian territories,developed gradually in the modern era, after the period when the Russianterritories were freeing themselves from Mongol-Tatar pressure. While theRussian territories slowly emancipated and freed themselves from Mongol-Tatar domination in the century after the Battle of Kulikovo, the Serbianterritories were under the Ottoman occupation. The symbolic wedding ofthe Byzantine princess from the royal family Palaiologus (Sofia) with theGrand Duke Ivan III gave Moscow a symbolic legacy of being the “ThirdRome” and the heir of the Roman Empire. Also, the cultural closeness withthe Byzantine heritage gave an additional patronizing relationship andcloseness to Russia as an empire in relation to the Orthodox Christianpeoples of the Balkans. The Serbs as Orthodox Slavs certainly had a specialsignificance here. The territorial and state unification of the Russianterritories during the following period was especially helped by the breakingup of the Golden Horde into several independent and semi-independentkhanates. Thus, Ivan the Terrible occupied the Kazan (1552) and AstrakhanKhanate (1556) and placed the entire waterway of the Volga in the internalcomposition of the Russian state. This was followed by the conquest of theUrals and Western Siberia, and during the 17th century of Eastern Siberia,and expanding to the Pacific. When eastern Ukraine and Kiev united withRussia in 1654, a more serious rapprochement with the Balkans began.In that direction, the geopolitical preconditions for Russia’srapprochement with the Balkans and the Serbian territories were createdfor several reasons. First, the tsarist Russia of the Romanovs was constitutedas the leading Eurasian power, which covered a colossal space,approximately from the Baltic and the Black Sea (but still without directaccess to these seas) to the Pacific in the east. However, this colossal, themost spacious empire in the world, did not have direct access to the Balticand the Black Sea even then. Moreover, it aspired to unobstructed access to
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free and warm seas (like the Mediterranean). On the other hand, theenslaved Orthodox Christian, and especially the Slavic peoples of theOttoman Empire in the Balkans and also in Asia Minor (Armenians andGreeks), saw their liberation in the resolution of the Eastern Question andthrough Russia’s help.  (Петрович, 2013, стр. 119-132, 120).The Eastern Question represented a period of more than two centuriesin which this hub was resolved. The defeat of Turkey near Vienna and thebeginning of the unstoppable process of its withdrawal from Europe and theBalkans at the end of the 17th century (starting from 1683 with the Peace ofKarlovac as a temporary determinant on that road) coincided with thecoming to power of Peter the Great. From his epoch, direct addressing andconnecting began, and therefore the cooperation with the Serbian factor inthe Balkans in favor of further resolving the Eastern Question. The commoninterest of Russia and the Serbs was obvious, i.e., the liberation of theoppressed Christian-Orthodox peoples of the Balkans (including the Serbs)and the expulsion of the Ottoman occupier from these areas. Figuratively,during the entire period of the Eastern Question, the sublimation of thisaspiration was the transformation of the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople intoan Orthodox Christian cathedral again. The Serbs cooperated in resolving theEastern Question with other Christian powers, primarily with the HabsburgMonarchy, the Venetian Republic, etc., but Russia increasingly won their trustdue to Slavism, Orthodoxy, and the long history of joint struggle against theOttoman Empire. When Eastern Ukraine and Kiev joined Russia underAtaman Khmelnytsky in 1654, it started to approach the Balkans. In theperiod of Peter the Great, Russia had a colossal continental mass of Eurasia,from the Baltic Sea and the Sea of Azov to the Pacific. Therefore, its aspirationto extend to the coastal seas and, at the same time, to become an importantfactor in resolving the Eastern Question was an interconnected process. Thus,the aspiration of Orthodox Christians to free themselves through the EasternQuestion from the Ottoman Empire and the interests of Russia coincided(Успенски, 2013); Поповић, 2003; Нарочницкого, 2003). On the one hand, Russia’s interest was to reach the warm seas with newterritorial expansions, but also to support the creation and expansion of thenewly created Orthodox peoples’ (and often Slavic) states in the Balkans andthe Middle East, which Russia considered as akin and cultural-civilizational closestates. During the 18th century, Russia became more and more geographically“closer” to the Balkans because it took control of the north and east Black Sea
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coasts as a result of a series of victories in the wars with the Ottoman Empire,and on the other hand, by the expansions at the expense of Poland.The attractiveness of Russia compared to other Christian powers inresolving the Eastern Question was significantly bigger, especially for theSerbs, which was shown by the fact that in the 18th century, on severaloccasions, there were migrations from the area under the Habsburgmonarchy to the eastern Ukrainian steppes and other areas of then southernRussia (Рудјаков, 1995). The cooperation between the Serbian OrthodoxChurch and Russia and the Russian Orthodox Church has been especiallyintense since the Middle Ages. In that direction, the historian Dejan Tanićspeaks about the phase of the spiritual-ideological aspect which lasted untilthe end of the 16th century, then the political-diplomatic phase which lasteduntil the beginning of the 18th century, and the cultural-educational phasewhich lasted until Vuk’s reforms (Танић, 2013, стр. 7-9). From the final decades of the 18th century, therefore, Russia’s influencein the Balkans and the Serbian territories increased due to the occupationof the entire Black Sea north coast, the conquest of Bessarabia, and reachingof the Danube’s estuary at the beginning of the 19th century. On the otherhand, after the peace in Iasi in 1791, the Belgrade Pashaluk returned to theOttoman Empire after the occupation of the Habsburg monarchy, but nowit has gained certain autonomy. During the First Serbian Uprising, Russiaand insurgent Serbia were allies and Russian troops came to Serbia in a jointvictorious fight against the Ottoman Empire. When Napoleon left for Russiain 1812, Alexander I was forced to sign the Peace Treaty of Bucharest withTurkey. However, in point eight, Serbia was guaranteed broad autonomy. Itwas an important international treaty, which helped Milos Obrenovic not tore-enter the armed conflict with the Ottoman Porte after 1815. Using theachievements of the Vienna Congress and the fact that Russia was one ofthe leading victors over Napoleon (the Great Alliance) enabled Milos a greatinfluence on the organization of Europe. After that, the Principality of Serbia,although it remained out of the war conflict with the Ottoman Empire,gained several expansions and confirmation of its growing independence.2Russia’s victory in the war with Turkey and the Treaty of Edirne brought
2 Although neutral in that war, with Milos’s diplomacy, Serbia achieved that the Bosnianviziers and the Skadar pashas did not arrive in time to help the sultan in key battleswith the Russian army. 



Milos’s Serbia the Hatisheriff from 1830, confirming the previous greatautonomy to the level of internal independence, and with Hatisheriff from1833, Serbia gained the expansion by six nahiyes.
The importance of Tsarist Russia in international relations

in the new age period, and Russian-Serbian relationsIn modern history, Russia has practically continuously increased itssignificance and influence, including during the epoch of the EasternQuestion. Territorial expansion in Eurasia, an increase of the number ofinhabitants, military and economic power, participation in variousvictorious coalitions in European affairs, made Russia a great power. Duringthe 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, it geographically approachedthe Balkans, occupying the entire northern and eastern shores of the BlackSea, and finally the Danube estuary. That process was not absolutelystraightforward. This was the case after the defeat in the Crimean War,where the Paris Peace Agreement of 1856 was not particularly exemplarytowards Russian interests, but it was still a step back from the previouspositions. Half a century after that, the defeat in the war with Japan in theFar East and the beginning of the internal revolution were also an obviousstep back. At the internal level, modernization, the liberation of serfs, theprocess of urbanization and development, which had its backlogs andcontradictions that will remain evident until the Great War, continued. Takenas a whole, with some setbacks, Russia in the entire modern history and theprocess of resolving the Eastern Question was advancing and developinguntil the Great War of 1914. That Great War, especially the OctoberRevolution, represented a watershed, and a completely new position ofSoviet Russia (USSR) in relation to the previous epoch.The characteristics of Russian-Serbian relations during the EasternQuestion, until the beginning of the First Serbian Uprising, were as follows:1) a constant deepening of ties, as a consequence of the coincidence ofinterests in the direction of the fight against the Ottoman Empire, andcultural and national kinship; 2) Russia’s constant territorial approach tothe Balkans and the Serbian territories, especially during the second half ofthe 18th century. However, in the physical sense, there was no contactbetween the Russian Army and the Serbian people in the Balkans, except
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for the assistance provided to Montenegro by the navy and in other ways.There was also the migration of the Serbs to south Russia, primarily today’sarea of   eastern Ukraine. Within the attitude of the Western powers towardsthe Serbian issue, the attitude they had towards Russia was also important.Great Britain (and later such a course was largely accepted by the UnitedStates during the twentieth century) saw Russia as the most importantplanetary adversary within its geopolitical interests. Great Britain viewedthe Serbian factor mostly negatively since it was close to Russia. In principle,France took a far more favorable attitude towards both Russia and theSerbian issue. Germany had a changing attitude towards Russia until theconclusion of the Franco-Russian alliance in 1891. Before Germanunification, the most important German states also had a changing attitudetowards Russia. However, after Bismarck came down from power, Germanytightened its policy towards Russia. This coincided with the worsening ofthe policy of the Habsburg monarchy towards the Serbs and the binding ofVienna to the policy of Berlin.The characteristics of Russian-Serbian relations from the First SerbianUprising until the end of the First World War were as follows: 1) more directcooperation, the Russian army physically present in the First SerbianUprising, and then through volunteers in the Serbian-Turkish wars of 1876and 1877-78; 2) in the later war (1877-78), the Russian army fought againstTurkey in the Balkans (in present-day Bulgaria). The situation was similarin the First World War. During the 19th and the beginning of the 20thcentury, Russia’s relations with Serbia and Montenegro deepened in themilitary, political, spiritual, cultural, and economic domains. This did notapply evenly to all periods, so there was a cooling of relations during thereign of the King of Milan when official Belgrade pursued an Austrophilepolicy. Montenegro relied on Russia practically all the time of its existencein the modern period, although, at the same time, it established relationsand cooperation with some other powers. Since the formation of the Franco-Russian alliance in the early 1990s, Montenegro has been oriented in thatdirection (besides, it maintained friendly relations with Italy, and even withAustro-Hungary), and Serbia was definitely tied in that direction after theMay coup in 1903. Russia finally entered the Great War precisely on the issueof the Austro-Hungarian attack on Serbia. Of course, the motives for thegreat European conflict were more complex and embedded in the long-termcontradictions between the two opposing military-political blocs of the
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Entente and the Central Powers. Russia’s entry into conflict with the CentralPowers over Serbia (Austria-Hungary wanted its local war with Serbia withthe support of Germany) while the Russian army and economy were not yetready for a major conflict, recovering from the internal revolution and warwith Japan 1904-1905, represented great help to the Serbs and thesignificant support in the just ended era of resolving the Eastern Question.The victories of Serbia and Montenegro in the Balkan wars marked the endof the era of the Eastern Question for the Serbs, but a great conflict wasimposed on them by the Central Powers in 1914.
Russian-Serbian relations after 1918It was the paradox that, after the October Revolution, Russia, which wasone of the pillars of the Entente and made great sacrifices until the beginningof 1918 for its final success, after the victory of the Bolsheviks, became acountry opposed to the victorious Versailles system for ideological reasons.In that direction, both Serbian and Yugoslav unification remained withoutRussia’s support in the Versailles Peace Treaty. This was one of theimportant reasons why a great Serbian united state could not be formed inVersailles. This issue was not supported by Western powers, but also fromFrance. Instead, a Yugoslav state was created. In the interwar period, therelations of Soviet Russia with the Versailles system in Europe were evenhostile in the first phase (and thus with the Kingdom of Yugoslavia, theywere far from the previous centuries-old Serbian-Russian friendlycooperation). The turning point was the arrival of the Nazis to power, theentry of the USSR into the League of Nations and the Franco-Soviet Pact,which had only a partial result in the existing balance of power in Europe(Петровић, 2019, стр. 115-118). The USSR was in a kind of isolation duringa significant part of the interwar period in relation to the Versailles systemin Europe. All this was reflected in the Soviet-Yugoslav relations. Due toideological differences, blood ties of the Karadjordjevic dynasty with theexecuted Romanov dynasty, but also due to the opposition that the Bolshevikregime in Moscow had to the Versailles system and Yugoslavia as its link,the differences between the authorities in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia andthe USSR were very pronounced. Even in the period after the entry of theUSSR into the League of Nations and Moscow’s rapprochement with Paris
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and Prague, these relations slowly warmed up, which was largely aconsequence of the concept of Prince Pavle and Milan Stojadinović. Overtime, there came to the warming and rapprochement, while official relationswere not established until June 1940, but then started to deepen.3The Second World War additionally brought together the Russian andSerbian peoples, who were fighting on the same side. After the war, althoughboth countries were socialist, there were differences. The USSR was a worldsuperpower and the leader of the Eastern Bloc. It regained the territories itpartially lost after the foreign intervention and the civil war on the westernoutskirts of the country. Moreover, it possessed nuclear weapons and apermanent seat on the Security Council with the right of veto.During the twentieth century, the Serbian and Russian people, that is,the states in which they lived (USSR and Yugoslavia), had specific andunequal relations in the complex ideological and then the Cold Waropposites of Europe and the world. The Kingdom of Yugoslavia was evenamong the last states in the interwar period to establish diplomatic relationswith the USSR, and relations between Tito’s Yugoslavia and the USSR werechangeable, although close in principle.After the disintegration of the complex states in which they were in1992, Russia and Serbia (FRY) came out of that process evidently severelymutilated (to this the mostly unfounded accusations that they had the roleof hegemon in the USSR and the SFRY should be added), leaving outsidetheir borders significant parts of their own people. After the difficult 1990s,which were hard for both countries, it seemed that, in the past two decades,mutual relations had been rising constantly and with even greaterpredispositions for future development. With the fall of the Berlin Wall and the disappearance of the USSR, a(temporary) monopolar world order emerged with the dominance of theUSA and NATO. Within that emerging monopolar world order, the Yugoslavcrisis developed, which ended during the 1990s to the detriment of theSerbian factor. During that period, although after several decades spent in acomplex state, independent states emerged. The Serbs (the Federal Republic
3 More details in Dragan Petrovic’s books: Краљевинa Срба, Хрвата и Словенаца иСовјетскa Русијa (СССР), Краљевина Југославија и СССР 1929-1935, КраљевинаЈугославија – СССР 1935-1941 (Петровић, 2018; Петровић, 2019; Петровић, 2017).



of Yugoslavia) and Russia could not develop adequate cooperation in suchcircumstances. Russia was not in a position to help resolve the Yugoslavcrisis equally and fairly.
Russian-Serbian relations after 2000However, since Vladimir Putin came to power, Russia has gradually andsignificantly strengthened. In these last two decades, relations betweenSerbia (FRY until 2006, i.e., Serbia and Montenegro) and the Republic ofSrpska, and Russia were good and multidimensional. During this period,Russian-Serbian relations were developing on the basis of traditionalcloseness, but also in the context of geopolitical and state interests of bothsides. Regarding the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, Russia supported Serbia.Russia is interested in preserving the territorial integrity of Serbia forseveral reasons. It is a principled position on the immutability of bordersby unilateral pressures. Secondly, in this epoch of aggressive policy of theUSA and NATO, first of all, the status quo in international relations suitsRussia better. Next, the Serbian factor is close and traditionally friendly, andstable Serbia is in Russia’s interest. Moreover, the precedents in the formerYugoslavia could serve as a laboratory and a precedent in a number of otherneuralgic points, including the post-Soviet space where Russia has first-ratestrategic interests. Through its support to Serbia on the issue of Kosovo andMetohija, Russia has an additional factor of influence in the Balkans, whichconfirms its status of great power.Serbian political scientist Dragan Simeunović points out that “VladimirPutin’s rise as a statesman and international successes as the President ofRussia, the renewal of the Russian state and military power, and hisdetermination to question the fate of Serbia, has made visible Russia’spopularity in the eyes of Serbs again, and the myth of the fraternal andprotective position of Russia has gained new strength” (Симеуновић, 2018,стр. 318). The re-strengthening of Russia in the era of Vladimir Putinstrengthened the traditional faith of the Serbian population in Russia.Political scientist Leonas Tolvaishis believes that after the withdrawalof its peacekeeping contingent from the UN forces in Kosovo and Metohijain 2003, Russia primarily concentrated the concept of “soft power” on theSerbian territories. It is a range of cooperation in the field of politics, defense,
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economy, and cultural identity. In the field of politics, it is primarily Russia’ssupport for the territorial integrity of Serbia regarding Kosovo and Metohija.It is important for Russia that in 2007 Serbia declared military neutrality asa state concept. It is also important that Serbia became an observer in theCSTO. In 2017, Serbia bought military equipment from Russia, primarily sixMiG-29 aircraft, thirty T-72 tanks, armored personnel carriers, and other(Толвайшисю, 2019, стр. 99-102).In economic terms, during the last two decades, in parallel with theeconomic and social rise of Russia, its economic cooperation with theBalkans, including the Serbian territories, has intensified. At the beginningof the second decade of the 21st century, the foreign trade cooperationbetween Serbia and the Russian Federation was around 3 billion euros4, andin the following years, it will experience smaller fluctuations. The coverageof Serbian exports to Russia in relation to imports increased from aboutone-seventh of the total bilateral exchange in 2008 to one-third in 2018. Ifwe look at the bilateral trade exchange between the two countries in recentyears, we can see that from 2013 to 2018, this balance was quite stable, i.e.,that the coverage of imports by exports was about 40 to 60%. Exports wereapproximately one billion dollars and imports about two billion dollars(Привредна комора Србије, 2019). Russia is generally in the fourth place of Serbia’s foreign trade partners,behind Germany, Italy, and China. The structure of Serbian exports isdominated by food products, clothing, pneumatic products, etc. In thestructure of imports, energy, oil and gas are in the first place, accounting forover 60% (Петровић и Јокић, 2015, стр. 104-110). It is clear that such ahigh structure of energy imports, called an inelastic type of product ineconomic science (for which it is difficult to find a substitute), conditionsthe negative bilateral foreign trade balance of the two countries to thedetriment of Serbia. Therefore, it is no wonder that Russia has had a positiveforeign trade balance with the world for years, often twice as much
4 The record in the foreign trade of the two countries was achieved back in 2008 whenit amounted to $4 billion. For example, in 2019, $3.6 billion was reached. However,compared to 2008, Serbian exports in the foreign trade of the two countries areextremely advanced, so in 2008 it amounted to only $500 million (one-eighth of thetotal bilateral exchange that year), and in 2019 as much as $1 billion (close to 30% ofbilateral trade) (Политика, 2013). 
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nominally as imports because the dependence on imports of its energysources is high (Привредна комора Србије, 2019). There are as many as 895 active business entities on the territory ofSerbia, whose majority owners are legal entities from the Russian Federation.In the institutional sense of economic cooperation, the Free TradeAgreement signed in 2001 is important. It is one of the few that Russia hassigned with some country, and it provides ample opportunities forsuccessful bilateral cooperation. For almost two decades, this agreementhas only been partially used in relation to the possibilities and theperspective of increasing cooperation. The Agreement of February 28, 2008,signed after the session of the expert working group of the Government ofthe Republic of Serbia and the Government of Moscow determined the basicdirections for strengthening trade and economic cooperation. (Петровић,2018, стр. 401-402). On the issue of military cooperation, the status ofmilitary neutrality of Serbia positively affects the maintenance of militarycooperation with Russia as well. In 2014, Vladimir Putin attended themilitary parade of the Serbian Army in Belgrade, which was held for the firsttime in three decades (Восток, 2019). Since 2014, Serbia has been regularly participating in the SlavicBrotherhood Military Exercise together with Russia and Belarus. During2019, Serbia held four military exercises with Russia (Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies, 2019). In recent years, Serbia has stepped up its armspurchases from Russia, and since 2013, Serbia has been granted observerstatus within the Collective Security Treaty Organization (ОрганизацияДоговора о коллективной безопасности, 2020).5For Serbia (and the Republic of Srpska), the integration processes andinternational organizations in which the Russian Federation is located arean additional factor in relations with Russia. It is the whole spectrum,starting from the post-Soviet space, where the Eurasian Union dominatesin the economic sense, then the Commonwealth of Independent States, andfinally, in the security sense, the Organization for Collective Security andCooperation. Then follows the Shanghai Cooperation Organization and the
5 Within its observer status, Serbia monitors the activities of the CSTO continuously,thus, among other things, the National Assembly of Serbia has been an observer ofthe work of the CSTO Parliamentary Assembly for years.



BRICS, which have a wider (Eurasian, i.e., the world) significance. Serbia hasthe status of an observer within the SCO. Serbia is a status-neutral state inmilitary terms, so cooperation with the CSTO (where it is an observer), andin the future with the SCO, may suit it to strengthen its neutral status. Whenit comes to the Eurasian Union, first of all, the CIS and especially the BRICS,Serbia can strengthen its economic cooperation. For example, the BRICSDevelopment Bank also provides loans to third countries withoutconditioning the application of the economic concept or even political issues.If we consider the importance of Serbia in the official strategic documentsof the Russian Federation in the last twenty years, we can notice thefollowing. The 2000 document, as the first strategic concept since PresidentVladimir Putin came to power, cites the Russian Federation’s interest in thesurvival of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and the issue of Kosovo andMetohija” as the most important in the Balkans”. Russia’s direct interest waslinked to the survival and the territorial integrity of the FRY because thealternative was the possibility of a “general Balkan conflict”. The next strategicdocument of the Russian Federation from 2008 does not mention Serbia atall. The 2013 strategic document states the importance of the Balkans inRussia’s transport and energy policy and provides a general guideline forsupporting the territorial integrity of the Balkan states, including Serbia. Itis similar in the 2016 document. Russian political scientists Bokerija andPejic, on the other hand, point out that although in the official documents thestrategy towards Serbia is not particularly elaborated and even mentionedin some of them, the importance of the Balkans and Russian-Serbian relationsis evident. In the light of the transport of Russian energy, the fact that Serbiaterritorial integrity is endangered on the issue of Kosovo and Metohija, thisinsistence on territorial integrity is of special importance. The high frequencyof mutual meetings at the top in recent years is pointed out. The record wasin 2017 when as many as six such meetings were organized. In 2013, theDeclaration on Strategic Partnership was signed between Serbia and Russia,where, in addition to economic cooperation, the possibility of militarycooperation was also mentioned. The issue of Kosovo and Metohija, i.e., theterritorial integrity of Serbia, was mentioned as one of the important factorsof the Russian side in mutual summits, but also in the statements of theRussian side. After the introduction of sanctions regarding the Ukrainiancrisis by a number of Western countries, Serbia did not participate in it(Бокерия и Пеич, 2018. стр. 93-96). 
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For official Russia, the issue of Kosovo and Metohija is primarily a questionof the territorial status and integrity of Serbia. Therefore, Russia refers toResolution 1244, which considers Kosovo and Metohija as an integral part ofthe FR Yugoslavia, i.e., Serbia. Some Russian political scientists, such as SergeiVyacheslavovich Moshkin, believe that after the annexation of Crimea toRussia and the separation of Abkhazia and South Ossetia from Georgia, as wellas some other controversial situations in the post-Soviet space, the territorialintegrity is not considered so decisively final category in internationalrelations. (Вјачеславович, 2018, стр. 164). An Austrian expert oninternational law Benedikt Harzl thinks similarly. He assumes that if Kosovowere alienated from Serbia under any explanation, then a similar status issuewould be raised for the post-Soviet space and, for example, the issues ofAbkhazia, South Ossetia, and others (Гарцлъ, 2018, стр. 105). 
Perspectives of Russian-Serbian cooperationThe modern world is in the process of growing from a monopolar, whereit was after the “fall of the Berlin Wall” towards a multipolar one. In additionto the United States, other world powers, primarily China, Russia, and evenIndia, Germany, France, Britain, Japan, and Brazil, have a significant influencein the multipolar world order. The collapse of the neoliberal economic andsocial concept in recent years has hit the United States and the Anglo-Saxonworld the hardest. The planetary process of the easy transition of the centerof the world economy from the North Atlantic to the Pacific region is alsounderway (with an emphasis on China, but also other countries and areas ofthe Far East and the west coast of Anglo-America). In the new circumstances,the BRICS countries, in particular, will stand out as “continent countries”with large territories, large populations, and natural resources. In thatdirection, the Russian Federation gained additional importance. Its energysources and other strategic resources (metal and non-metal ores, cleandrinking water, forests, arable land) will gain in importance. When it comesto oil and gas, for example, the neighboring macro-regions (China, EUcountries, Japan, India, etc.) are increasingly deficient in these resources, andRussia will be able to export in respectable quantities in the coming decades.It is clear from all this that Serbia’s strategic interest is to maintain and
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expand the closest possible cooperation with Russia, with which it sharesethnic and cultural closeness and historical alliance.In the strategic sense, this cooperation consists of political and securityties because the Russian Federation represents an important pole of influencein international relations, including the Balkan Peninsula. This especiallyrefers to the issue of Kosovo and Metohija and Russia’s support for Serbia.Russia is also acting positively on the issue of the position of the Republic ofSrpska and the respect for the Dayton Accords, as one of the signatories ofthis international peace agreement which regulates peace in Bosnia andHerzegovina. Integrations in the post-Soviet space and internationalorganizations in which Russia participates (SCO, CSTO, BRICS, Eurasian Union,CIS) are also important for the interests of Serbia, which has opted for aneutral position in terms of security. In the economic sense, regardless of theproclaimed policy towards the EU, Serbia is interested in economiccooperation with Russia and integrations in which it has an important role.After all, Serbia has a special status in trade cooperation with Russia, and,among other things, the status of an observer in relation to the CSTO. Russiasupports the change of Djukanovic’s regime and concept in Montenegro,which was achieved in the parliamentary elections on August 30, 2020. Thesechanges are in the Serbian interest for several reasons, primarily in improvingthe strategic relations between Serbia and Montenegro. Cooperation in thefield of culture, tourism, transport also offers great potential.In the economic domain, Serbia is directed to import primarily Russianenergy. On the other hand, in the structure of exports, special potentialrepresents the food products and cooperation with Russia in jointproduction and the agreed placement for Russian areas of deficientagricultural products and the introduction of high technologies (Буквич,Пайович, Петрович, 2016). 
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IMAGES AND PERCEPTIoNS





RUSSIAN INFORMATION PRESENCE 
AT THE BALKANS: CHALLENGES 

AND PROSPECTS

Evgeny N. Pashentsev1

Abstract: The article seeks to explore the role and the channels of Russia’sinformation presence in the Balkans. Focusing first of all on the activity of theRussian media in the region, it also describes the activity of Russian publicdiplomacy institutions, foundations, public organizations, scientific associations,etc., which have developed a collaboration with civil society institutions of theBalkan countries in the interest of bilateral and multilateral cooperation. When implementing strategic communication, the main attribution is the“synchronization of words” (information support of the state course) and“deeds” (long-term public policy) and how they will be perceived by targetaudiences. Thus, the very actions of the Russian state and its variousrepresentatives (both officials and a wide range of non-state actors), undertakenboth in Russia and the Balkans, constantly project certain meanings into theminds of the audience. The most significant will be projections of real cases thatobjectively benefit both Russia and the Balkan countries themselves, forexample, the creation of high-tech jobs and assistance in crisis situations. Not only are new crises dangerous for Russia, but it is important for Russia notto lose the opportunities to strengthen relations with the Balkan countries andwith all other countries that do not want to see Europe and the Balkans as onlya chessboard of the great powers, or even worse the possible battlefield of aWW3.
Keywords: information presence, the Balkans, Russia, public diplomacy,strategic communication.
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RUSSIAN INFORMATION PRESENCE IN THE BALKANSRussia’s information presence in the Balkans and its impact on relationswith the Balkan countries and the overall situation in the region isunderstandable and of undoubted importance, not only in the context of thehistorical past, but above all in the present and future, whether it is in theeconomy, politics, culture, or security. Against the background of increasinginternational tension, compounded by mutual accusations of global andregional actors in the crisis associated with the coronavirus pandemic, therelevance of the topic of the article only increases.There is an evident lack of research not only on the topic of the articlebut also on related topics (for example, on “the role of Russia’s informationinfluence in the Balkans”) (Skovorodnikov, 2017, p. 184). The current articlecites publications on strategic communication (General Staff of theSlovenian Armed Forces, 2019; Holtzhausen & Zerfass, 2015; Pashentsev,2012; 2014a, 2014b, 2018, 2020; Paul, 2011), public diplomacy (Seidov,2017; Tsvetkova, 2017; Velikaya, 2019), and soft power (Borisova, 2015;Neymark, 2018; Nye, 2013). Expert assessments of the situation werereceived, as well as analytical materials and publications from a researcherat the National University of Political Science and Public Administration inBucharest (Romania), Dr. Marius Vacarelu, and a researcher at the Instituteof Political Science in Belgrade (Serbia), Dr. Maria Đoric.The main volume of open sources directly related to the topic isrepresented by publications of analytical centers and researchers mainlyfrom the European Union (Anderson, 2019; Eisentraut and de Leon, 2018;Janda and Víchová, 2019; Secrieru, 2019; Svárovský, Gurney, & Kröger, 2019;Szpala, 2014; Víchová, 2019), which means that the information space ofEurope, including the Balkan countries, is dominated by one-sided biasedassessments of the Russian information presence (Stronski & Himes, 2019,p. 10). This is reflected in the tone of Russia’s representation in the media,not only in the Balkans but also in neighboring countries, including statesthat are only partially located on the peninsula (Burduja, 2018; Recorder,2018; Voicu, 2018). Works on the topic of Russia’s presence in Serbia (butprimarily on the economic presence, contacts of Russian and Serbianpolitical parties, and in some cases on the work of Russian media) areavailable in Serbian (see, for example, Antidot, 2018; Đurković, 2012;Đurović, 2019). 
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The author expresses his gratitude for the analytical materials andpublications received from Dr. Marius Vacarelu, the researcher from theNational School of Political Science and Public Administration in Bucharest(Romania), and Dr. Marija Đorić, the research associate of the Institute forPolitical Studies in Belgrade (Serbia). 
The research question. The article seeks to explore the role and thechannels of the Russian information presence in the Balkans. Focusing firstof all on the activity of the Russian media in the region, it also describes theactivity of Russian public diplomacy institutions, foundations, publicorganizations, scientific associations, etc., which have developed acollaboration with civil society institutions of the Balkan countries in theinterest of bilateral and multilateral cooperation. 
The type of study. Qualitative research that collects and works with non-numerical data and seeks to understand better the role of the Russianinformation presence in the Balkans and its functioning, including thecurrent crucial period of struggle with COVID-19.

THE MAJOR FINDINGS 
RUSSIAN INFORMATION PRESENCE IN THE BALKANS: 

MAIN DIRECTIONS AND THEIR CURRENT STATEThe Russian information presence in the Balkans is evident not only bythe media but also by various actors who create information channels, fromtop officials of the state to a wide range of non-state actors. The channels ofRussia’s information presence in the Balkans include both the Russianmedia and the media of the Balkan countries themselves. Working with thelocal media is often difficult due to their frequent ownership by owners fromthe EU and the United States. But as we will see later, Russian news agenciesare able to publish their materials in major media in the region. Thesechannels can also be other mass media, such as social networks, as well asonline services such as Booking.com. These are channels where reviews ofRussia’s actions in the international arena or Russian realities cannot becontrolled by the Russian government. All theoretical research about public diplomacy is worth little if there areno real working institutions. Among the dozens of NGOs that shape the imageof Russia in the Balkans, the undisputed leaders are Rossotrudnichestvo, the
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Russkiy Mir Foundation, and the Alexander Gorchakov Public DiplomacyFund (GF) (Mladenovich & Ponomareva, 2016). 
Rossotrudnichestvo is represented in the Balkan region in Albania,Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia, byRussian centers of science and culture and representatives of Russianembassies (Rosstrudnichestvo, 2020). 
Russkiy Mir has been operating in Serbia for quite a long time: it hasoffices in Belgrade, Novi Sad, and NIS; it also has offices in the Republic ofSrpska (Banja Luka) and is expanding its activities to some other countriesin the region (Russia Noah’s Ark, 2019). Since 2013, the GF has been implementing the scientific and educationalprogram “The Balkan Dialogue” in the form of an annual internationalconference for young professionals in the fields of international relations,politics, economics, and history of the Balkan region, as well as forrepresentatives of public organizations, local and regional self-governmentbodies and state structures, and journalists. Over the years, representativesfrom Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Macedonia,Moldova, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, the Republic of Srpska, Russia, Ukraine,and Montenegro have participated in the conference (Ponomareva, 2017).Unfortunately, the program receives only modest coverage in the Russianmedia, on the website of the GF (Balkan Dialogue [Russian and Englishversions], 2020), where there are no conference outcome documents, butthere are full texts of at least the most significant of the Russian–Balkandialogue papers. (While for public diplomacy the texts are available both inRussian and in foreign languages, for true open access English-languageversions are needed.) As we will see later, reports and documents offoundations and “think tanks” that have a negative attitude toward Russiaare almost always available in English, the most widely used language ofinternational communication in Europe.Among the Russian media in the Balkans, and in particular, in Serbia, RT,Sputnik, and Voice of Russia are the leaders in audience coverage(www.glasrusije.rs). The largest Serbian daily newspaper Politika and themonthly Geopolitika contain the additions Ruska Reč and Rusija i Srbijapublished by Rossiyskaya Gazeta as part of Russia Beyond the HeadlinesProject (Szpala, 2014). Information received from the Sputnik Agency istransmitted by numerous local media outlets in Serbia, as well as by the Blic,

Kurir, Informer, Večernje novosti and B92 portals. In addition, according to
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2018 data, about 40 Serbian Internet portals periodically broadcast Russia’spoint of view on important political topics (Kosovo and Metohija, Syria, andEastern Ukraine) (Đurović, 2019).Certain areas of implementation of the Russian information presencerelated to contacts through political parties and public organizations, as wellas sports and religious diplomacy, which make a significant contribution toRussia’s information presence in the Balkans but have limited scope for thepurposes of this publication, are not analyzed in the current article.Russia’s information presence in the Balkans is one of the factors (butnot the decisive one) for Russia’s popularity in the Balkans, although theattitude toward it varies greatly from country to country. Serbia andMontenegro are countries where Russia’s popularity is at a high level. Russiais more popular in Montenegro than in the US and the EU (Víchová, 2019,p. 29). An opinion poll conducted in July 2018 in Serbia showed that 21%of respondents considered Russia the main source of financial assistance,compared to 24% who pointed to the EU, and 17% to China (Bechev, 2019,p. 16). Under these conditions, the prospects for Russia’s informationpresence may be rather favorable.
PROBLEMS OF THE RUSSIAN INFORMATION PRESENCE 

IN THE BALKANSRussian state and non-state actors have to present their point of viewand establish cooperation in the Balkans in the context of ongoinginformation warfare. This involves not only the media but also researchinstitutes, in one way or another, connected with the governments ofWestern countries. The publication of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace isan example of a typical report on Russia’s international activities: “WithinEurope, the Balkans appear particularly vulnerable to fake or manipulatednews narratives . . . due to lagging education systems and poor politicalliteracy. Russian news agencies also take advantage of cash-strapped Balkannews sources by providing content to local outlets for free or at extremelylow cost” (Stronski & Himes, 2019, p. 8). The Carnegie Foundation isformally a non-governmental organization, but its employees include anumber of former US government officials. The foundation’s president is
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former Deputy Secretary of State William Burns (Carnegie Endowment forInternational Peace, 2020).The Organized Crime Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), founded in2007 in Sarajevo by American journalist Drew Sullivan, who accused Russiaof interfering in the internal affairs of North Macedonia, openly reports thatit receives support in the form of grants from the US Agency for InternationalDevelopment (USAID) and the US State Department (OCCRP, 2020).An actual example of the development of anti-Russian programs is the
Kremlin Watch Strategy for Countering Hostile Russian Interference (Janda &Víchová, 2019), published by the European Values Center for Security Policyin December 2019. The strategy proposes 20 measures that, according tothe center’s staff, the EU should take against Russia. The authors of thestrategy proposed to increase funding for the EU’s Eastern StrategicCommunications Task Force (East StratCom Task Force) at the EuropeanExternal Action Service, transferring large funds to the sphere ofpsychological warfare (the goals which in a situation of aggravation ofinternational relations can serve as strategic communication goals).Noteworthy are the center’s proposals to conduct regular surveys andin-depth sociological research to assess the extent of Russian influence(Janda & Víchová, 2019, p. 9), bring EU sanctions to full compliance with USsanctions, counter not only the work of Russian nonprofit organizations butalso the speeches of representatives of the Russian academic community(Janda & Víchová, 2019, p. 14), and change the relationship with employeesof Russian state media—for example, reconsidering their role as legitimatejournalists, prohibiting them from participating in press conferences, andnot giving interviews to them (Janda & Víchová, 2019, p. 14). The Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAF) recommends that the EUimplement public diplomacy in the region in two main areas: activecounteraction to Russian propaganda and “smarter outreach to WesternBalkan nations” (Eisentraut & de Leon, 2018, p. 5). The foundation pointsout the need to translate EU strategic communication materials not onlyinto English, Russian, and German but also into the languages of the Balkancountries, in addition to creating a mobile application that can bedownloaded in various languages of the Western Balkans, and to sponsorthe monitoring of social networks through the European Commission totrack Russian propaganda (Eisentraut & de Leon, 2018, p. 5). 
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Some recommendations of the KAF may mean direct intervention in theinternal affairs of the Balkan states. Thus, the KAF recommends that the EU“increase their pressure on regional leaders” who “misrepresent the EU’srole in their countries” by “overstating Russia’s assistance to their country”:“EU institutions and member states should credibly threaten [italicizationmine] to reduce or withdraw certain types of assistance should theiractivities not be adequately communicated” (Eisentraut & de Leon, 2018, p.8). At the same time, there are no promises to increase aid to those countriescommitted to the idea of European integration. Thus, a country that hasessentially rejected Russia’s aid may experience a deep crisis. We can alreadysee this in the example of the ban on the export of medical products fromthe EU to the Balkan countries (PolitNavigator, 2020), despite their requestsfor assistance in the fight against the coronavirus.Despite all the bias of such publications, it should be noted that theycover the problem in a comprehensive manner. Thus, the publications of theCarnegie Endowment for International Peace, the NATO StratCom Center ofExcellence, and the European Values Center for Security Policy considerRussia’s influence in the Balkans in various aspects—from the influence ofRussia’s economic presence in the life of the region to the cooperation of theRussian and Balkan media. Thus, Russia’s actions are considered asoperating at the strategic communication level. Accordingly, complexcountermeasures are also proposed.In our view, it is advisable to take into account the effectiveness of suchanalytical reports and articles in the development of Russian publications inorder to critically (not manipulatively) prove to the Balkan audience thesystemic influence of the EU, the US, and NATO in the region in selfish intereststhat infringe on the interests of the Balkan countries, but where and sincesuch interests are actually present and such infringement takes place. Adubious publication about the Bolshoi Theater (Nemtsova, 2017) should notbe answered in the same way. In a game of tabloids, it is unlikely that Russiawill win strategically, even if some members of the public prefer the beautifulfairy tales of the Russian tabloids. Of course, when describing actions againstthe Russian media and their Balkan partners, it is necessary to refer totraditional European values, first of all, to the concept of freedom of speech.High-quality Russian analytical products published with open access,including in foreign languages, require the development of scientific schools,providing research institutes and centers with funds not only for conducting
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the research itself but also for high-quality translation and editing in foreignlanguages. If an article is accepted in a highly rated international journal(and ideally such Russian journals are in great need), it is necessary topublish the article in an open-access format. Presenting scientific argumentsthat go beyond journalistic polemics is especially important against thebackground of periodic accusations of aggressive coverage by the Russianmedia regarding the situation in the Balkans (Antidot, 2018).Despite the importance of cooperation between Russia and the Balkancountries in the energy sector, it is worth thinking about what high-techindustries, in which Russia is an innovator, can be developed in the Balkans.In this regard, we can agree with the Russian Ambassador to SerbiaAlexander Botan-Kharchenko, that the opportunities of Russia and Serbiain the field of economic cooperation are not fully realized (Borisov, 2019).New knowledge and jobs in innovative industries themselves create theneed to learn the language of the country that is leading in the field ofinnovation.
RUSSIAN INFORMATION PRESENCE IN THE BALKANS

THROUGH THE PRISM OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONTools for increasing the information presence can include interactionwith not only the media or the means of public diplomacy but also with themeans of strategic communication. Most generally, strategic communicationis the state’s projection of certain vital and long-term values, interests, andgoals into the conscience of domestic and foreign audiences. It is effectuatedby means of adequate synchronization of multifaceted activities in alldomains of social life, commonly with professional communication support.It is clear that such synchronization takes place in Russia nowadays(reflecting the dynamics of the unique national symbiosis of the old and thenew, of the local and the adopted aspects of administration forms andmethods of influencing public consciousness). In order to usher in a qualitatively new level of development, it is vitalfor Russia to raise the efficiency of management in all domains of society.The increase in Russia’s capacity for utilizing strategic communication mightbecome one of the most efficient tools for developing new systems of thissort. It will decrease the burden on administrative and financial
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administration organs, have a real impact on the speed of economic growth,and reinforce Russia’s international position (including in the Balkans) aswell as its state security. It is worth noting that we are not talking aboutreplacing physical action with communication manipulation mechanisms -Russia needs real progress, not its propagandistic imitation.Without strategic deeds, there is only a set of long-term communicationgoals on principal issues, but whether such deeds are adequate or truthfulis an open question. Without relevant state deeds, the communication isvery often nothing more than vague propaganda, even if it is strategic inintent. For example, First Secretary of the Communist Party of the SovietUnion Nikita Khrushchev, speaking on October 31, 1961, at the Twenty-Second Congress of the party with a report on the project of the thirdprogram of the CPSU, said, “the current generation of Soviet people will liveunder communism.” The document, which was adopted by the delegates ofthe Congress, also indicated the deadline for the completion of the “unfoldedconstruction of communism”—20 years (Obeschania.ru, 2019). Of course,the Soviet people were a bit disappointed by the results of non-existentprogress long before 1980. Later, false propaganda of the party elite wasone of the reasons for the collapse of the USSR. However, it is not only goodideas that are deformed by wrong decisions. Sometimes, for example,synchronization of the wrong words, images, and deeds has led to globaldisaster. Efficient deeds (first the decisive and rather easy successes on thefronts of the Second World War, plus robbery of Untermenschen all overEurope) made the majority of Germans firmly believe in the genius of Hitler(with the help of very efficient Nazi propaganda). The result is well known:more than 50 million victims of German aggression. Effective
synchronization of deeds, words, and images almost led to fascist worlddomination.Thus, strategic communication has to be not only an efficientsynchronization of deeds, words, and images but has to include an ethical
and social dimension too. In a failed state you can find no state strategy andno state strategic communication. But there is no vacuum in the currentworld. Instead of national strategic communication, there always appearsstrategic communication of other states and/or non-state transnationalgroups, such as in current Libya, for example. Through a rise of progressivesocial forces coming to power, strategic communication may appear onceagain, or the state will be split forever like the USSR—or taken over by
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reactionary forces with their own interests and agenda-setting and relevantstrategic communication. In failed states like Libya, such dilemmas are moreor less evident. In still viable, more developed countries—yet in the groupexperiencing protracted crises—such processes are more difficult to detect.They are, however, no less real.First, strategic communication is not only communication by itself butalso communication through state deeds.Second, it is incorrect to consider strategic communication primarily asa military tool; it is a strategic public administration tool (with a militarydimension as well, of course).Third, it is necessary to confront not only a wrong strategiccommunication in itself but also a state-run machine—if it supports itselfutilizing a wrong means of development. This often involves the use ofreactionary social groups. A reactionary state can follow on a weak strategiccommunication, and it is not bad at all for progressive forces. In the casewhere a reactionary, especially aggressive state follows efficient strategiccommunication, it may be extremely dangerous for the whole world if weare speaking about a rather powerful state or international union of states.Fourth, progressive forces cannot underestimate the role of efficientstrategic communication as a tool for progressive change. A progressivestrategy without efficient means, based on advanced technologies, isobjectively doomed to death.When implementing strategic communication, the main attribution isthe “synchronization of words” (information support of the state course)and “deeds” (long-term public policy) and how they will be perceived bytarget audiences. Thus, the very actions of the Russian state and its variousrepresentatives (both officials and a wide range of non-state actors),undertaken both in Russia and the Balkans, constantly project certainmeanings into the minds of the audience. The most significant will beprojections of real cases that objectively benefit both Russia and the Balkancountries themselves, for example, the creation of high-tech jobs andassistance in crisis situations. One of the most recent good examples of thisis sending military planes carrying military physicians and medicalequipment to Serbia to help it fight the coronavirus outbreak. Real assistance can be the first step toward developing a full-fledgedstrategic communication of Russia that goes beyond the activities of fuel and
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energy companies in the region. Even now, Russia’s assistance to Europeancountries encourages a more appropriate attitude of the EU, not least to itsown members. For example, after the Russian assistance to Italy was notedas a positive example for other countries by NATO Secretary-General JensStoltenberg (Dzhabrailov, 2020), President of the European CommissionUrsula von der Leyen apologized to Italians for the lack of solidarity on thepart of Europe in the fight against the coronavirus crisis (Balmer, 2020) andpromised significant assistance in fighting its economic consequences.
CONCLUSIONTensions in the international arena, including in the Balkan region, will notease in the near future. Moreover, the opponents of Russia’s rapprochementwith the countries of the Balkans may become even more active, which willsignificantly hinder Russia’s information presence in the region.New crises in the Balkans are dangerous not only for the Balkancountries themselves but also for international security in general. It isimportant for Russia to strengthen its relations with the Balkan countrieson a long-term basis. In the implementation of strategic communication ofRussia, academic research in the languages of target audiences should beused as a means of scientific diplomacy. Comprehensive research on theBalkan region is necessary, but this is impossible without an establishedschool of Balkan studies that is well funded at the state level.It is advisable to establish continuous monitoring of the media of theBalkan countries, for which we can recommend using the media databasesavailable from specialized business structures, such as Medialogy(Medialogia). It is desirable to develop communication strategies to respondto possible media campaigns designed to upset relations between Russiaand the countries of the Balkan Peninsula. Cooperation in this area betweenresearchers from Russia and the Balkans and other countries can have apositive effect because it is not about pulling the Balkans from one militarybloc to another, but about turning them into a zone of international stability,and preventing them from becoming a springboard for direct aggressionagainst Russia, which is in the interest of lasting peace in Europe.Contacts with non-governmental organizations, among whosepublications one can find works containing different views on political
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processes, can become an additional channel for both scientific and broaderpublic diplomacy. In addition, in order to ensure mutually beneficialcooperation between Russia and the Balkan countries in high-tech areas, itwould be advisable to find out how many students from the Balkans studyin Russian universities and in what specialties. If there are many suchstudents in the field of advanced technologies, it would be useful to organizecompetitions for the best student projects, possibly with subsequentinternships in Russia and subsequent employment (first of all in the homecountry of a particular student, which can be done in cooperation withinterested employers from the Balkan region). This would significantlyincrease Russia’s reputation as a high-tech country in the Balkans. But suchmutually beneficial results cannot be achieved without a progressive modelof development of Russia and the Balkans based on a socially orientedeconomy, real democracy, and rapid implementation of the fruits of scientificand technological progress in the interests of the broader population strata.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
EXPANSION IN THE BALKANS AS AN

IMPLEMENT OF GEOPOLITICAL INFLUENCE

Ivan V. Surma1

Abstract: Modern information and communication expansion is one of theinstruments of geopolitical influence, which is used along with military andeconomic expansion to achieve dominance in a specific target region. Theauthor, based on a systematic approach, attempts to explore the current stateof the information and communication space of the Balkans.The article considers the issue of information and communication expansionof Western countries in the Balkan political arena, with clearly defined goalspursued by the US and the EU, which do not always coincide. In recent yearsthey have even come into a certain contradiction, especially sincedissatisfaction with the European Union is ripening in the Balkans due to theEU’s new approach in the form of “privileged partnership”. It is shown that, onthe one hand, the process of external acquisition by foreign actors of key massmedia, Internet providers and mobile communications of the Balkan states iscurrently underway (ideally they are interested in establishing full control overthe media and mobile communication systems of the Balkans). On the otherhand, the thesis in the Western mass media that Russia systematically affectsit, for which information campaigns allegedly have long been a habitual affair,blows onto the media space of the Balkan countries. Accordingly, the mediavery clearly follow the EU and NATO orders, that is, they work out the financing,demonizing Russia.The author believes that the United States and the EU see their main task inthe formation and education of a new generation of young analysts andexperts who could defend the positions of Western countries and leadinginternational organizations, explain to the population their advantages, andgive favorable forecasts for them. Various structures, information and
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analytical centers, academies and institutes specially created for this purpose,as well as other Western foundations and non-governmental organizations(NGOs), were called upon to unite such experts, to form a pool from them.Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as actors of information expansiontoday have a significant impact on the formation of the public and civilenvironment in the Balkan space. At the same time, the activities of many localand international non-governmental organizations, essentially financed byWestern structures, often constitute interference in the domestic and foreignpolicy of the state and can be a threat to national and regional security. Basedon the research materials of a number of scientists from Serbia and Bulgaria,the author emphasizes that in the current conditions, we can expect a furtherdeepening of the split in the European Union itself on the main Balkanproblems, as well as an increase in the attention of the capitals of the Balkan’scountries to alternative integration projects, including with the participationof Russia, China, and other world powers. On the other hand, it can be saidthat the post-truth propagated by the Western media mainstream,nevertheless, cannot compete with reality. Therefore, the best way ofinformation interaction and cooperation is not aggressive propaganda butjoint practical activities in the humanitarian sphere and other areas of mutualinterest to all parties.
Keywords: EU, Balkan, information expansion, mass-media, Russia, non-governmental organizations, geopolitical influence.
Preface. Modern information and communication expansion is aninstrument of geopolitical influence that is used along with military andeconomic expansion to achieve dominance in the target region.Therefore, speaking about the information and communicationexpansion of the West in the Balkans during the post-Soviet period, it isnecessary to clearly define its goals pursued by the US and the EU, whichdo not always coincide and lately have even come into some sort ofconflict with each other. At the first stage, the collapse of the USSR andthe dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, the main goal of Western propagandawas “decommunization” of the Balkan countries, which had beenpreviously within the Soviet Union’s sphere of influence, in order todestroy the existing “pro-Soviet” political landscape (destruction of somestates and creation of others on their ruins). And the West was at one inthinking of the necessity to implement this plan, which wasdemonstrated by the “humanitarian” NATO bombings of Yugoslavia (itshould be noted that one of the priority targets of these bombings were
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radio and television centres)2. And when the NATO military bloc bombedthe Radio Television of Serbia (RTS) in 1999, its arguments were clearlybuilt on the simple fact that television inevitably spreads propaganda onbehalf of its owner. Therefore, since its owner was a hostile state, andpropaganda is an integral part of any war, NATO considered television tobe a weapon in this war and, therefore, a legitimate target for attack. Thetendencies and goals of Western propaganda after 1989 were perceivedby most of the public in the Balkan countries as a “new interpretation ofhistory.” In fact, NATO did not collapse (unlike the Warsaw Pact), and theWestern propaganda did not change its practices, except for its wording,which became an anti-Russian instead of anti-Soviet. The evidentabsence of an ideological basis in this propaganda shows that the ColdWar is not ideological warfare, but rather a war for resources and againstthe Slavs as a cultural community. Later on, from the beginning of the2000s, the information policy of the West in respect of the Balkans wasstill uniform – the main emphasis was made on the introduction ofWestern standards in modern media in the Balkan countries, on thecreation of new national sources of information under the control ofWestern entities. These new Balkan mass media were supposed tocounteract the “Russian information expansion”, which increasinglyfrightened Western elites since the EU countries and then the UnitedStates began to lose their positions on the international stage. As thecrisis of the West-centric world order escalated, which was acceleratedby Donald Trump’s rise to power, the contradictions between its pillars– the United States and the EU – began to grow, including in the Balkanregion. Besides, currently, one can expect in the Balkans a deeper splitwithin the European Union itself, in particular, between Paris and Berlin,as well as a shift in emphasis towards alternative integration processesin the Balkan countries, including those involving Russia, China andseveral other world powers. That is why this fact has been reflected todayin the tasks that the EU leadership and the US leader are charging withtheir information policymakers. And the current situation around the
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informational influence and the general strategy of the Western nationsaim to spur the maximum isolation of the Balkan and Eastern Europeancountries from Russia, in order to hinder Russian integration and culturalinfluence since the role of the Russian language, Russian media landscapeand Russian culture is still quite essential. All this predetermined theinformation expansion of the West in the region, which was put intopractice under the slogan “transition from dictatorship to democracy”and gave rise to a whole series of ‘colour revolutions’ in the post-Sovietspace or attempts to make them. Therefore, the West pays close attentionto the formation of a beneficial information-communication andinformation-analytic landscape in the Balkans. Based on this, the UnitedStates and the EU see their main task in the formation and upbringing ofa new generation of analysts and experts who could defend the positionsof Western countries and leading international organizations, enlightenthe public about their advantages, and make forecasts beneficial forthem. Various entities were called upon to unite such experts to form acertain pool of them – different think tanks, academies and institutesspecially created for these purposes, as well as other Western funds andnon-governmental organizations (NGOs). However, the existence ofNGOs sponsored by the West is not enough to achieve strategic goals, tobuild a certain ground for regional humanitarian and other kinds ofintervention. To effectively manage this process, it is necessary to raisea local pro-Western “intellectual elite” since the opinions and judgementsof local media personalities always inspire more confidence among thepopulation than the speeches of foreign guests, and secondly, theactivities of Western emissaries remain rather difficult in some countriesdue to the specifics and characteristics of their political construction.
INFORMATION STRATEGY PURSUED 

BY THE EU IN THE BALKANSIn September 2017, Jean-Claude Juncker delivered the report “On theState of the Union” and elaborated on a “new word” of Brussels as partof the certain propaganda campaign, which supposedly opened the doorsof the EU to the states of the region. Later on, on February 6, 2018, the
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European Commission adopted the strategy “A credible outlook forenlargement of the EU and closer cooperation with the Western Balkans”.However, let us take a closer look at the advantages the European Unionis really offering to its potential and even “officially” recognizedcandidates (Albania, Macedonia, Serbia, Montenegro), and what itexpects from them in return. Earlier at the meeting of the EuropeanCouncil (2003) in Thessaloniki, a paradigm was proposed concerning aspecial European path for the countries of the Western Balkans whichare in fact already surrounded by the EU countries and admit to sharinga common history and common European destiny. Moreover, in 2017Jean-Claude Juncker said that stability and security in the EU could onlybe ensured by the accession of the Western Balkans countries. Andreorientation of the Balkan countries towards the standards andpractices of the European Union was a reliable fact for the remainingrepresentatives of the EU institutions. In fact, since the early 2000s, theEuropean Union has taken specific steps to integrate the economies andsocio-political regimes of these states into its sphere of influence. Thisboosted the rapid growth of trade turnover (80% increase in comparisonto 2016, and over the last five years, the EU has invested more than 10billion euro in the Balkan countries) and led to various kinds ofhumanitarian cooperation. The European Union desired to give theimpression that Brussels opened the doors to countries of the regionwilling to join the EU. But after careful consideration of the whole processin general, we can conclude that the European Union pursues acompletely different main goal. First, the EU wishes to strengthen theexisting instruments of control and influence on the domestic and foreignpolicy of the Balkan countries. Secondly, the EU would like to prevent thestrengthening of positions held by EU’s serious rivals in the Balkans, suchas Russia, China, Turkey, and the Arab countries. Thirdly, the EU strivesto strengthen collapsed credibility and improve the image of the EU in ageopolitically important region. Therefore, the European External ActionService (EEAS) created in April 2015 a special task force for strategiccommunications (East StratCom Task Force) to counteract especially theRussian influence in the informational sphere. And in October 2017, thegovernments of several European countries demanded FedericaMogherini that the EEAS significantly expands its activities in the fight
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against Russian propaganda, especially in Southern Europe and theWestern Balkans. Moreover, the promised accession of the applicantcountries to the European Union is today seen as a matter of an uncertainfuture, which in reality depends on a large number of subjectivevariables, due to which it is impossible to predict the timing for potentialaccession. Therefore, the countries most-longing for EU membershiphave found and even successfully tried a number of ways to spur theprocess of European integration. These include, among other things,overtures to the EU’s rivals, and threats of destabilization, andnationalistic narrative contradicting all the European standards, andeven demonstrative unwillingness to observe the recommendations ofBrussels. All this, of course, provoked the emergence of a new strategyof the European Union, but no one can guarantee that the new campaignwill be effective and able to provide more reliable control over the regionfrom Brussels. Speaking about its enlargement, the European Union triesto demonstrate its willingness to implement and disseminate its ideologyand governance model. In addition, this enlargement, according toEuropean planners, is expected to push the US to perceive the EU as amore equal partner. In any case, the new European strategy is likely tohelp the European Union gain some time (Kandel, 2018, p. 18).  
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY 

OF THE USA IN THE BALKANSWashington’s information strategy in the Balkans is determined bya certain concern about the prospects for the US presence in this regionand reflects worries about the negative deformation of the perception ofAmerica as a world leader and guarantor of European security. Since the1990s, the Balkans have become an important region in the structure ofUS foreign policy interests due to their position in terms of geopolitics,transportation, and logistics. On the other hand, it was exactly the placewhere the United States was able to demonstrate its leadership andstrength on the international stage3. Today, it is much more difficult to
3 Serbia became the target of this demonstration at least twice – in 1995 and 1999.



apply methods similar to those used twenty years ago: the world haschanged, the attitude towards such actions within the United States haschanged, and, most importantly, the willingness of the American elitesto go in for them has also changed. The present environment does notrequire the degree of presence and display of force that the United Statesused in the 1990s. Nevertheless, the desire for domination, which stillexists in the minds of many Washington residents, forces the USadministration to maintain its already acquired positions, whileconsidering two main threats: in geopolitics and cyber security. In thiscontext, Russia is viewed by the American powers that be and Trump’sAdministration as the most active and serious player in the “soft power”informational landscape and the main “contributor” hindering theintegration of the Balkan countries into the Euro-Atlantic structures.Moreover, the greatest concern is caused by the military-technicalcooperation between Russia and Serbia. The US Agency for InternationalDevelopment (USAID) has recently developed a concept to counterforcethe malignant influence of the Kremlin, condensed down to three pages.The concept identifies four main areas on which, according to USAID, itis necessary to focus in the fight against Russia in Europe. One arearelates to interaction with independent media and counteringmanipulation of information. The main proposals for this area relate, firstof all, to the freedom of the media and are aimed at increasing the abilityof the media to deliver reliable information. Secondly, they relate to thetraining in media literacy and the formation of public demand anddemand for high-quality journalism as well as ensuring freedom of thepress4 (Wiśniewski, 2016). In this sense, the most illustrative was thelatest campaign against Russian interference in Montenegro. Recently(for about 8 years), the Western mass media have been activelypromoting the thesis that Russia, for which information campaigns havelong become a habit, is systematically influencing the media space of theBalkan countries. “The Kremlin’s strategy is to form the image of Russiaas a great power and powerful ally among the population of these states”
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as stated in reporting contributed by the Washington Post (Wiśniewski,2016). The contributors emphasize that the propaganda campaign of theRussian Federation is mainly focused on the Orthodox communities inthe Balkans and the Serbs. The key instruments of the information policyof Russia in the region are RT and Sputnik Srbija TV channels, which inevery possible way popularise the special relations between Russia andthe Slavs. In testimony of these theses, the Washington Post puts forwardthe assertion that RT and Sputnik regularly refer to the common Slavichistory and culture, emphasizing the important role of Russia in the fateof the Balkan countries. These agencies also actively use anti-Westernnarrative, referring to those events and ideas that find a wide response,especially among the Serbs, for example, the NATO bombing (1999). Atthe same time, the Western countries are shown in the Russian media asculturally alien to the Serbs and unable to understand the so-called“Slavic exclusivity”. Russia is trying not only to build a dialogue with theBalkan countries but also to pull them away from the West, theWashington Post notes. According to polls, many Serbian citizens wouldlike to see their country as an ally of Russia, not European states, asemphasized by the contributor of the article in the Washington Post(Wiśniewski, 2016). Therefore, the key statement in the mainstream ofWestern media is that the United States and the EU should pay the mostattention to the Balkan information policy of the Russian Federation andanalyse the experience of its implementation. Until now, Western leadershave failed to develop a convincing concept of the unity of the Balkanstates and Europe. As a result, public support for the European Union inthese countries began to decline. 
CONTROL OF THE INFORMATION SPACE IN THE BALKANSCurrently, the process of external acquisition of the media of theBalkan states is actively underway. The American private investmentfund Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR) has been successfully operating inthis region for several years. Its leadership includes a four-star GeneralDavid Petraeus, who was a director of the CIA in September 2011 –November 2012. Under the leadership of Petraeus, a real media empire
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was created in the Balkan region. Prior to leaving military service,Petraeus commanded a multinational force in Iraq (February 2007 -September 2008) and was the commander of US and NATO forces inAfghanistan (July 2010 – July 2011). At the end of 2016, Donald Trumpconsidered Petraeus’s candidacy for the post of head of Americandiplomacy, but he chose to stay in KKR, already as a partner. GeneralPetraeus is also a member of the US Council on Foreign Relations and aregular member of the Bilderberg Club meetings (Houzelot, 2018).L’Observatoire des Journalists5 presented a detailed investigation intothe activities of General David Petraeus. The publication states: “Movinginto the business world, the former civil servant immediately showed hisworth, expanding the already impressive portfolio of KKR. At that time,back in 2013, the fund channelled its first direct investments in Easternand Central Europe to purchase the United Group media company(SBB/Telemach). The transaction volume was not disclosed, but it wasestimated to exceed EUR 1 bn.” The United Group brought together thelargest cable and satellite TV operators and key Internet serviceproviders in the former Yugoslavia, covering nearly two million users.Among them were: • SBB (Serbia Broadband) – Serbia’s largest cable TV operator andInternet service provider with 700,000 users; • Total TV – Serbia’s leading satellite TV network covering all sixcountries of the former Yugoslavia; • NetTV Plus – the main operator of IPTV; • Telemach – leading cable TV operator and Internet service providerin Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (BH); • United Media – TV channels Sport klub, Cinemania, Ultra, Mini Ultra,Lov i ribolov (hunting and fishing); • СASMedia – the largest advertising agency on cable and satellitetelevision. In 2014, the KKR Foundation significantly strengthened its influencein the region. Through the United Group was acquired a controlling stake
5 The French Investigative Association of Journalists belonging to the right-wing of theFrench media. Created in 2012.



in Montenegro’s cable television operator BBM and Grand Production, agiant of the entertainment industry in turbo-folk. Then KKR became a co-owner of Blic.rs (Serbia’s most popular information website), havingbought 49% of the digital division from Ringier, a Swiss media group. Inaddition, the foundation launched its own regional television network N1TV with studios in Belgrade, Sarajevo, and Zagreb, becoming an exclusivepartner of CNN. “Through this controversial campaign, the United Grouphas united TV content production with its distribution,” as reported byL’Observatoire des Journalistes (Houzelot, 2018). Subsequently, KKRacquired the Slovenian Tušmobil (2015). This was, perhaps, the first casewhen a cable TV operator acquired a mobile network operator. In 2017,the fund received the Central European Media Enterprises (CME)business in Croatia and Slovenia, including TV Nova, the most popularchannel among the Croats. The evening news program of this channel wasthe highest-rated program in the country, as well as POR-TV, whose 24urprogram is, in fact, the main news program in Slovenia. Simultaneously,the United Group continued to expand its sphere of influence by accessingthe landline and mobile telephony market and acquiring its rivals,including BHB Сable TV (Bosnia and Herzegovina), M-kabl (Montenegro),and Ikom (Serbia). The Serbian Media Ownership and Control Reportprovides specific examples of the lack of transparency in the Serbianmedia and names the true owners of newspapers, magazines, radiostations, and TV channels. (The Journalists’ Association of Serbia, 2015).According to this report, the owners of a major part of the most influentialmedia in Serbia are registered abroad – in Cyprus, Holland, the CaymanIslands, Luxembourg, Germany, Switzerland, etc.
INTERNET CONTROLIn 2010, the US Army Central Command (CENTCOM), led by GeneralD. Petraeus, announced a competition for so-called virtual managementsoftware that allows 50 real users to control and manage 500 virtualusers, “without the threat of being detected by a trained enemy”(Fielding, Cobain, 2011). The massive control of the world-wide-web bythe Anglo-American intelligence services revealed by Edward Snowden
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was at its peak precisely at the time when D. Petraeus headed the CIA.These are projects such as PRISM (Program for Robotics, IntelligentSensing and Mechatronics), which provides direct access to the serversof such Internet giants as Google, Facebook, Apple, Microsoft, etc., orMUSCULAR (DS-200B)6 and Tempora7, directly penetrating fiber-opticcables. The Serbian study “Invisible Infrastructures: Data Flow” (ShareLab, 2015) clearly shows that a significant portion of Internet traffictoday passes through providers owned by David Petraeus and his SBBnetwork. Ultimately, it became clear that KKR controls a significantnumber of Internet companies, including GoDaddy (hosting), Optiv(cybersecurity), First Data (emoney), and Internet service providers ofthe United Group. Thus, all national traffic in Serbia is now controlled byKKR. One of the owners of KKR, General David Petraeus, plans tocontinue buying up key media and mobile operators in the Balkans, ashe and his partners are most interested in establishing complete controlover the Balkan media and mobile communication systems. 
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

AS THE MAIN ACTORS OF WESTERN INFORMATION
EXPANSION IN THE REGIONNon-governmental organizations (NGOs), as actors of informationexpansion today, have a significant impact on the formation of the socialand civil environment in the post-Soviet space. At the same time, theactivities of many local and international non-governmentalorganizations cause deep concern and pose a threat to national andregional security. The main source of funding for such organizations isthe United States, Great Britain, and other NATO countries. Funding isprovided either directly or through private foundations associated with

6 A special computer-tracking program used by the UK Government CommunicationsCenter (GCHQ) and the US National Security Agency (NSA).7 A secret computer-tracking program was created in 2011 and used by the UKGovernment Communications Center (GCHQ) in conjunction with the US NationalSecurity Agency.



the governments and secret services of these countries. Statistics showedthat from 2011 to 2014, non-governmental organizations in Macedonia(USA) invested more than $16 million, not to mention the funding fromUSAID (United States Agency for International Development). Thesefunds were distributed among ninety-six NGOs. Nearly $ 2.2 million hasbeen channelled from the National Endowment for Democracy (NED),and the Soros Foundation has allocated $12.9 million. Another 938,790USD was transferred from the accounts of several other organizations.The office of the Soros Foundation, the Open Society-MacedoniaFoundation, invested in 2016 alone more than $5.3 million in the non-governmental sector of Macedonia, and in just 20 years of the branch’soperation, Soros has invested more than $100 million in the Macedonian“democracy” (Zotiev, 2017).In fact, the activities of many NGOs funded by Western entities oftenrepresent interference in the domestic and foreign policy of a specific state.For example, in Bulgaria, during the 2017 presidential elections, someBulgarian non-governmental organizations sponsored by the SorosFoundation campaigned in the media and called for mass riots if the “wrongcandidate” (Rumen Radev) wins. And America for Bulgaria Foundation(“Америка за България”) paid Bulgarian national television and theprivate Bulgarian television station BTV $30,600 and $26,500, respectively,in order to put a „correct spin“ during the coverage of the electoral strugglebetween Clinton and Trump, that is to the benefit of Clinton (Pshenichnikov,2017). The Soros Foundation has so closely supervised various NGOs inthe Balkans and Eastern Europe and sponsored local media to gain controlover the media space that the activities of the Soros Open SocietyFoundation were almost simultaneously opposed in several countries ofEastern Europe and the Balkans. Soros and his foundation are no longerwelcomed in Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Romania, Macedonia,and Hungary (Rambler News, 2017). 
CONCLUSIONIn this situation, one can expect a deepening of a further split in theEuropean Union itself concerning the main Balkan problems, in
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particular, the Paris-Berlin dispute as well as increasing attention toalternative integration projects in the Balkan capitals, including thoseinvolving Russia, China, and other world powers. The creation of aWestern, primarily American, the infrastructure of information impactin the Balkans is a natural process, which can only be countered bycreating our own infrastructure, all the more so because S.V. Lavrovnoted that the Russian side is interested in participating in theinformation space of the Balkan region (Lavrov, 2018). Unfortunately,Russia’s think tanks carry out their work in these regions onlysporadically, and not enough experts and entities are engaged in thisprocess in contrast to the United States and the European Union. Andthere they are much more in demand by the state. It is necessary toestablish systematic work of expert centres of various profiles, whichwould constantly keep track of the situation in the regions. In April2019, the Bulgarian capital hosted the Balkan Dialogue Forum, one ofthe most successful and popular scientific and educational programs ofthe Alexander Gorchakov Public Diplomacy Support Fund. The BalkanDialogue – 2019 started with a roundtable discussion “Mass Media as aTool of Public Opinion Development and Public Worldview Change inthe Balkans”. During the discussion, the host of the programs“Deconstruction” and “12+3” on the Bulgarian National Radio PeterVolgin lamented that most of the Russia related content released in themedia was openly negative: an authoritarian president, a desire forworld domination, and other similar patterns. And this is anindisputable fact. At the same time, we should keep in mind that theWestern media have recently been losing their reputation as an exampleof honest and professional journalism. Everything that was previouslyproclaimed in the West as a “standard” in the work of the media, namelypluralism of opinions, the so-called “second opinion”, work with facts,rejection of censorship, is now almost completely lost. The informationrealm of the West is now predominated not only by intolerance to otheropinions and someone else’s position, but also direct restrictions on theactivities of competing media. The same applies to what is happeningon the world’s social networks such as Facebook and Twitter. Theconsequence is the loss of public confidence in journalists. According tothe data coming from various sources, one could conclude that the



situation is only getting worse8. During the above-mentioned forum inBulgaria, the chairman of the Union of Journalists of Bulgaria, SnezhanaTodorova, noted in her speech that the country faces serious problemsin terms of freedom of speech. The media very strictly adhere to theinstructions of the EU and NATO, working off their funding, demonizingRussia. And almost nothing is written about Russia’s success in one areaor another, about what ordinary people are concerned about. On theother hand, the volume of Euro-Atlantic publications has grown 16times over the past four years. Nevertheless, S. Todorova shared the dataof sociological research, showing that about 75% of Bulgarians considerRussia a friendly country. This suggests that the post-truth beingpropagated by the Western media mainstream, after all, cannot competewith reality. Therefore, the best way to exert influence by informationis not conducting aggressive propaganda, but taking practical jointefforts in the humanitarian sphere and other areas of mutual interestof the parties involved.
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FRAMING RUSSO-SERBIAN COOPERATION 
AS A “HYBRID THREAT”: 

A NATO/EU STRATEGIC NARRATIVE

Aleksandar Mitić1

Abstract: The strengthening of the strategic partnership between Serbia andRussia has come at a time when policymakers and analysts in NATO and EUcountries have become increasingly critical at the reluctance of Belgrade toplay by the “Western book”. Serbia is refusing to legitimize both the unilateralsecession by Kosovo Albanian leaders and the redefinition of the DaytonAccords aimed at further reducing the autonomy of the Republic of Srpska(Republika Srpska) in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Furthermore, it continues toreject NATO membership and anti-Russian EU sanctions and declarations. Asa result, fingers are pointed at Kremlin’s “malign influence” over Serbia andthe Serbs in the Western Balkans in general, including in the fields of politics,economy, communication, energy, and defence. This influence extends into asynergy between Serbian and Russian interests and resources. Thus, it is notjust Russian activities, but the whole array of Russo-Serbian cooperation thatis considered a “hybrid threat”.The paper analyses which strategic frames use think tanks from the EU/NATOcountries to portray the evolving state of Russo-Serbian cooperation. Theresults point to elements of a strategic narrative painting Serbian-Russiancooperation as a “hybrid threat” through the consistent use of a threat framein relation to key areas of political, security, informational, economic, religious,and non-governmental cooperation. The strategic narrative is, in turn, anintegral part of strategic communication aimed at promoting the interests ofthe EU and NATO in the region. 
Keywords: Serbian-Russian relations, EU, NATO, the Balkans, hybrid threats,strategic communication, strategic narrative, strategic framing.
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Russo-Serbian cooperation in a “hybrid” limelightThe strengthening of the strategic partnership between Serbia andRussia over the last decade has come at a time when policymakers andanalysts in NATO and EU countries have become increasingly critical at thereluctance of Belgrade to play solely by the “Western book”. Serbia rejectedcontinuous attempts to legalize the 2008 unilateral secession by KosovoAlbanian leaders and the redefinition of the 1995 Dayton Accords, aimed atfurther reducing the autonomy of the Republic of Srpska in Bosnia andHerzegovina. Belgrade continues to refuse NATO membership and anti-Russian EU sanctions and declarations. Furthermore, it has actively pursuedmilitary cooperation with Moscow and the construction of the new BalkanStream gas pipeline, while signing a free trade agreement with the EurasianEconomic Area. As a result, Western fingers are pointed at Kremlin’s “maligninfluence” over Serbia and the Serbs in the Western Balkans in general,particularly in the fields of politics, economy, communication, energy, anddefence. The Serbian-Russian partnership is increasingly seen as asynergistic “hybrid threat” to Western interests, in particular theenlargement of NATO and the EU in the region. Such portrayal is part of the “war of narratives” between various majorgeopolitical players in the Western Balkans, each aiming to extend theirinfluence and vying for local allegiance and support. This battle of influenceis being fought in the context of the EU’s internal weakness andindecisiveness to chart a firm enlargement process, the confusing U.S.combination of isolationist disengagement and occasional problem-solving“pop-ups” in the region, China’s increasingly visible Balkan-wide webinfrastructure and investment strategy, and Russia’s attempt to curbcontinuous attacks at its centuries-long role of powerful relevance in theBalkans. In such a context, it is understandable that various players wish tolegitimize their status and leverage through political, military, economic, orcultural might – and project it through strategic communication.This paper seeks to analyse which strategic frames use think tanks fromthe EU/NATO countries to portray the evolving state of Serbian-Russianrelations. Strategic frame analysis will be used to identify these frames,which are expected to form a strategic narrative that defines the Serbian-Russian partnership as a “hybrid threat” to stability, security andenlargement of the EU and NATO in the Western Balkans. The strategic
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narrative is, in turn, an integral part of strategic communication aimed atpromoting the interests of the EU and NATO in the region. 
Strategic communication, framing and narrativesStrategic communication, a concept of organized persuasion, representsa “system of coordinated communication activities implemented byorganizations in order to advance their missions, by allowing for theunderstanding of target groups, finding channels and methods ofcommunication with the public, developing and implementing ideas andattitudes which, through these channels and methods, promote a certaintype of behavior or opinion“ (Mitić, 2016: 9). States and organizations ofvarious kinds are using strategic communication in order to achievelegitimacy, given that legitimacy is based on perception and interpretation– not on actions but perceptions of these actions. To achieve legitimacythrough strategic communication, organizations need trust, social capitaland networks to project their discourse, narrative, and power (Mitić andAtlagić, 2017). They do so through framing processes, which are ”critical tothe two fundamental aims of strategic political communication” –campaigning and governing (Kioussis and Strömbäck, 2015: 391). In order to remain persuasive, strategic communication must adapt itsstrategic framing. Frames are a key component of strategic communicationmessaging, as they are an integral part of media reports and can impact theinterpretation and perception of the public. Framing refers to “selection andsalience” in order “to promote a particular problem definition, causalinterpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation”(Entman, 1993: 52). Strategic framing is thus an act in whichcommunicators “use message frames to create salience for certain elementsof a topic by including and focusing attention on them while excluding otheraspects” (Hallahan, 2008: 4856). It is a rational rhetorical strategy used bypoliticians to “angle“ arguments presented to the general public (Leimbiglerand Lammert, 2016) as frames have the capacity to provoke differentreactions of the public depending on the element of reality they areaccentuating or hiding. A successful framing requires adaptive frames,which are nonetheless in line with the strategy and information end-state.However, selectively punctuating some elements and hiding others points
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to the importance of strategic action in framing and to the potential conflictthat might arise among different actors promoting their frames (Fiss andZajac, 2006: 1174).  Yet frames cannot be fully understood without narratives, just asnarratives cannot function without frames. In the process of strategiccommunication, organizations thus use frames and discourse to shapestrategic narratives  – “a means for political actors to construct a sharedmeaning of the past, present, and future of international relations in orderto shape the opinions and behavior of actors at home and overseas“.(Miskimmon, O’Loughlin and Rosselle, 2013: 248). These narratives are a“tool for political actors to extend their influence, manage expectations andchange the discursive environment in which they operate” (Miskimmon etal: 3). Strategic narratives, however, also face limitations: from the formationof the strategic narrative to its projection and reception. This is particularlytrue in international environments, in which great powers must face notonly a complex international environment but also a complex media ecologyas well as frequent or even permanent contestation by other actors.
“Hybrid threat” – a useful buzzword in the Balkans?Although “hybrid threat” as a form, concept and term has been presentin political, security and academic discourse years before – and has beendeveloping since the mid-2000s mainly in the U.S. defence sector strategicdocuments amid the “colour revolutions” in Russia’s neighbourhood andduring the “Arab spring” – its prominence and (geo) political (mis) use hasbecome viral after the 2014 Crimean referendum and the conflict in theDonbas. From then on, Western fingers were pointed mainly at Russia asthe main suspect of “hybrid threat” to a number of countries, primarily inEurope. Thus, a 2018 report by the German Marshall Fund Alliance forSecurity Democracy argued that Russia had used disinformation campaigns,financial influence and cyberattacks in at least 27 countries, most of themNATO and/or EU members (Treverton, 2018). It has thus come as nosurprise that both of these institutions have adopted several strategicdocuments and mechanisms aimed at fighting “hybrid threats”, arguinghowever that despite international cooperation, protection of countrystructures and institutions remains primarily a national task.
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For NATO, hybrid threats are “used to blur the lines between war andpeace, and attempt to sow doubt in the minds of target populations” (NATO,2019). The EU considers that their aim is to “achieve specific politicalobjectives” and that they “target critical vulnerabilities and seek to createconfusion to hinder swift and effective decision-making” (European ExternalAction Service, 2018). The prominence of the concept has led to thefoundation of the Helsinki-based European Center for Excellence forCountering Hybrid Threats. This institution, supported by the EU and NATOmember countries, argues hybrid threats are “coordinated andsynchronised action, that deliberately targets democratic states’ andinstitutions systemic vulnerabilities” – which are created by “historicalmemory, legislation, old practices, geostrategic factors, strong polarisationof society, technological disadvantages or ideological differences” – with theaim to “influence different forms of decision making at the local (regional),state, or institutional level to favour and/or gain the agent’s strategic goalswhile undermining and/or hurting the target” (The European Center ofExcellence for Countering Hybrid Threats, 2017). According to the Helsinki Center, this means exploiting the thresholdsof detection and attribution as well as the different interfaces (war-peace,internal-external, local-state, national-international, friend-enemy). Theycan include “influencing information; logistical weaknesses like energysupply pipelines; economic and trade-related blackmail; undermininginternational institutions by rendering rules ineffective; terrorism orincreasing insecurity” (The European Center of Excellence for CounteringHybrid Threats, Hybrid Threats s, 2017). NATO argues that they “combinemilitary and non-military as well as covert and overt means, includingdisinformation, cyberattacks, economic pressure, deployment of irregulararmed groups and use of regular forces” (NATO, 2019). The EU insists thatthese activities are “coordinated by state or non-state actors”,“multidimensional, combining coercive and subversive measures” and canrange from “cyberattacks on critical information systems, through thedisruption of critical services such as energy supplies or financial services,to the undermining of public trust in government institutions or thedeepening of social divisions” (European External Action Service, 2018)Fighting the hybrid threat through resilience-building has thus becomea prominent feature of EU/NATO political and security mechanisms. TheWestern Balkans – as a focal point of NATO/EU enlargement – were
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designated as potential primary targets of alleged Russian hybrid activities.Indeed, as a European Parliament report underlines, “hybridity is abuzzword in the field of international relations and security. However, it hasbeen introduced in NATO and EU member states’ doctrinal corpus to depictnew threats and challenges. The EU uses the concept to deal with thedifficulties created by the local influence of non-EU powers (Russia, Turkey,and Saudi Arabia) in the enlargement process of the Western Balkanscountries” (European Parliament Policy Department for External Relations,2018). Arguing for this perspective, various transatlantic organizations,think tanks, and officials have most prominently pointed to the examples ofwhat they considered as Russian meddling in the 2016 parliamentaryelections in Montenegro – which included an alleged involvement in a coupd’état – and the interference in now North Macedonia over the PrespaAgreement between Skopje and Athens. As a result, NATO sent toMontenegro its first-ever mission to fight hybrid threats (Lekic, 2019), whiledozens of Western researchers have been monitoring and analysing“Russian hybrid threats” in the Western Balkans.The Helsinki Center has compiled what it considers a series of Russianhybrid methods, including pressure through economic leverage andorganization of protests. One of the central roles belongs to the use of cybertools and information operations, propaganda, strategic leaks and fakenews, and their spread through domestic media, as well as amplificationthrough social media. The “toolkit” also involves the funding of organizationsand political parties, the use of oligarchs, paramilitary organizations, andthe Orthodox Church (Treverton, 2018).A narrative about the Russian hybrid threat has been carefully craftedand sustained through governmental and non-governmental sources.Given the level of strategic cooperation between Moscow and Belgradeon a variety of political and economic issues, we will seek to analyse howthis cooperation is being framed and whether a strategic narrative is beingconstructed with regards to Russian-Serbian cooperation being viewed asa hybrid threat from the perspective of the EU/NATO and the transatlanticthink tank community.Our hypothesis is that, in order to present a strategic narrative ofSerbian-Russian cooperation as a hybrid threat, Western think tanks willuse a consistent threat frame in relation to key areas of political, security,informational, energy, NGO, and religious cooperation.
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MethodologyWe will use strategic frame analysis in 20 research papers and reportsby Western think tanks focused on Russian influence activities in theBalkans (see the list in references). We will analyse frames referring toRussian and Serbian cooperation in papers which have been published since2018, after the adoption of a series of “hybrid threat” documents andmechanisms by the EU/NATO. A selection of frames will be particularly looked at. These frames havebeen chosen based on preliminary analysis of the relevant research papers.They will include Russian-Serbian cooperation in the field of politics,security, the economy, religion, non-governmental, and information fields.We will perform a strategic frame analysis at the level of themes. Onlythemes related to cooperation between Russian and Serbian actors will beanalysed (state, NGO, Church, media). The results could point to a possible building of a strategic narrativeregarding Russian-Serbian cooperation as a hybrid threat. 
Results

Political sphereIn the political sphere, the main theme for Russian-Serbian cooperationhas predominantly been focused on the issue of Kosovo and Metohija. Theunresolved status of Kosovo and Metohija is seen as the primary source ofinstability not only in the territory concerned but also in the wider region.Russian-Serbian diplomatic cooperation in the international arena – whichis strengthened by the Russian veto power in the United Nations SecurityCouncil – is seen as mutually beneficial for the two countries, butdetrimental to Albanian aspirations and long-term Western interests oflegalizing Kosovo’s 2008 unilateral secession, as well as in fully integratingthe entire region in Western political and security arrangements.Furthermore, Russian-Serbian cooperation is seen as sustaining ethnictensions within Kosovo and Metohija through the support of the KosovoSerbs. (“Russia is Serbia’s most powerful backer against Kosovo’s
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independence. It is an alignment of interests that both countries benefit from”– Chrzova et al., 2019).The second main theme of political cooperation is related to theRepublic of Srpska. The Serb entity in Bosnia and Herzegovina is oftenperceived and sometimes labelled as a “Russian proxy”. Moscow is perceivedas the main international backer of the Republic of Srpska – from the PeaceImplementation Council to the UN Security Council. Russian-Serbiancooperation is perceived as a source of political and ethnic tension, as wellas a threat to the territorial integrity of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but also itsfunctionality, NATO and EU integration. (“President Putin has fostered close
ties with the Republika Sprska leader, Milorad Dodik, whose ultimate goal is
secession from Bosnia and Herzegovina.” – Smith and Juola, 2020)The third theme is related to the field of the general counterbalancingof EU and NATO interests in the Western Balkans as Russian support toSerbian interests over Kosovo and Metohija, the Republic of Srpska,Montenegro and military neutrality is seen as detrimental, particularly toNATO expansion – which is in line with Moscow’s objectives. This includescooperation over North Macedonia and the general promotion of the ideaof a “Greater Serbia”. (“Russia positions itself as a great, relevant power in the
Balkans; whereas Serbia uses its relationship with Russia to leverage the EU,
threatening the Union to forge closer ties with Russia and consequently aid
the expansion of Russian influence in the region”. – Chrzova et al., 2019)

SecurityIn the security field, most of the themes are related to the Russian-Serbian Humanitarian Center in Niš, as well as to general defencecooperation. The center in Niš is particularly singled out as a threat. Doubtsare shed over its officially stated purpose of serving humanitarian anddisaster relief operations in the region. Rather, it is either suspected ordirectly labelled of being a potential “spy center” for NATO activities inKosovo and Metohija, as well as in the wider region. It is also suspected ofbeing a training center for “paramilitary” groups. (“It claims to be a centre
to coordinate assistance missions, but Western governments generally regard
it as an intelligence hub. The US State Department has expressed the fear that
it will become “some kind of a special centre for espionage or other nefarious
activities” – Galeotti, 2018)
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The legitimacy of general defence cooperation – ranging from thedelivery of MIG 29s, T-72s, and Pantsir anti-aircraft artillery systems – isgenerally not put into question. Yet, several analyses point to the fact thatsuch cooperation increases nervousness and tension in the region,particularly among Kosovo Albanians. (“Kosovo has legitimate concerns that
Russia rep resents a serious security threat, as it could mili tarise the Serbian
army” – Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, 2018).Concerns over security cooperation also include Russian’s provision ofequipment to the police of the Republic of Srpska, (“Moscow’s security
assistance to the Republika Srpska is growing, although it formally contradicts
the spirit of the Dayton Accords, which prohibit an independent Bosnian Serb
military” – Stronski and Himes, 2019) but also suspected cooperationbetween Russian and Serbian intelligence services during the 2017“storming” of the parliament in Skopje (“The intelligence activity sought to
push North Macedonia away from the Euro-Atlantic path and especially
membership in NATO came through two avenues: Serbian journalists, MPs,
and intelligence officers’ efforts to manipulate the country’s policy for Serbia;
and the subterfuge of the Embassy of the Russian Federation” – EuropeanValues Center for Security Policy, 2020).

EconomyIn the economic field, the primary threat from Russian-Serbiancooperation is the energy sector. Serbia is considered as an importantenergy hub since the 2008 acquisition of the NIS refinery by Gazpromneftand a key actor in the construction of the Gazprom-led Turkish/Balkan gaspipeline. Of primary concern here is the intensification of dependency onRussian gas for the entire region – with accompanying implications for gasroute diversification – and the economic downturn for Ukraine.  (“Russia
intends to streng then its influence in the region by setting up the Turkish
Stream pipeline – Kuczyinski, 2019), while “Belgrade is a strategic transit
point in Russia’s plans to extend its TurkStream pipeline to deliver gas across
southern Europe.” – Metodieva, 2019).Other issues of concern include the prospects of enlarging the EurasianEconomic Area in the region following Serbia’s membership, as well as theimpact in Bosnia and Herzegovina of the Russian financial support to theRepublic of Srpska. (“The Kremlin is attempting to expand the Russia-led
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Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) in the Balkans. Serbia and the EEU signed a
free trade agreement (FTA) on October 25. – Bugayova and Yanchuk, 2019).

ReligionIn the religious sphere, the main focus is on the cooperation betweenthe Russian Orthodox Church and the Serbian Orthodox Church on variousissues in the region. Furthermore, the Serbian Orthodox Church is oftenportrayed as a “conduit” of Russian interests, particularly as it has firmpositions on the issues of Kosovo and Metohija, Montenegro, the Republicof Srpska and NATO membership. Think tanks put a particular focus on thiscooperation in Montenegro, accentuating the role the Serb Orthodox Churchand its leaders have had over various political issues – from the issue of areferendum on independence to the recognition of Kosovo’s secession orNATO membership. This is, in turn, seen as divisive for the society inMontenegro, and thus an opportunity for Moscow’s disruption. (“One of the
key channels of Russian presence and influence in Montenegro is precisely the
Serbian Orthodox Church and its leaders, who strive to influence domestic
politics by supporting pro-Russian political parties and anti-EU and NATO
voices” – Chrzova et al., 2019).

Non-governmental sectorIn the non-governmental sector, the main focus has been on portrayingcooperation between Russian and Serbian organizations as a security threat.The most prominent case is the alleged 2016 “coup” attempt in Montenegro(“The alarm of the international community about the revitalization of
Russia’s influence in the Western Balkans was strengthened by the attempted
coup in Montenegro by pro-Russian Serb nationalists during the fall 2016
parliamentary elections, which allegedly was supported by ‘organs of the
Russian state” – European Parliament Policy Department for ExternalRelations, 2018), but it also includes various “paramilitary” threats fromorganizations such as “Srbska čast”, “Night Wolves” or the “Cossacks” –which are portrayed as active in various Serb-populated areas, but also closeto the authorities in the Republic of Srpska (“Russian influence runs strong
in Republika Srpska too. There, the boundary between civil society and the
entity’s increasingly militarised law enforcement services is fuzzy” – Betchev,2019). Active Russian organizations in Serbia are portrayed as purveyors
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of strong anti-NATO sentiment. Beyond the security field, Russian-Serbiancooperation in the NGO sector is also considered as producing aconservative, Eurosceptic narrative.
Information sphereRussian-Serbian cooperation in the informational sector is generallypresented as a disinformation hub for the entire Western Balkans region,namely for all areas where Serbian is spoken or understood. Sputnik Serbiais considered as the main and most powerful Russian-sponsored mediaoutlet in this hub. Yet, the Serbian media – including pro-governmental newsagencies, TV, newspapers and tabloids, as well as a variety of online outlets– are seen as a partner in the hub. Thus, Sputnik and the Serbian media – inSerbia, the Republic of Srpska and Montenegro – serve interchangeable aseither sources or amplifiers of narratives that are considered detrimentalto EU and NATO interests. (“A recent study by ‘Zasto Ne’ tracked how political

disinformation is spread in BiH. A network of 29 media outlets was identified,
15 of which are in Serbia, and 14 of which are in BiH (of which 12 are in
Republika Srpska). Often, Sputnik Srbija appears in this hub as one of the main
“connectors” between media outlets in Serbia and BiH” – Doncheva, 2020).

Main themes, actors and threats – summary tableThe following table summarizes the main themes and actors of Russian-Serbian cooperation, as well as the threat frames resulting from thiscooperation, as identified in the reports which were analysed. 
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THEME ACTORS THREAT

Opposition to Kosovo’sstatehood Governments of theRussian Federation andthe Republic of Serbia,NGO and media
Destabilization of“independent Kosovo”.Instability in the region.Interethnic tensions.Prevention of NATO andEU enlargement.

Support to the Republic ofSrpska Governments of theRussian Federation andthe Republic of Srpska,NGO and media
Destabilization of Bosniaand Herzegovina.Interethnic tensions.Prevention of NATO andEU enlargement.

Influence of the SerbianOrthodox Church inMontenegro Serbian Orthodox Churchand the Russian OrthodoxChurch
Opposition to NATOactivities and Kosovo’s“statehood”. Support tostronger links with Serbiaand Russia. Interethnictensions.

Defence and disaster reliefcooperation Governments of theRussian Federation, theRepublic of Serbia, theRepublic of Srpska
Militarization of theregion. Spying activities.Paramilitary trainingground.

NGO cooperation Russian and Serbian NGOs Paramilitary activities.Interethnic tension.Violent and illicitinterference in regionalaffairs. Promotion of anti-Western discourse.
Energy cooperation Governments of theRussian Federation, theRepublic of Serbia, theRepublic of Srpska

Strengthened monopolyand regional dependenceon Russian gas supply.Threat to diversification.
Informational activity Sputnik, Serbian media inSerbia, the Republic ofSrpska, Montenegro

Formation ofdisinformation hubs.Narrative proxies carryingmessages which amplifyinterethnic tensions andanti-Western discourse. 



ConclusionIn analysing 20 think tanks reports from the EU/NATO countries, wehave not come across a single positive statement regarding Russo-Serbiancooperation. Such cooperation is exclusively perceived and portrayed in anegative light. While the narrative on the “Russian malign interference” hasbeen present for some time, we now also have a strong narrative of Russo-Serbian cooperation as a “hybrid threat”. This analysis does not intend to address the veracity or the motivationsof the think tank reports which were randomly used. Yet, it is necessary tostate that these reports complement each other, amplify the concerns (basedon facts or not), and – to use a term from a German Marshall Fund report –serve as “narrative proxies” in portraying Russo-Serbian cooperation as a“hybrid threat”. The employed strategic frames paint Russo-Serbian cooperation asfirmly negative in nature and consequences. Such portrayal is present in allthe spheres which were analysed. In the political sphere, cooperation isdetrimental to regional security, inter-ethnic relations, conflict resolution,and full integration into Western structures. In the security sphere,cooperation is perceived as conducive to militarization, espionage, andmistrust. In the economic sphere, it leads to energy monopolies andprevents diversification. In the religious sphere, it hurts inter-ethniccoexistence and promotes anti-Western agendas. In the non-governmentalsector, it leads to illicit, violent actions that sow inter-ethnic discord. In theinformation sector, Russo-Serbian cooperation is disinformative andpropagandistic, contaminating the entire regional media eco-system. The following chart identifies key strategic elements of portrayingRussian-Serbian cooperation as a “hybrid threat”:
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In accordance with our hypothesis, a combination of such frames pointsto the building of a strategic narrative regarding Russo-Serbian cooperationas a “hybrid threat”. While this analysis is limited to think tanks, given thatmany of these reports are based on statements by policymakers or mediareports, our assumption is that the framing and the narrative in the stateand media sector in NATO/EU countries largely coincide with our findings.The consequence of such presentations – no matter their level ofcoordination – points to the presence of a strategic communicationcampaign aimed at presenting Russo-Serbian cooperation as negative –indeed, a “hybrid threat”. Policy implications of such strategiccommunication portrayal include the development of a number of “anti-hybrid” or resilience activities in all of the concerned fields. It remains,
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however, unclear how such strategic communication and policy couldbenefit long-term conflict-resolution and stabilization of the Balkans. Thesame is true for other world regions, where a “cooperative hybrid threat”model could be or already is applied to discredit cooperation betweenRussia and its partners. 
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DYNAMIC REGIONAL POLITICAL CONCEPTS
AND THE EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS

Miloš Petrović1 

Abstract: This paper aims to explore the evolution of different politicalconstructs in the context of several EU enlargement rounds. The research hasshown that the deepening of the EU integration processes has resulted indifferent political conceptualizations of European regions. Whereas thepolitical notion ‘Central and Eastern Europe’ included countries that were partof the enlargement rounds between 2004-2007, a new political concept – the‘Western Balkans’ – largely grouped the countries lagging behind in the EUintegration process. However, that political concept is temporary since once acountry joins the EU, it is no longer politically regarded as a ‘Western Balkan’nation, as seen on the example of Croatia. The author hypothesizes that theconcept ‘Western Balkans’, which overlaps with the EU enlargement agenda,will become outdated as a political bureaucratic term at a distant point whenthe entire region joins the Union. At that point, the region will be subjected tofundamentally different normative, political, economic and other contexts,which will affect how the citizens, institutions and states act, how they perceivetheir country, and how the international community understands and treatsthem in regional terms. The future abandoning of the ‘Western Balkan’ politicalconcept is analyzed through the social constructivist approach.    
Keywords: Western Balkans, Central and Eastern Europe, integration, EU,political constructs.
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Central and eastern europe: distanCing 
from the “soCialist past”Following the revolutionary ‘Annus mirabilis’ of 1989 and theabandonment of the socialist system, the rapprochement process betweenthe former Warsaw Treaty Organization countries and the EuropeanCommunities commenced (Jović-Lazić, 2015, pp. 156-157). As part of their‘return to Europe’, the entire east-central region started to distance from the‘Eastern European’ socialist-era legacy. ‘Central and Eastern Europe’ (CEE)became a dominant geopolitical regional designation in the context ofEuropean integration (Schimmelfennig, Sedelmeier, 2005, p. 2). Whereas the Carpathian, Baltic and western Black Sea countries hadinitiated their European Union (EU) accession processes as part of thenew Central and Eastern Europe concept, on the other hand, the EU hasconceived an additional political designation: the ‘Western Balkans’(Zöpel, 2018, pp. 2-3; Đukanović, Minić, 2015, p. 11).Throughout the Coldwar, the term Balkans was largely geographical, its countries belongingto different strategic realities (Greece to the European Communities,Bulgaria to the Warsaw Pact, the SFRY to the Non-aligned movement,Albania – self-isolated). However, following 1989, countries like Bulgaria,previously perceived as Eastern European, in geopolitical terms becamemore associated with the wider notion of CEE. Although geographicallyplaced in the ‘eastern Balkan’ area, Bulgaria or Romania were neverpolitically grouped under such designation by the EU. They were insteadincluded in the EU enlargement agenda, which treated CEE as a largecluster, consisting out of the former ‘Warsaw Pact’ countries. There wassimply no conceptual need to set a few ‘eastern Balkan’ states apart fromother EU candidates or distinguish them in a more specific way. Theentire CEE area has joined the Union between 2004-2007 (Rapacki,Prochniak, 2009, p. 3).2Whereas the fall of the Iron Curtain enabled countries like Bulgaria tobe increasingly less associated with the term ‘Balkans’, that notionmaintained politically relevant in western areas of the Peninsula, which was
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included in the EU enlargement policy only later.3 The region which wouldlater become known as the ‘Western Balkans’ (WB) has been de factoexcluded from the wider integrative processes in CEE, above all due to itspolitical unreadiness or unfitness to enter the integrative processes in theearly 1990s. The countries which lagged behind CEE in the EU integrationprocesses included Albania and most of the former Yugoslavia. Unlike theCEE countries that joined the EU between 2004–2007, the WB countrieswere subjected to the Stabilization and Association Process, which includedprovisions directed towards encouraging the post-conflict recovery anddevelopment of good neighborly relations among the previous contenders(Džankić, Keil, 2019, p. 181). Since the accession process of the WBdeveloped somewhat differently comparing to the CEE enlargement rounds,the EU opted to design and treat it as a separate regional political concept. These countries’ EU accession perspective was recognized at the ‘EU-Western Balkans Thessaloniki Summit’ in 2003, which formally marked thebeginning of their long transformation process.4 As of 2020, the only groupmember which successfully joined the EU was Croatia in 2013 and thereforeceased to be treated as part of the ‘Western Balkans’ political concept. AsTheresia Töglhofer noted on that subject:’…Croatia itself now has the right
to participate in decision-making in all policy areas, including the EU’s
enlargement policy towards the accession candidates in the Western Balkans,
whose ranks it so recently left’ (Töglhofer, 2013, p. 5). While the EU ceased to perceive and treat Croatia as a WB country, thecountry’s changed geopolitical, economic, and other position has alsodistanced it from that region. That represents an illustrative example of howthe geopolitics and integrative processes also affect the external perceptionand regional ‘affiliation’ of the country. Likewise, the Croatian distancing fromthe WB political concept also resembles the preceding candidates’ distancingfrom the Eastern European political image (Todorova, 2006, pp. 276–277).5
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Having in mind the aforementioned, several hypotheses can be tested.The ‘Western Balkans’ is a temporary political notion, almost equivalent tothe current enlargement agenda. As such, it will progressively lose itsconceptual, political and other purposes once the candidates join the EU.Hypothetically, the current ‘leading candidates’, Serbia and Montenegro, mayaccede to the EU already during the third decade of the 21st century,following the conclusion of prolonged accession negotiations. Followingtheir EU accession, the ‘Western Balkans’ would be reduced down to acouple of ‘enclaved’ countries, which will further weaken the connectivityand functionality of that political domain. The Europeanization process willencourage further transformations which, in an optimistic scenario, wouldreshape the entire southeast European region and result in its EUmembership within several decades. However, as each new country joins, the new political, economic,institutional, and social context would distance it from the WB region towhich it previously ‘belonged’. That will further diminish the scope, thefunctioning and the political and other meaningfulness of the politicalconcept of the Western Balkans that would become outdated by the time allcandidates achieve EU membership. Once that happens, these countrieswould have the opportunity to deepen cooperation with other memberstates within regional concepts that are not limited to the western area ofthe Peninsula. That includes possibilities for further regional cooperationnot only within CEE but also with other regions, which would be facilitatedby the shared EU political, economic, and social space.
the ‘Western Balkans’ as a politiCal ConstruCt 

– a theoretiCal approaChSince the early 2000s, the EU has chosen to distinguish and treat the‘Western Balkans’ differently from the politically more advanced ‘CEE’region. Apart from the delayed onset of the European integration process,compared to their CEE neighbors, the WB was also faced with specificdifficulties related to its post-conflict heritage, weaker democratic andeconomic performances, political challenges, etc. (Vachudova, 2019, p. 78). Although the former Yugoslavia did not put a large emphasis on itsBalkan background during the Cold war, the majority of its successor states
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and Albania were still ‘identified’ as such by various international actorsduring the 1990s (Todorova, 2006, p. 130). Their entanglement in a seriesof ethnic and political conflicts, economic mismanagement and othernegative aspects have ‘reactivated’ the stereotypical political notion of theBalkans as a troubled place and Europe’s ‘powder keg’ (Zöpel, 2018, p. 2).Since the early 20th century, the term ‘Balkans’ has had an unfavorablereputation due to the above-mentioned analogies with conflicts, ethnicdistrust, and complex historical circumstances. The derivative term‘Balkanization’ has been used pejoratively, designating the processes ofuncontrolled and hostile fragmentation into smaller units (Todorova, 2006,pp. 98–99). Notwithstanding that the Balkans would remain a physical-geographical term, and having in mind the traditionally unfavorableperceptions, it is unsurprising that the EU designated its regional approachas the ‘Western Balkans’. In strategic terms, the EU no longer considersmembers like Croatia or Bulgaria to be part of the region anymore. Althoughgeography has not changed, the political, economic and strategiccircumstances did construct another reality. According to the social constructivist approach, how things are namedor ‘labelled’ influences the articulation of one’s identity. The socialconstructivist reality is not fixed but ever-evolving, and so are its dominantterms and meanings (Theys, 2017, pp. 36–37). Notions are alwaysconnected with the values, beliefs, or more generally, the ideational context(Ibid). Institutions and the political actors may conduct separate activities,but they are intertwined and jointly shape the constructivist reality. In thatcontext, the constructs such as ‘CEE’ or ‘WB’ are not purely bureaucraticterms, but also political inventions of various actors (EU), which attributemeanings to these concepts. Likewise, subjects subjected to those meaningsare expected to act according to the construct. However, once these notionsbecome outdated, other constructs may assume dominance. For example, the ‘Warsaw Pact’ nations used to/be associated with theSoviet-style policies, socialist legacy, and Eastern-European image. Sincetheir inclusion in the European integration process, they have beencollectively regarded as the Central and Eastern Europe countries (Weise,Bachtler, Downes, McMaster, Toepel, 2001, p. 15). Over the past decade, thenotion of ‘CEE’ has become associated with consolidated democracies thathave successfully transformed their systems and satisfied the conditions tojoin the EU since the 2000s (Stephens, 2019). Today these countries’
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political, economic and other identities are largely influenced and shapedby the ‘European’ ideational factor, stemming from their EU membership. On the other hand, the WB is a post-conflict region, subjected to theEuropeanization process in the institutional, economic and political sphere(Džankić, Keil, 2019, p. 3). Having in mind the unfavorable reputationattached to the term ‘Balkans’, the WB notion also depicts the region as theone that is ‘under construction’, oriented towards (eventual) EUmembership. Once the entire ‘construction’ process is completed and thecountry becomes an EU member, it ceases to be subjected to the ‘WesternBalkan’ approach, as seen in Croatia. Therefore, it could be expected thatonce the leading candidates (e.g., Serbia, Montenegro) join the EU, theywould begin to be perceived as part of the successfully reformed CEE. Theirgeopolitical position will politically ‘evolve’ to the EU status. However, the‘Western Balkans’ would be additionally reduced to the remainder of the‘unintegrated’ Southeast (Jovic, 2012, pp. 177–178). One of the main working assumptions in this paper is that the ‘WesternBalkans’ might vanish as a political concept once the entire currentenlargement group enters the EU. Such assumptions could be backed by thepreceding examples of Croatia or Bulgaria, which have been largely placedout of the Balkan-related policies. Likewise, Serbia, similarly as Croatia orBulgaria, would one day begin to be perceived as a successfully reformedand integrated CEE country. By virtue of continuous and deep integrationprocesses in the EU space, the country would be drawn towards forgingcloser ties with other member states as its new closest partners. Regionalinitiatives, such as the Craiova Group (which currently assembles Greece,Bulgaria, Romania and Serbia) may become important stepping stonestowards the further deepening of cooperation. The language can have a pivotal role in designing or altering socialreality (Theys, 2017, p. 38). According to Wittgenstein and Winch, the roleof the language is not only to (passively) reflect social reality, but also to takepart in constructing that reality (Đorđević, 2016, p. 34). How we perceiveor name things or act upon those considerations affects our relations. Thisalso applies to the political actors. The EU perceives, designates and treatsthe region under the ’Western Balkan’ approach. The term is political andbureaucratic, setting the scope for specific EU policies (Theys, 2017, p. 38).It is also structural, since it designs areas for institutional and politicalcooperation between the two sides (Ibid). The WB, apart from Turkey, is
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currently the sole focus of the EU enlargement policy. The enlargementpolicy, in constructivist terms, can be viewed as a process during which anexternal country, through the accession process and associate status,gradually acquires norms, values and customs of the EU. In the early 2000s,the Western Balkan countries were officially removed from the ‘externalrelations’ and included into the ‘enlargement’ policy, which aims to fullyintegrate the region.6 The successful and complete adoption of the EU modelwould ultimately result in the WB countries’ EU accession. The WB wouldthen formally blend into the EU area and its supranational political conceptin various domains (Petrović, Radaković, 2013).The constructivists also argue that the normative framework turns intoreality once it gets accepted by the group through several distinct stages,such as the norm emergence, norm acceptance and the norm internalization(Theys, 2017, pp. 38–39; Tsvetkova, 2010, pp. 57–58). That is precisely howthe EU enlargement process has been unfolding. The candidates are initiallyrequired to design and adopt legislation and shape the institutionalframework according to the EU matrix in a way which would be conducivefor successful and sustainable implementation. Further on, the emphasis ison the acceptance, on the enforcement of the norms, standards and values,and on removing or adjusting challenging domains which hindercomprehensively successful enforcement. The third and final stage appliesto the internalization, whereby individuals and institutions have integratedthe imported EU norms and values into their behavior and functioning. Atthat point the country becomes sufficiently ‘Europeanized’ and prepared toassume EU membership obligations. The accession is viewed as a value-based contract between the candidate and the EU that share organizationalprinciples and norms (Tamvaki, 2008, p. 62). The member states and theirpopulations are integrated into one common political and economic systemand are closely drawn together, as they function according to the samelegislation, standards and values. Likewise, belonging to such a space alsoprovides an additional confirmation of their country’s ‘Europeanness’(Tsvetkova, 2010, p. 59). On the other hand, the ‘outdated’ Eastern European
6 The Council of the European Union. (2006). Brussels European Council 14/15December 2006 Presidency Conclusions 16879/1/06, 12 February 2007 (Council ofthe European Union, Brussels).



or Western Balkan constructs would remain tied to the preceding stages ofpolitical history.  According to the constructivist theory, social norms not only influencebehavior and activities, but also shape how institutions work and how theidentity is perceived (Aydin-Yilmaz, 2014, p. 65). Collective understandingof one’s role and identity takes part in shaping the actor’s considerationsand activities. Citizens from the WB region will eventually become EUcitizens, and their individual and national self-identification will beinfluenced by that fact. Once a country accedes to the EU and obtains accessto a variety of freedoms, rights and obligations that will constitute a majorchange comparing to the current status. By doing so, the Western-Balkan‘transitory’ regional identity would gradually dissolve as each new countryenters the EU. Although the EU context largely influences and shapes social reality, itdoes not exclude some additional, sub-regional level of political identification.The formerly WB countries may someday decide to additionally deepenregional ties within the EU; how they name that cooperation will alsoinfluence how they perceive themselves or how they wanted to be perceivedexternally. Perhaps an entirely new phrasing should be used to reflect theirchanged status at that point. If we presume that the ‘Western Balkans’ is atemporary designation, applicable during the enlargement process, it wouldperhaps be useful to reflect a bit on how we wish to be perceived in the futureor how we think we would perceive ourselves.The Balkans is gradually losing its purpose as a political designation.Currently, it is narrowed down to the western area of the Peninsula, fromwhich Croatia has seceded by entering the EU, diminishing its geographicscope even further. As part of its ‘departure’, Croatia (as other accedingmembers before) also withdrew from the CEFTA (Central European FreeTrade Agreement). The CEFTA simulates many aspects of the EU marketand is limited primarily to the ‘Western-Balkans’, so it would also lose itspurpose once the enlargement process completes (Petrović, 2019a, p. 67).Notwithstanding the distance of the membership perspective, the regionalcountries will no longer be politically associated with the WB noreconomically with the CEFTA. In other words, the political status of the WBand its economic area (exemplified by the CEFTA) are largely transitory andwill cease to be in political use once the region, at some distant point, entersthe EU. 
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The European narrative becomes growingly important as the integrationprocess progresses and constructs how the region will be referred to. In linewith the constructivist logic that there could be multiple identity layers, theEU membership does not preclude the existence of regional identities(Arežina, 2013, p. 91). Even the ‘Europeanization’ itself is a constructivistterm; literally speaking, the entire WB is indeed geographically European.However, although they originated and expanded from Western Europe, theEuropean Communities have always perceived themselves as the core of thecontinent and its identity. Their governing liberal norms and values – thefour freedoms, the protection of minorities, the rule of law, independentjudiciary – were ‘exported’ into CEE and the WB as part of their integrationprocesses with the EU (Panebianco, 2006, p. 139). The EU has not onlyexpanded its territory but also its system of beliefs, meanings, and its sole
credo towards the eastern part of the continent (Vukčević, 2013, p. 48). Asof 2020, the 27 member states jointly decide on political, economic andmany other aspects of reality in the Union, and the process of EUenlargement, despite deficiencies and stagnation, is formally incompletewithout the ‘Western Balkans’.Whereas the ‘Western Balkans’ represents a current conceptualdesignation for still-unintegrated southeastern Europe, as the enlargementagenda gradually completes, the countries would likely be faced with thenecessity to cooperate with EU partners more closely through differentframeworks. Unlike the WB designation – which was unsolicited by theregion but rather bureaucratically imposed by the EU – the SoutheasternEuropean countries may opt to actively take part in constructing their newpolitical identity within the Union. That would provide an opportunity forthe constructivist logic, whereby the identities are representations of actor’sunderstandings who they are, point out to their interests, and how theymean to address them (Theys, 2017, p. 37). Politically speaking, thecountries could ‘evolve’ from the WB associate membership to some newstatus, which would be more compatible with its obtained EU membership.The V4 is an example of an additional layer of political identity which hasalmost become politically synonymous with the Central European region.That initiative has been very beneficial as a supportive network fordeepening the political, economic, cultural, and other processes as part ofthe wider European integration efforts. Likewise, it was also in accordancewith the broader aim of reestablishing a distinctive regional Central
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European concept as a counterbalance to the abandoned socialist legacyand the outdated ‘Eastern-European’ image (Labov, 2019, p. 63). From the social-constructivist perspective, names are symbolicallypowerful and may reflect how we perceive our position and how the worldperceives us. If the ‘Western Balkan’ notion indeed loses its political purposeonce the enlargement agenda is realized, the author finds it relevant toconsider the changed political perceptions which might reflect the newposition and our adjusted understanding of who we have become. The newpolitical concept which could illustrate an ideational shift from the post-conflict WB towards a CEE/EU ‘status’ may be connected with participationin some other regional partnerships. Once the region, mostly or in itsentirety, joins the EU, there might be new proposals for reconnecting thesoutheastern European area. In constructivist terms, it might be relevant toconsider several naming proposals that might be suitable for an initiativethat would cover the southeastern European states and reflect distancingfrom the externally named, growingly outdated bureaucratic notion knownas the ‘Western Balkans’. 
eu memBership – a politiCal identity ChangerDeepening cooperation within older or newly established regionalinitiatives may mark a shift away from the ‘Western Balkans’ as a politicalconcept, especially once Serbia becomes the EU member. At that point, thepolitical paradigm shift will materialize in a twofold manner. Firstly, the EUwill cease treating Serbia within the WB approach and instead will act inaccordance with all membership-related norms and privileges. Theapplication of the conditionality principle will change, and the countrywould participate in the decision-making and shaping of policies along withother member states. Secondly, the position of the country willfundamentally change, both internally and externally. Externally, it will betreated as a member of the world’s most prosperous market and politicalarea, instead of belonging to the enlargement group – the ‘Western Balkans’.Internally, the EU norms, regulations, standards and benefits will integratethe country fully into the Union and largely reshape the political, economic,and social context. The new ‘sense of belonging’ will even be symbolicallyrepresented by means of an EU passport. On the other hand, the political
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concept of the ‘Western Balkans’ will no longer be applicable in its originalform. This may lead to the consideration of the new regional initiatives,which could reflect the newly acquired, upgraded strategic position of thecountry, and (perhaps also) its changed self-perception.In constructivist terms, the EU is a non-traditional international actor,which defines its own modes of functioning, and its legislative, political andother activities provide valuable insight into its self-identification and theperception of its international role (Vukčević, 2010, p. 204). Its institutions,member states and citizens accept and adhere to the EU norms, standards,and values. The deepening and widening of the European integration havecontributed to the ‘Europeanization’ of its member states and theacceptance of an additional, supranational level of identity in a variety ofdomains (Ibid, p. 205). These processes encourage constant approximationbetween countries that shape the ‘European project’ and contribute to thesense of common belonging (Aydin-Yilmaz, 2014, p. 56).This feeling of belonging to a common area is visible in many domains.The EU single market operates as an internal market, with the free mobilityof people, goods, services, and the capital. These four freedoms constitutethe governing ideas and the very backbone of the entire EU integrationprocess. Freedom to work across the Union, guaranteed by the Treaties,consists one of the most enjoyed benefits of EU citizenship (EP, 2020).7Likewise, since 1979, the EU citizens vote for their representatives in theEuropean Parliament (Cracknell, Morgan, 1999, p. 7). Through the ordinarylegislative procedure, along with the Council of the European Union, theParliament adopts legislation that subjects the entire EU territory to the samenorms. These norms are applied in each member state and encourage further‘Europeanization’ processes in each country. Although sovereign prerogativesare still very strong, especially in high political domains, the member statesare expected to comply with the decisions of supranational institutions inmany areas and to apply the acquis, which facilitates further bondingbetween the states, institutions, and individuals within the EU territory. The continuation of the EU accession process in the following decadesprovides room for the emergence of the new regional initiatives, or the
7 Legal basis: Article 3(2) of the Treaty on European Union (TEU); Articles 4(2)(a), 20,26 and 45-48 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). 



expansion of the already existing ones. Hypothetically, the existing platformsfor political cooperation, such as the Visegrád Group (consisting of Czechia,Slovakia, Hungary and Poland) may include new countries. However, thispolitical alliance was established as a coordination platform in the contextof the integration processes and did not expand geographically since itsestablishment 25 years ago (Đukanović, Minić, 2015, p. 25). Whereas theV4 might never expand, it might offer space for eventual privilegedcooperation with other countries/regional initiatives.However, the Craiova Group (CG), in which Serbia already takes partalongside Bulgaria, Greece and Romania – may gain additional prominenceas an internal EU regional cooperation platform once Serbia enters theUnion. The CG, which currently focuses on expanding possibilities forcooperation in the domains of infrastructure, energy and EU integration,largely resembles the V4 initiative. At this development phase, it focuseslargely on interconnectivity and aims to upgrade the underdevelopeddomains of cooperation and overcome the economic and other disparities(Bochev, 2018). The CG is currently asymmetrical with Serbia as the solenon-EU member, but it could eventually evolve into another inter-EUregional framework. The CG members are not only neighbors but also closeeconomic and political partners that share common historical and culturaltraits. Initiatives such as the CG may become one of the pivotal regionalcooperation platforms for Serbia, not only as it currently benefits its EUmembership ambitions, but also because once the country joins, it willalready have a developed framework of cooperation – a close and ‘friendly’domain – for further projects.   Likewise, there could be opportunities to establish a new regionalcooperation model. Such a platform may also reflect the changed contextand the new understanding of the country’s changed political reality andidentity. In some distant future, once the entire WB area accedes to the EU,the possibilities for reestablishing mutual cooperation may be realized in adifferent political, economic and social context. From the contemporary practice, it may be drawn that the ‘baptizing’ ofthe regional initiatives is often tied to some geographical and historicalscope, which may reflect the common feeling of belonging or assert certainidentity, such as Central-European within the V4 initiative (Jagodzinski,2006). The V4 was named after a medieval alliance between the leaders ofthe above-mentioned nations, forged in the Visegrád castle. However, in the
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WB area, domains such as history or culture constitute a challenging ‘leastcommon denominator’, having in mind largely fragmented and diverginghistorical interpretations. Therefore, some neutral geographical designationmay be more appealing and be broad enough to bridge the differences andaccommodate different perceptions. These may be named after mountainranges (Dinaric Alps, Haemus Mons), or by the rivers (e.g., Sava/Drina…),depending on the geographical scope. Naming after toponyms, given thehistory and the diverging perceptions in the region, may prove to be lesscontroversial, divisive or neutral comparing to, for example, bearing thename of some regional historical personality or event which could beinterpreted in diverging ways in different countries. For example, the archaicHellenic term for the Peninsula – Haemus could still apply, partially or fully,to the Balkans (Todorova, 2006, p. 79). Although outdated, selecting such aname for some political regional platform would represent a symbolictribute to the Hellenic culture and political thought, which is native to theregion. It would also be helpful in “constructing” or reshaping a new regionalpolitical idea, following the disestablishment of the WB political concept.The author would also suggest exploring neologisms such as the Dinaric
Group. The Dinaric Alps stretch across the region in the northwest-southeastdirection. That is a neutral term which, like the Balkan designation, depictsa mountainous nature of the region. Unlike the Balkans, the term is notburdened by the negative prejudice, political or ideological stances andpropaganda, which often depict it as a region inclined towards violence,conflicts, ethnic distrust, fragmentation, nationalism, backwardness,transcultural clashes, etc. The term ‘Dinaric Group’ is neutral, unhinderedby historical, political and social inputs, and as such might be useful fordepicting their development from the ‘Western Balkan’ status to someupgraded form of cooperation, which would reflect the context of their EUmembership prospects. Similarly to the V4 or the CG, and unlike the WB concept, such platformsmay be initiated ‘from below’, by the regional governments. Apart fromsupporting European integration efforts, their value is in fosteringsustainable and deeper cooperation. The V4 was established to coordinateregional integration efforts, which was perceived favorably for their EUmembership prospects. (Paroubek, 2006, p. 14). These countries perceivedthemselves as Central European, whose political identity is related to andinterested in adopting the ‘Western’ system and norms. These perceptions
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are in accordance with the constructivist view that countries strivingtowards a certain identity should adhere to the norms that form that identity(Theys, 2017, p.38). The establishment of a regional platform was perceivedas a supportive instrument in acquiring ideas, norms, models, and otheraspects which build the EU political identity. Following the EU accession,the V4 successfully continued its political and social mission in CentralEurope (Paroubek, 2006, p.14). For the V4 countries, the EU membershipprovided an additional incentive for deepening regional cooperation, as itresulted in access to the single market, set of fundamental freedoms, rights,obligations and benefits which further removed formal barriers in forgingeven closer regional ties. 
Concluding remarksMany years ago, the ‘Western Balkans’ entered the process of Europeanintegration. Although Serbia and Montenegro are commonly perceived asthe upcoming two member states, the EU accession process is stringent andprolonged, as these candidates struggle to meet demanding requirementsin fundamental areas of the rule of law, the independence of the judiciaryand high political domains (Petrović, 2019b, p. 31). Although thesecandidates might not meet the ambitious deadlines set by the Credibleenlargement strategy in 2018, their EU membership remains a proclaimedstrategic goal and should be expected, perhaps already by the end of thedecade (Petrović, 2019a, pp. 72-73). On the one hand, it might be somewhat optimistic to already project thefuture of the WB concept once the ‘leading candidates’ become fully‘Europeanized’ and join the EU. However, it appears likely that in such a case,by the virtue of their new geopolitical, economic and other position and thenew modus operandi, these countries would be encouraged to proceed withthe integration processes with the remainder of the EU. The future EUterritory in Montenegro and Serbia would reduce the ‘Western Balkans’ anddivide it into two parts, marginalizing it even further as a political andeconomic concept. The functioning of the CEFTA within such ‘enclaves’,intersected by the EU territory, would be additionally challenged. The‘Western Balkan’ area would thus become additionally fragmented (orironically speaking, ‘Balkanized’) while countries like Serbia would integrate
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further with EU partners, which would progressively distance it from theWB concept. Taking part in regional initiatives may also reflect how these countriesperceive themselves or want to be perceived, especially once the EUmembership is obtained. At that point, the political identity will be affectedboth internally and externally. The shared EU political, economic and socialspace will stimulate the deepening of ties and facilitate new modes ofregional cooperation. Initiatives such as the Craiova Group may become oneof the pivotal regional cooperation platforms for the Republic of Serbia, notonly as a platform for advancing its EU membership prospects but also as adomain for closer regional cooperation with (other) EU members. Theimportance of such networks should not be underestimated, especiallyduring the post-EU accession period, when the country might need newregional partnerships.
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NEW SERBIAN INTEGRATION CHALLENGE:
RUSSIAN AND/OR CHINESE EURASIANISM

Milomir Stepić1

Abstract: The political, economic, and security supranational organizations ofthe West are in an obvious crisis and downward trajectory, although still verypowerful. From the point of view of Serbian national interests, it is risky forthe proclaimed and practical integration orientation to remain “on the pathwithout an alternative” following that direction. In the new conditions of multi-polarization of the world, this orientation has to be less dogmatic and followthe rapid changes not only in the hierarchy of “big players” but also theirinterests in the Balkans. Primarily, this refers to the increasingly influentialRussia and China, which have different, though not incompatible concepts ofEurasianism. Their common strategic goal is to push the USA domination fromthe “largest landmass on the planet”. In that context, it is geopolitically logicalthat Russia and China perceive the future position of the Balkans and the roleof the Serbian factor completely differently from the personifications of theWest – the EU and NATO. This does not mean that Russian and Chineseinterests are in the lasting agreement, and their rivalry on the “chains of theworld” (Catena Mundi) is not possible if/once they push away the still leadingworld power to the other side of the Atlantic. The long-term future of the“Serbian pebble” will depend on the ability to fit adequately into that futurecomplicated integrative “geopolitical mosaic”.
Keywords: geopolitics, integrations, rivalry, alliance, Serbian factor, Russia,China.
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Transfer of global power 
and Serbian integration dogmaSerbia’s commitment to integration has never been tested in areferendum. Ending the phase of political-territorial functioning, first in themonarchist and then Titoist Yugoslav supranational state after its violentdisintegration, the Serbian corps was immediately imposed withinvolvement into the integrational creations of the West as its only option –primarily in the EU, and in a specific way in NATO. Such an orientation hasbeen almost implicit since the post-Cold War European East was in theprocess of disintegration, geopolitical regression and economic collapse,and the triumphalist West was at the peak of power and in the momentumof spatial expansion, which included the post-Yugoslav part of the Balkans.Consequently, the postmodern, neoliberal understanding of integration atthat time, ‘implies less the merging of parts into a whole and the increase ofinternal cohesion, but mostly the notion acquires the geopoliticalconnotation of territorial expansion. Integration has become a seeminglymore benign variant and a “politically correct” substitute for traditionalactions of (un) armed aggression, (in) direct occupation, (neo) colonialism,and (neo) imperial domination’ (Степић, 2014a, p.154).In the meantime, the world has fundamentally changed and isincreasingly gaining completely new contours in all its forms. They mostlystem from the epochal translation of geopolitical and geoeconomic powerfrom the Atlantic regions of America and Europe to the Indo-Pacific regionand the Heartland of Eurasia, i.e., from the USA and the EU to China, Russia,India, the Far East “tigers”. Without any doubt, the so-called unipolarmoment has irrevocably passed, and the absolute American hegemony inthe last decade of the 20th and the first decade of the 21st century gave wayto relative unipolarism (Stepić, 2017, p. 23). According to the cumulativeindicator resulting from numerous factors of “tangible” and “intangiblepower”, the USA is still the leading actor in world affairs, but its power isincreasingly crumbling. The USA is no longer an unattainable hyperpoweras it seemed at the turn of the millennium (for example, at the time of theaggression on the FRY in 1999), and the distance in relation to its runners-up, especially China, is rapidly decreasing. Before our eyes, a true multi-polarism is emerging in all its complexity and various manifestations, whichtends to grow into a somewhat balanced neo-bipolarism. In this ‘new cold
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war’ (Пандуревић, 2018), which can be more precisely and essentiallycalled the ‘continuity of the cold war’ (Трифковић, 2017), the USA cangradually become a weaker side if it fails to try to confront Eurasian giants.The former imposition of USA narcissistic self-knowledge about the so-called necessary nation and its own Messianic role on the whole world nowexists less and less even on the internal plane of “reality facing”. The systemicfragility of the Empire’s core is indicated by the disorganization and conflictthat are growing every day and in different forms. They are less and less anexception and incident, and more and more a permanent condition thatgrows into a chronic social pathology. This was somewhat witnessed in theexplosion of riots and anarchy caused by deep contradictions, whoseimmediate cause was the death of a controversial African-American due topolice torture. Another morbid indicator was the pandemic of the COVID 19virus, which officially infected over 5.5 million people in the United Statesby mid-August 2020 and claimed more than 172,000 lives,(https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ country/us/), i.e., 22.5% ofthe total death toll in the world, with the egoistic reaction of a large numberof USA federal states. Thus, there were sarcastic proposals in the public thatthe global leader should be given a new name instead of the United Statesof America – Divided States of America (Над, 2020, p. 53). Therefore, thenumber of countries considering the USA for an example of reputation andreason for voluntary compliance to Westernization, as an American variantof globalization, is increasingly decreasing. Also, the instruments of PaxAmericana – primarily NATO as a military-security integration, and the EUas an economic-political Atlantic integration, have slowly ceased to bereasons for such belief.Despite the obvious declinism of the West, the official Serbianintegration orientation masochistically stays directly on the European path,and indirectly on the North Atlantic ship. Such a (geo) politics is even moreabsurd given the recent experience – NATO under the leadership of the USAacted biasedly anti-Serbian during the break-up of the SFRY, activelyparticipating in air strikes on the Republic of Serbian Krajina and theRepublic of Srpska 1994-1995, carrying out open aggression against theFederal Republic of Yugoslavia (mostly Serbia) in 1999, while, at the sametime, the EU favored Serbian rivals and directly applied harsh economicsanctions, used political pressure and waged a real propaganda war againstthe Serbian people and state. Besides, both NATO and the EU – mostly
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coordinatedly  and sometimes each in their own way – are still directlyhelping the secessionist ambitions of the Albanian national minority andtrying by all means to separate the Kosovo-Metohija part of Serbia. All thiswas not a sufficient reason to reduce the country’s economic and tradedependence on the West, slowly, gradually and with minimal negativeconsequences over a relatively long period of 2-3 decades, and thus at leastpartially blunt its “blackmailing capacity” which several generations ofSerbian nomenclatures have used as an alibi. For several years now, theconditions for foreign policy reorientation have been improving becausethe alternative appears in the East.
The world, Europe, the Balkans: 

less Atlanticism, more EurasianismFor the entire half of the millennium – from Columbus and the so-calledGreat geographical discoveries until the second decade of the 21st century– the world was shaped on the foundations of thalassocratic, Atlanticismsupremacy. Current turbulent events and processes testify to fundamental,epochal, historically important changes and the end of the primacy of thewesternized part of the world. Analogous to the indicators of the beginningsof the decline of earlier empires, there are undeniable indicators of thedownward trajectory of the current outgoing global Empire:• the increasingly visible slippage of American society into decadence, thetransformation of identity, indifference towards the state and the lossof national “passion”;• the weakening of internal cohesion and harmony, which wasunquestionable during the rise and peak, despite the national, religious,racial and other heterogeneity of the USA;• an unbearable level of the external overstrain that results in America’sinability to realize its self-proclaimed “vital national interest” in everycorner of the Planet;• problems of retaining influence in the strategically most importantregions, especially in Europe as a ‘stepping stone for progressiveexpansion’ and ‘America’s most important geopolitical bridgehead’ onthe Eurasian mega-mainland (Bžežinski, 2001, p. 57);
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• increasing disloyalty of the most important (post) modern vassals,where an indicative example is the traditionally tellurocratic, centrallypositioned and economically strongest European country Germany, towhich the USA seeks to prevent energy security (Nord Stream 2) evenwith the threat of economic sanctions;• the inability to prevent the “uniting of barbarians” – primarily thestrongest, China and Russia – and to resist their joint anti-American(anti-Western) action;• increasing difficulties in keeping client-countries in its sphere of interestand preventing them from being gravitationally drawn into the orbit ofrival forces.The former unipolar advance of Atlanticism in all directions has beenlargely stopped and forced to “burrow”, and on some “fronts” to be on thedefensive. This is unmistakably recognized by the current state andfunctioning of its two instruments in Europe – NATO and the EU. After twostrong waves of the post-Cold War expansion to four countries in 1999 andseven countries in 2004, NATO was strategically stopped on the westernborders of the former Soviet republics of Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova,with minimal, almost no chance of continuing the campaign. Over the nextdecade and a half, it has succeeded to successively include only four othersmall Balkan countries, which are, however, only of lower importance –Croatia and Albania in 2009, Montenegro in 2017 and North Macedonia in2020 – largely due to the creation, instrumentalizing and forcing of theiranti-Serb role.2 Precisely for these reasons, it can hardly be expected that itwill legally and legitimately include Serbia and BiH (due to the resistanceof the Republic of Srpska) and thus finish the unfinished business in the
Balkans. At the same time, the US’s ties as “commander-in-chief” with“subordinates” are increasingly problematic, and the mutual relations of theallies are often antagonistic to the point of mutual conflict. Aren’t these two
2 In the then FYR Macedonia, there was even a referendum held with the question: “Are

you for the EU and NATO membership, with the acceptance of a name compromise
between the Republic of Macedonia and the republic of Greece?”, which failed due to amassive boycott (only 37% voted). That means that it wasn’t only the state’s namechange that was rejected, but also its ascension into the euroatlantic organizations. Inspite of the people’s obvious opposition shown, the country was incorporated intothe NATO!



examples, each in its own way, indicative “litmus tests” of the crisis ofAtlanticism – one, the refusal of members to finance the Alliance with the“prescribed percentage” of GDP and the other, the constant tension on theso-called Southern wing between two important members Greece andTurkey – which this time (at the end of July 2020) was on the brink of warnear the island of Megisti (Kastellorizo)?And when the USA and NATO are weak, according to the principle ofgeopolitical “connected vessels”, the EU is also weak. From the point of viewof the West, this seems apocalyptic because it indicates a “crack in themonolith”. The president of France, one of the key members of bothorganizations, warned about this in an interview given to a prominent
Economist on October 21, 2019 (published on November 7, 2019) – on theexact year when NATO marked the 70th anniversary. Stating that ‘what weare currently experiencing is NATO’s brain death’, which is why the EU is onthe ‘edge of a precipice’, and that it is high time to ‘wake up’ becauseotherwise ‘it will no longer be in control of our destiny’ (Macron, 2019), hedid give a diagnosis and possible consequences of the latent dysfunctionalityof Western integrations but did not take into account the initial, essential,so-called construction error. The genuine causes of the crises are moreadequately pointed out by the act of leaving of the one EU’s so-called oldmember, with great demographic, territorial, military, political, andeconomic “specific weight” – Brexit. The fact that this will not be anexception in the European wing of the Atlanticist camp, but a hard-to-stoptrend of disunity, has long been manifested by the different approaches ofthe individual or groups of members on the occasion of almost every crisis,such as the long-standing issue of immigrants. Even the existential threat ofthe COVID 19 pandemic did not contribute to the “closing of ranks”, anincrease of solidarity and joint struggle. On the contrary! It started literallyby snatching the necessary medical equipment and leaving Italy and Spainto themselves and came to a barely reached compromise in the EU betweenthe “leading two” (Germany and France), the “thrifty four/five” (Austria,Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden, joined by Finland) and the “prodigals”(other members) on the adoption of the EU draft budget for 2021-2027.Although it has been proposed that as much as €750 billion should beearmarked for post-pandemic economic recovery, the enigma remainswhether the amount will be adopted by the European Parliament by the endof 2020 and how it will be achieved – most likely by even higher borrowing
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and additional taxation (€390 billion non-refundable and 360 billion in low-interest loans) (European Council, 2020, p. 3).Opposite the Empire of countries and organizations under the USAleadership, which is obviously in a far advanced process of the relativeweakening, there is an increasingly strong Eurasian “community of giants”.China and Russia are convincingly in the lead among them, striving toachieve the widest and most diverse alliances. Global confrontation is fierceand is taking place in all fields, with the exception of direct armed conflictfor now, but also involving brutal hybrid and network warfare. It is not justa mere struggle to take over the world throne, but a change in the globalgeopolitical paradigm and a completely new concept of (super) power. Moreprecisely, it is not just a question of transforming the thalassocraticAtlanticist unipolar “new world order” into the tellurocratic Eurasian multi-polar “even newer world order”. For the world, the establishment of a “newbipolarism” is forthcoming, based on the integral power of the so-called fullspectrum. On its two sides, there will be “integration clusters” based ondifferent, selective, and flexible principles and factors – geographical,civilizational, communication, military security, political, economic. Theactual clash of the “big players” has already been projected on the “Balkansubcontinent” as one of the crucial geopolitical regions, primarily on itsfragmented post-Yugoslav part. The Balkan “indicators of new bipolarism”are Kosovo and Metohija, based on which the whole world allied either as apro-Atlanticist or anti-Atlanticist (Степић, 2018, p. 42). It is the Balkans,which in the post-Cold War period was structured in accordance withWestern, Atlanticist postulates, that will be the subject of interest andfundamental rearrangement in accordance with Eurasian principles. Theplace of the previous regional “subcontractors of geopolitical works” in thename of Washington, London, Berlin, Vienna, logically should be taken bythe exponents of Beijing and Moscow as the coming forces. The continuousdestabilization of the Balkans for three decades,  caused by the Atlanticistengagement in the violent disintegration of the SFRY, and whose bestevidence is the inconsistent borders of the new states, can only becompleted by their adequate redefinition in Eurasian direction. In theconditions of increasingly offensive Eurasianism, whose geopolitical andgeoeconomic Balkan vectors are (also) projected through Serbian countries,the persistent Serbian pro-Western orientation is obviously becoming acounterproductive dogma that requires re-examination.
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Geopolitical duality of Eurasianism 
and the Serbian positionAtlanticism is a multidimensional concept of the world order, but in thegeopolitical sense it is unambiguous:• it is theoretically designed and practically implemented monistically –by one, the inviolable superpower of the West, the USA;• The USA based it on a single, thalassocratic geopolitical principle,drawing from it the total, global power;• it was implemented by controlling Eurasia through its one, peripheralmacro-entity – Rimland;• the ultimate goal was the establishment and duration of a globalist

unipolar order, i.e., of a world under USA “constant leadership” (PaxAmericana).On the other hand, Eurasianism is pluralistic in all dimensions, and alsogeopolitical:• in the current historical “cross-section”, it is personified by two powers– Russia and China – with a realistic perspective that, at a lower, macro-regional level, more of them will join them;• initially, it was founded tellurocratically, but in modern variants, it alsodevelops on other principles, i.e., more and more as an integral conception;• it creates the future world order as multi-polar (polycentric), with thepossibility to eventually move to a balanced hierarchical model of neo-
bipolarism;• joining to the integration is not based on coercion, unanimity andunification, but on voluntariness, symbiosis of interests andmultidimensional pluralism – ideological-political, economic, cultural-civilizational;• Anti-Atlanticism and the expulsion of the USA from Eurasia are keyfactors on which the cohesion of as many Asian, African, Latin Americanand even European countries as possible is based;• delicate relations and conflicting historical heritage withinheterogeneous Eurasia seeks to overcome with as little conflict aspossible and in a multilateral way, especially by trying to coexist with
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the expanding Islamic world, and by constructively controllingpotentially destructive EU-Russia and India-China rivalries.Although the Russian and Chinese Eurasian concepts have greatsimilarities, a common “red thread”, and for now they are largelycomplementary, they differ in nature. This is recognizable based on twophenomena that personify them – the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU)and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). The Russian thinker Leonid Savinunderstood this difference: ‘...The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) is reallyan integration project, and the Chinese BRI is not. China is interested in
connection, not integration’ (Савин, 2019, p. 49). Russian neo-Eurasianismrepresents the Eurasian idea of   ”white” emigrant intellectual circles fromthe 1920s/30s, adapted to modern conditions. It identifies Russia as amultidimensional, and especially cultural-geographical predeterminedcenter of a gathering of other great partners on the largest mainland on thePlanet (Вуковић, 2013, p. 108). It also has an emphasized spatial dimensionin the sphere of neoclassical geopolitics. It implies the territorialization ofglobal political relations, and the phased division of the world into severalmeridians elongated pan-zones and several large spaces in theircomposition, all in accordance with the initial postulates of continentalismand multi-polarism.The realization of the neo-Eurasian (re) composition of the world ispredicted through the ‘axis of friendship’ (Дугин, 2009, p. 113), i.e., thegeopolitical vectors directed towards several key countries and regions –the three basic (two plus one) towards Germany and Japan/China, and theIslamic world, and several auxiliary to Indochina, South Asia, the MiddleEast and even some areas outside Eurasia such as the Caribbean (Степић,2013, pp. 107-108). In the early neo-Eurasian variants, the vector towardsthe Balkans was omitted, although it is a region of first-class importance forachieving the world power and “taking over” Europe from Atlanticist hands(Степић, 2014b, pp. 120-127). Undoubtedly the most suitable starting pointfor the Balkan “axis of friendship” is the Serbian lands, which is respectedin some revised views (Дугин, 2004, p. 200), and therefore the Serbianfactor (Belgrade) is assigned an important geopolitical role of one of thefour centers of phased neo-Eurasian integration. (Панарин, 2012).The intensive modern development and expansion of China have longbeen challenged by geopolitics. China insisted on cooperation in theframework of the economy, finance, trade, communications, new
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technologies, and other “benign” aspects of connection, so as not to provokeresistance from other forces. However, in the Chinese so-called charm
offensive can be clearly recognized the specific features of Eurasianism andpostmodern geopolitics. Moreover, ‘China is striving to become the firstpower in history to build an integral geopolitical code and power – bothtelurocratic and thalassocratic at the same time’ (Зарић, 2013, p. 200). Chinaembarked on a major campaign many years before she announced in 2013first the idea of   a (land) Silk Road Economic Belt, and then the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road. Thus, the networking of the Afro-Eurasian mainland andthe broad coastal zone started to be globally recognized by the abbreviationOBOR (One Belt One Road), and then the BRI (Belt and Road Initiative). Forthe vectors of Chinese Eurasianism and their westward penetration, theCentral Asian “five” are of key mediating importance. It now successfullycorresponds to the earlier American formula C5+1 with the counter-formulaC+C5 (China plus Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, andTurkmenistan). It also uses the CPEC formula (China-Pakistan EconomicCorridor) for land access to the Indian Ocean basin, from where it can “keepan eye” on the strategically important Strait of Hormuz and establish“threads” that connect it with oil giants Iran, Saudi Arabia, and the UnitedArab Emirates.At the same time, China continues multiplying its Eurasian connectionsby initiating the Arctic Silk Road (activating the Northern Sea Route togetherwith Russia), the Digital Silk Road (for cross-border e-commerce), and the
Medical Silk Road (for medical assistance due to COVID-19). For countrieswhose poverty will accelerate sharply in the post-pandemic period,borrowing from China is becoming the only way out, which China already“charges” by dragging them into its orbit by privileged business positions,gaining territorial concessions, and positioning at strategic points. China islargely accused by its competitors for using ‘debt-trap diplomacy’ (Engdahl,2020). All this confirms that the comprehensive Silk (geopolitical) concept(Stepić, Zarić, 2016, p. 452) will be difficult to stop by USA sanctions, a realeconomic and propaganda war, and the increasingly ambitious attempts toform an anti-Chinese coalition in the world level. The full realization of theSilk (geopolitical) concept – as well as the success of Russian neo-Eurasianism – depends on the penetration into Europe, in which the Balkansis crucial. It is an integral part of the China+17 initiative, which has thecharacteristics of the Baltic-Aegean intermarium “vertical”, geopolitically
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similar to the buffer Sanitary cordon from a century earlier. But, for the sakeof certain success, China will also need an intermarium “horizontal” – theBlack Sea-Adriatic one – with a point of intersection in Belgrade (Stepić,Zarić, 2016, pp. 460-461). Therefore, China is focusing on the Serbian factor,which qualifies as a key regional mediator because of its centralgeographical position and anti-Atlanticist geopolitical orientation.
Instead of conclusion: Serbian benefits 

from Russian and/or Chinese EurasianismIt is not excluded that the complementarity of two modern Eurasianisms– Russian and Chinese – will last only until the ousting of a great commonrival, and after that, it will grow into direct rivalry, competition for influence,and even confrontation in Eurasia and the world as a whole. On the contrary,it is possible to continue their peaceful coexistence with the “smallestcommon denominator” of geopolitical, geoeconomic and other interests,and with some form of division of areas of activity and zones ofresponsibility. The multidimensional heterogeneity of Eurasia is a suitableenvironment for the emergence and development of still relativelyautonomous, limited, partial variants of Eurasianism of macroregional andtransregional ranges, which will difficult fit into the previous two mainstreams. These can be Indian subcontinentalism in South Asia and the IndianOcean basin, Turkish neo-Ottomanism and pan-Turkism in parts of theBalkans, Central and Western Asia, Iranian Islamist (mostly Shiite)
fundamentalism in the Gulf, Southwest and also Central Asia, IndonesianIndo-Pacific Trans-oceanism in Southeast Asia, Saudi expansionist
Wahhabism, and even pan-Arabism in the Middle East, German
Mitteleuropeanism extended from Central to Eastern and especially toSoutheastern Europe, and so on.In the Balkans, through NATO and the EU, Atlanticism is still dominant,but its “offer” is less and less attractive. On the other hand, Eurasianism ismore and more present on the Balkan “subcontinent”, and it is especiallyattractive from the point of view of Serbian national interests. PreservingSerbia’s sovereignty in the face of direct Atlanticist attacks aiming toseparate its Kosovo-Metohija part is only an obvious indicator. Much moreimportant are the essential reasons for Serbia’s closeness to Eurasianism,
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primarily Russian neo-Eurasianism, which are geographical, historical,ethnical, cultural-civilizational, geopolitical, geoeconomic and others.Therefore, the Serbian factor can become a key guarantor of the ‘neo-Eurasian Balkan sub-order’ (Степић, 2017b, p. 25), as evidenced by the so-called strategic partnership between Russia and Serbia. It is reflected in theprocurement of Russian weapons for the Serbian Army, the pipeline routeof the former South and now Turkish Stream, the sale of NIS to Gazpromneft,Russian investments in Serbian roads, and especially the Free TradeAgreement between Serbia and the EAEU. This agreement was not signedwith any other European country, and it opens the possibility of Serbianexports to a market of almost 200 million people (the Russian governmentapproved ratification on July 26, 2020).Due to its position as a central, transit, hub and non-Atlanticist country,Serbia is the most suitable mediator for China’s Eurasian BRI-influence in theBalkans. For now, geoeconomics is a “visible part of the spectrum” of the rapidgrowth of Chinese influence, as evidenced by credit arrangements, investmentin Serbia’s infrastructure, buying of strategic companies (the ironworks inSmederevo, RTB Bor, etc.), investment in new technologies andreindustrialization, but also increasingly significant deliveries of modernChinese weapons. The Republic of Srpska is intensively involved in similarflows (e.g., the Russian purchase of the refinery in Brod, the Chineseconstruction of TPP Stanari, etc.). In the current situation, Chinese and RussianEurasianism competitors in the Balkans, but it might not remain their (long-lasting) relationship. If (When?) these two expanding powers conduct de-Atlantization of the Balkans, the question is whether they will start fightingeach other for supremacy? Will the Serbian choice follow at some point nolonger the West or the East, but Russian or Chinese Eurasianism? Will Russiaand China continue to support the independence of the states – even smallBalkan ones – for which they are currently advocating, or will they keep andeven more sharply implement the concept of limiting and usurping parts oftheir sovereignty? Can they, one and/or the other, realize their interests to themaximum if they inherit the current Atlanticist geopolitical configuration ofthe Balkans, or will they overcome its dysfunction by recomposing theborders, primarily the post-Yugoslav ones?
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MILITARY AND POLITICAL 
SECURITY PROBLEMS.

COMMON THREATS AND CHALLENGES 
IN THE OSCE REGION

Andrey Y. Malov1

Abstract: The article asserts that the persistent alarming trend towards afurther increase of the conflict potential in relations between the West andRussia is reflected on the security situation in Europe. The Alliance has been pursuing a course towards the militarization of Europefor the fifth year, running under the pretext of countering the contrived Russianthreat. This course is accompanied by exerting massive informational pressureon Russia. The COVID-19 pandemic triggered purely selfish approaches to ensuringsecurity and added to the general instability.The idea of a Wider Europe without dividing lines and bloc confrontationactually turned out to be unrealized. It will be difficult to expect anybreakthroughs in relations and the creation of foundations to ensure Europeansecurity as long as the course for the aggressive military containment of Russiacontinues. A substantive and productive dialogue is required to overcome mutual fearsand increase the level of trust. The re-establishment of professional contacts,including those at the military level, is needed in order to avoidmisunderstanding of each other’s intentions and prevent the descent into anuncontrolled escalation of tensions. 
Keywords: strategic stability, arms race, arms control, antiballistic missiledefense, escalation of tensions, security architecture, transparency andconfidence-building measures, structured dialogue.
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Background analysisThe security situation on the European continent is developingunfavorably. The tension is growing. Moreover, new lines of contradictionsand exacerbations appear. We all know that European security was largely identical to global securityfor many years. The stability and predictability of the entire system ofinternational relations built on the basis of the UN Charter and the basicprinciples of international law depended on the state of affairs in Europe.Nowadays, one of the European security problems is connected with thefact that Europe and the Euro-Atlantic area are generally losing their keysystem-forming role. New centers of power and influence are emerging, theAsia-Pacific region – is a convincing example. The habitual old center ofpower is compelled to carry out an ever-intensifying competition for a placein the sun and for the privilege to shape the international security landscapebased on its preferences, and the world order based on its own patterns.2COVID – 19 has also said its piece. The pandemic not only affected thehealth of Europeans but also exposed serious systemic gaps in the healthcare system and painfully hit the entire social sphere.Politically and strategically, the pandemic was a serious sustainabilitytest and a test of the effectiveness of the mutual support system within theframework of such multilateral structures as the EU and NATO and not onlythem. It triggered purely selfish approaches to ensuring security and workedrather for disconnection than for interaction.All this could not but affect the state of security affairs on the Europeancontinent, including in the military and political dimensions.3
2 Huntington S.P. The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order. – NewYork, N.Y.: Simon and Shuster, 1996. – 367 P.; Подберёзкин А.И. ЗначениеЛокальных Человеческих Цивилизаций (ЛЧЦ) как субъектов формированиямеждународной обстановки (МО) в мире // ЦВПИ. 13 февраля 2020 [Electronicresource]. – URL: www.eurasian-defence.ru[Podberyozkin A.I. Znachenie LCHC kak subjektov formirovaniya MO v mire // CVPI.13 fevralya 2020. – URL: www/.eurasian-defence.ru]3 Клаузевиц К. фон. О войне. Избранное. М.: АСТ. 2019. – 318 с. [Klauzevic K. fon. O vojne. Izbrannoe. M.: AST. 2019. – 318 s.]



Currently, we continue to face a persistent alarming trend towards afurther increase of the conflict potential in relations between the West andRussia. Under pressure from Washington, which is pursuing its geopoliticalcourse despite the growing contradictions within the American elites,NATO countries are increasingly getting involved in an aggressive anti-Russian stand.At the same time, following a certain pause associated with the above-mentioned COVID crisis, the western elites continue to pursue a course ofunilateral economic sanctions, trade and financial wars, extraterritorialapplication of national legislation, blackmail and even, threats to use force.This course is accompanied by exerting massive informational pressure onRussia and attaching propaganda labels “revisionist” and “aggressor” to it –new know-hows at the information age.4In our opinion, an extremely destructive process of ideologizing thegeopolitical confrontation is underway. It is complemented bydehumanizing the opponent – in this case, Russia – and imparting theimmanently inherent properties to it, supposedly not organically coincidingwith the basic European values.5 Moreover, after the active phase of thepandemic, this process does not fade, but only begins to intensify. It seems that these actions reflect the ongoing attempts of the Westernelites to impose their understanding of the world order and establish amonopoly on the implementation of globalization not as a balanced andinclusive process, but as a project in the interests of the elites. In practice,this only leads to a sharp exacerbation of contradictions, to new faults andlines of confrontation.6The matter is not limited only to measures of political, economic, andpsychological pressure. NATO is currently focused on countering thecontrived Russian threat. With this pretext, the Alliance has been pursuinga course towards the militarization of Europe for the fifth year running.
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Military contingents appear where they have never been before on acontinuous rotational basis. NATO is focusing on fighting “the threat fromthe East”. Along the Russian borders, military infrastructure is beingdeployed and modernized and large-scale exercises are being conducted. Thus, over 50 thousand soldiers practiced offensive and defensiveactions in low temperatures during the Trident Juncture exercises in 2019.Logistic and infrastructural capabilities of the European countries are beingrebuilt in order to transfer significant forces and resources to the Russianborders, including the transfer of American military contingents fromoverseas. From the expert point of view, this is a very remarkable sign ofreal military preparations. Thus the focus is being made on militarypredominance.7The scale and intensity of the exercises increased and their provocativefocus strengthened. The Bloc’s geopolitical expansion continues in theBalkans. The once militarily stable regions of Northern Europe, the Balticstates and the Black Sea, have been turned into “frontline zones” in theshort term. The development of the US ABM systems and NATO ABMsystems continues.8It will be difficult to expect any breakthroughs in relations and thecreation of foundations to ensure European security as long as the coursefor the aggressive military containment of Russia continues. Besides, a realmaterial basis for military and strategic capabilities is being created, the
7 The National Defense Strategy of the United States of America, 2018. [Electronicresource]. The Department of Defense official website. – URL: https: //www.defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-Strategy-Summery.pdf8 NATO missile defense. FAS Special Report 1. September, 2011. [Electronic resource].– URL: https:// fas.org/pubs/_ docs/2011%20Missile% 20 Defense%20 Report.pdf.Frank A.Rose. Growing global Cooperation on Ballistic Missile Defense. Remarks asprepared for delivery in Berlin, Germany. September 10, 2012. [Electronic resource].The U.S. Department of State website. – URL: http: // www. state.gov/t/avc/rlss/197547.htmFrank A Rose. Implementation of the European Phased Adaptive Approach. Remarksat Polish National Defense University Warsaw, Poland. April 18, 2013. [Electronicresource]. The U.S. Department of State website. – URL: http: // www. state.gov/t/avc/rls/2013/207679.htm



infrastructure of which has come very close to the Russian borders.Measures to modernize the US tactical nuclear potential on the continentand to give it the characteristics of a “battlefield weapon” are becoming areality; the practice of the “joint use” of nuclear weapons (nuclear sharing)also continues, which is a direct violation of the NPT. All this is complemented by an unprecedented increase in NATO militarybudgets up to $1 trillion.9Speaking about the alleged non-orientation of NATO against Russia, oneshould note the sharply increased activity of the Alliance on the “easternflank”. As specific examples, it is appropriate to cite the activities of theAlliance in the Baltic and Black Sea regions, and the Arctic zone. Theintensity and scale of military exercises, involving carriers of nuclearweapons, including strategic ones, are increasing. The total number of thearmed forces of the Alliance countries is currently more than 3 millionpeople. Military measures are accompanied by instruments of “hybrid”influence – pressure in the economic sphere, anti-Russian propaganda andexpulsion of diplomats. Thus, the basis for long-term psychological andpower pressure on Russia is being created.10The crisis potential is also growing in other parts of the world. Theresults of NATO military operations in Europe (Yugoslavia) and beyond itsborders (Afghanistan, Libya) include numerous civilian casualties,destruction of infrastructure, significant economic damage, actualdisintegration of states, and violation of the fundamental principles ofinternational law. Apparently, the Alliance is solving the problem of“projecting stability” outside its area of   responsibility in this way.
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This course is strengthened by ongoing “humanitarian andpeacekeeping operations”, which affirms the Alliance’s move beyond itsgeographical responsibility. That hardly contributes to the harmonizationof international relations.11Visible military preparations are accompanied by practical steps in thenew areas of confrontation, such as space.12
All this demonstrates how far the Western elites are ready to go in order

to maintain a monopoly on global strategic decisions and on shaping the
political, financial, economic, and value-based world landscape.Despite the emerging centrifugal tendencies in NATO and statementsabout the “death of the organization’s brain”, the Alliance is actively lookingfor a new mission in new conditions.At the same time, Washington continues its consistent course to increasethe individual defense spending of allies, keeping in mind the sale of itsmilitary products.13Simultaneously, the institutions of interaction were thrown into crisis, theRussia-NATO Council was frozen, and the arms control architecture is beingconsistently undermined. One gets the impression that NATO is looking formeanings of its existence. Now, when the Alliance celebrated the 70thanniversary of the organization’s founding not so long ago, it becomes moreobvious that we are dealing with a vestige of the Cold War, which NATO istrying to reanimate and to which it is trying to give new “expanded” functions.In this context, NATO’s strategic course to replace international law with“NATO legitimacy”, “rules of international behavior” and the imposition ofthe globalizing Alliance’s role based on these rules could be evaluated as along-term challenge.14
11 Operations and Missions past and present. – URL: https: //www.nato.inthepshnatohqtopics_5206012 Trump reauthorizes U.S. Space Command / Spaceflight Now // – URL:http://www.Spaceflightnow.com13 Remarks by President Trump at Signing Ceremony for s.1790, National DefenseAuthorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020 // The White House, December 20, 1919.14 The globalizing role of NATO has been confirmed by the Active Engagement. ModernDefense strategic concept adopted in November 2010. [Electronic resource].– URL: // https: //www. nato.int/cps/ru/natohq/official_texts_68580.htm



Thus, the idea of   a Wider Europe without dividing lines and blocconfrontation actually turned out to be unrealized. The commitmentsenshrined at the highest level in the fundamental documents of the OSCEand the Russia-NATO Council not to strengthen their security at the expenseof the security of others were ignored.15On the contrary, in reality, we are dealing with the gradual expansion ofNATO, and the deployment of global anti-missile defense elements in theinterests of the US on a continent located a thousand miles away from them.Talks about the fact that this structure is not directed at Russia arousedoubts among professionals, to put it mildly.16The fact that the Europeans actually allowed themselves to be drawninto the process of deliberately increasing the level of confrontation withRussia, accompanied by significant costs from the imposed sanctions-related activities, has become a reality.17The consequence of such a short-sighted policy is the agreement systemerosion in the field of arms control and limitation. A clear example is theINF Treaty that ceased to exist in August 2019, the disruption of which theUS stubbornly pursued. The course of events shows that the Americans hadbeen preparing a decision to withdraw from the INF Treaty for a long time– they needed only a pretext. The termination of the Treaty is a blow tostrategic stability and European security architecture. It is acknowledgedby most European politicians. Attempts to shift the responsibility ontoRussia look like manipulation of European public opinion and justificationof Washington’s own preparations in this area.Speaking about the INF Treaty, another fact is surprising – how easilyWashington managed to convince the Europeans to give up their securityon the basis of such a lightweight and unconvincing pattern.
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At the same time, efforts continue to shift responsibility for the collapseof the INF Treaty onto Russia. This case is as senseless as it is unsightly. It isobvious that this is the choice of the American side, which has rejected thepractical measures proposed to it for transparency and trust, as well as forremoving the accumulated concerns regarding the Treaty. Essential measures should include Russia’s commitment not to deploythe INF in Europe and other regions until American missiles appear there.Unfortunately, neither Washington nor its NATO allies have responded tothis commitment in a concrete manner – the sweeping accusations continue.As for another cornerstone of security - the situation with the extensionof the 2010 START Treaty remains uncertain. The timid signalsaccompanying the Russian-American discussion of strategic stability issuesin Vienna could only give hope for progress in this area.Thus, we face a situation of growing uncertainty in internationalrelations, in which the strategic stability system is increasingly showing ahigh degree of deterioration.18It seems that Russia and the need to contain it both in the military andpolitical sense and in the value-based dimension will remain the main factorsjustifying the very existence of the Alliance in modern conditions. In thiscontext, it should be expected that these principles will be reflected in theforthcoming new strategic concept of NATO. The core of NATO’s anticipatedfuture strategic concept will likely be its orientation against Russia.19The Western countries’ consolidation in the face of an imaginarycommon threat from Russia is only one of the factors providing newmeanings of the Alliance. Ideological considerations are among otherunifying goals: an alliance of “democracies” against “authoritarian regimes”that refuse to accept rules to establish a new world order. In addition, oneshould take into account the highly pragmatic geopolitical intentions of
18 Koblentz G.D. Strategic Stability in the Second Nuclear Age / Council on ForeignRelations. Special Report № 71. November 201419 Штоль В.В. Россия и Запад: несостоявшийся альянс, или Противостояние какнеизбежность. СПб. : Алетейя. 2019. – 434 с.[SHtol` V.V. Rossiya i Zapad nesostoyavshijsya al`yans, ili Protivostoyanie kakneizbezhnost`. SPb.:  Aletejya.2019. – 434 s.]



NATO and the pursuit to secure by force the right to access energy resources.All this is evident in the increased activity in the Arctic region. It is very appropriate in this regard to quote the words of NATOSecretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, which he said on September16, 2014, that “only NATO is the provider of that political legitimacy andmilitary power that no country or coalition can provide”.20These claims indicate the Alliance’s course towards a “monopoly” oflegitimacy, which, among other things, is a challenge to the central role ofthe UN and its Security Council in resolving international problems.The fact that NATO countries have the powerful collective militarycapacity – i.e., possibilities, confrontational rhetoric – i.e., intentions andconcrete actions – i.e., practical deeds towards Russia does not allow to truststatements about the defensive nature of the Alliance.
New areas of confrontation are also emergingAnalysis of the key doctrinal and policy documents of the US, andrecently NATO, on this topic, shows that the leadership of the country andthe Alliance is increasingly considering space as a zone of growing vitalinterests, as well as a factor and condition for ensuring national security andmilitary predominance in possible armed conflicts.As for the US policy documents, the Pentagon issued a directive on spacepolicy in October 2012. The document declares that any interference with the activities ofAmerican space systems, including ground infrastructure, is considered a“violation of the rights” of the US and will require “reciprocal actions.” Thedocument is also indicative because it essentially lays down the parametersfor the creation of a “space NATO”, within the framework of which an attackin space or an attack on “space” objects of one of the Alliance member stateson Earth will be considered as an attack on all of them.21
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Currently, we are witnessing the active phase of this project’simplementation. The Alliance’s space policy was preliminarily approved atthe meeting of NATO defense ministers in June 2019.22NATO allies are practically joining the space military race. Attention wasdrawn to the speech of the French Defence Minister Florence Parly, whopresented the national military space doctrine in July 2019. This is the firstdocument of this nature, and it will undoubtedly affect the situation in space.The doctrine also implies the adoption of a special program called “spacemanagement”. France’s space defense strategy aims to build capacity toconduct military operations in space using space-based means by 2030.Taking this into account, one cannot but come to a logical conclusionthat the plans of France and NATO, in general, have the ultimate goal ofdeploying strike weapons in space. And this despite the fact that Russia andFrance are actively interacting in “peaceful” space in the field of creatingdelivery vehicles and operating satellite systems, as well as developing spacescience.23At the same time, the very search for diplomatic measures is essentiallyrejected. Forceful actions become the dominant factor in resolving suchissues. Russian initiatives to prevent space from becoming a battlefield arein fact ignored by the US and its NATO allies. 
The substantive negotiating work of the Conference on Disarmament (CD)

in Geneva has been suspended for more than twenty years. Against this

Information Centre [official website]. – URL: http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/310010p. pdf); 2011 National Security Space Strategy (NSSS) [Electronicsource] // Defense Technical Information Centre [official website]. – URL:http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a536546.pdf22 НАТО утвердила концепцию альянса по сдерживанию в космосе / ТАСС.[Electronic resource]. – URL: https://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/6600988NATO utverdila konzepziju alijansa po sderzhivaniju v kosmose/TASS. –[Electronic resource]. URL: https://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/660098823 Как Франция собирается милитаризировать свою космическую доктрину / LeMonde. [Electronic resource]. – URL: https://inosmi.ru/politic/20190726/245529943.html Kak Franzija sobiraetcja militarizirivat` svoju kosmicheskuju doctrinuLe Monde. – URL: https://inosmi.ru/politic/20190726/245529943.html



backdrop, Russia’s proposal to adopt a mandate for launching negotiations
concerning a Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer
Space, the Threat or Use of Force against Outer Space Objects (PPWT), which
provides for a ban on the placement of weapons of any kind in outer space and
on any use of force against space objects, the initial draft of which was
submitted jointly with China within the CD back in 2008, and the amended
version – in 2014, remains unfulfilled.24We do hope that the joint efforts of the planned Working Group on spacestrategies and concepts of Russian and French experts could result in bettermutual understanding in this strategic sphere.

Peacekeeping as a tool of influenceSpecial attention should be given to the forceful expansion of NATO’sinfluence using a tool for peacekeeping. NATO has developed its own modelof peacekeeping. Since 2008, NATO has begun to conduct its ownpeacekeeping operations without much regard for the UN, going beyond itszone of responsibility, which in fact can be qualified as geopoliticalexpansion under the pretext of peacekeeping using the mechanism of civil-military cooperation as a tool for “democratic” changes.25One has the right to ask oneself a question whether the policy goal ofthe Alliance, limited in its membership to 30 member countries, is to replacethe UN. In any case, in peacekeeping, for example, we are already witnessingsuch a trend. Attempts to replace international law with “NATO legitimacy”are one of the reasons for the current European security crisis.
What is happening in the Alliance itself?As for the Alliance itself, including the Washington-Euro-NATO course, itbecomes clearer that NATO remains an unexpectedly demanded mechanism
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if we consider the situation from the angle of attempts to discipline the alliesand consolidate American dominance over them on a new level and in newconditions. This is especially important in the context of COVID19 – the factorwhich has “worked” for disconnecting rather than unifying.Paradoxically, this course is accompanied by fierce financial andeconomic competition between the US and Europe. Europe is increasinglyquestioning whether to sacrifice its competitiveness for American militarybackup. This trend is supported by centrifugal tendencies associated withboth the “Trump factor” and the US readiness for “situation coalitions” withnon-Alliance members and, in general, with the declining readiness of the“old Europeans” to sacrifice their economic and financial competitivenessfor the sake of American security guarantees.This was particularly evident in relations between Washington andBerlin, especially around the issue of the construction of the Nord Stream-2 gas pipeline.It seems that the “COVID crisis” only contributed to further exacerbationof these contradictions. In these conditions, in addition to the Baltic states,Poland, which is positioned to play a role of the main “cementing” link ofthe Alliance in its opposition to Russia, is increasingly advancing to thenumber of countries expressing a high interest in NATO guarantees,primarily from the US.It also seems that Brussels and Washington do not see the future of theAlliance in the same way. Simultaneously, Europe realizes that it iscompelled to increase its contribution to European security, as NATOunderstands it. A greater contribution, however, does not at all mean a fairdistribution of responsibility, whereby Europe could actually rather thandeclaratively be an equal partner for the US.It appears that the “capitalization” of the US assets in NATO under thepresent turmoil conditions in the US themselves may have a backfire effecton the Alliance itself, whose fundamental value is being tested by the policyof individual state interests.Despite the emerging centrifugal tendencies in NATO and statementsabout the “death of the organization’s brain”, the Alliance is actively lookingfor new meanings, a new mission in new conditions, and creating a workinggroup to develop a new strategy. At the same time, Washington continues
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its consistent course to increase the individual defense spending of allies,keeping in mind the sale of its own military products. Meanwhile, the EU, being a strong economic player, manifests itself fairlypassively when it comes to the issues of international security and strategicstability. In fact, the EU reacts weakly to Washington’s deliberateundermining of the system of international treaties in the field of armscontrol and allows itself to be drawn into the sweeping demonization ofRussia and in the course to intensify the confrontational line towardsMoscow.It is quite indicative that, despite the numerous conversations about thecreation of a “European army”, the prospects for the activities of such astructure as PESCO are still hard to see.26Nevertheless, no doubt that NATO will be able to “digest” the tendencytowards “Euroseparatism” and will remain to exist as an Alliance. Thepotential problem, though, could come from a predicted even greater levelof geopolitical aggressiveness of the Alliance - the “differentiated product”intended to become a condition for the survival of this structure.
Missed opportunitiesThus, we should note the chance, missed in the 90s, to build a trulydemocratic system of European security based on equality and taking intoaccount the interests of all states on the continent. Instead, the Alliance,which virtually lost the reason for its existence with the end of the Cold War,has embarked on a course of expansion. As a result, the dividing lines in

Europe that existed in the Cold War bloc confrontation era were not erased
but only moved further to the East.It is becoming increasingly clear that one of the goals of the Alliance’sexpansion was the desire to isolate Russia and create a “cordon sanitaire”
26 Журкин B.B. Европейская армия: Поражения и победы. Общая политикабезопасности Европейского Союза. М.: Международные отношения, 2012.Jurkin V.V. Evropejskaja armija:  Porazhenija I Pobedi. Obshsaja politika bezopasnistiEvropejskogo Sojuza. M.: Mejdunarodnije ontnoshenija, 2012.



around it. But, it is also more clear that it is impossible to address thecommon security issues without working jointly with Russia.Meanwhile, a really alarming situation has now emerged, in contrast tothe repeated periods of “cold spells” and “thaws” in relations with NATO -periods after the events in Yugoslavia in 1999 and after the armed ventureof Saakashvili’s regime in South Ossetia in 2008, on the one hand, and afterthe signing of the Pratica di Mare Declaration on a new quality ofcooperation in 2002 and after the NRC Lisbon summit, on the other.This time the European countries are in fact participating in anaggressive anti-Russian policy, accompanied by a sharp increase in militarypresence near the borders of Russia and allied Belarus. That could only leadto the risks of unintentional incidents and an escalation of military andpolitical tensions.The crisis in Ukraine, which was triggered by the unconstitutional coupin 2014 and, more recently, around the elections in Belarus, as well as thefictitious “Russian threats” associated with them, are used today as anexcuse for the militarization of Europe pursued at the expense of Europeantaxpayers.It is also fundamentally important to realize that the course toundermine the international legal order was taken by the West long beforethe Ukrainian crisis.
Long before the abovementioned events, NATO did not support any ofthe Russian initiatives to form a united and indivisible security space inEurope. The most tangible blow to strategic stability was delivered long

before the Ukrainian and Georgian events – back in 2002 when the USunilaterally withdrew from the ABM Treaty.The missed opportunity to sign the Charter for a New Europe back in1990 is deliberately silenced. For many years, Russia was led to believe thatthe accession of Central and Eastern Europe countries to NATO wouldimprove relations with Moscow and create a belt of states friendly to Russia.In fact, all this turned out to be a myth.On the contrary, the core of the security policy of the Alliance states isnow the thesis about the need for their special protection from Russia. TheWest apparently forgot that it was Russia that made a decisive contributionto the elimination of the Cold War material legacy. After all, it was Russiathat carried out the demilitarization of Eastern Europe by withdrawing
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troops out of there and making a specific contribution to strengtheningEuropean security.Moreover, NATO expansion at the last stage occurs not due to the freechoice of states, but due to their forceful involvement in the Alliance. Thiswas the case with Montenegro, where they did not take into account theoverwhelming opinion of its population, and North Macedonia, where thenational referendum results were ignored. Thus, the main criterion foradmitting new members is not their allegedly comprehensive compliancewith NATO standards and requirements, but, above all, considerations ofpolitical expediency and geopolitical and strategic long-term calculations. The threat of the escalation of tension hangs over Europe itself. The riseof aggressive radical nationalism and neo-Nazism and uncontrolledmigration are overlaid with the lingering Cold War legacy.Thus, contrary to the goals declared in the OSCE documents, the
European security space remains fragmented.At the same time, the bloc countries turned out to be not fully readyto cooperate equally with Russia in the areas of common interests and tobuild a genuinely inclusive European security architecture withoutdividing lines.NATO is deliberately avoiding continuing constructive dialogue andsystematic work on military issues. There are only occasional meetings andcontacts, which does not provide an opportunity for de-escalation anddefuse and for reducing military and political tensions in Europe.It is obvious that the absence of civil and military cooperation withRussia (programs to combat terrorism and WMD proliferation do not in factwork) is a purely politically motivated decision. The only channel remainedis the dialogue between military leaders, which really could be of help in thepresent circumstances aimed at reducing the risk of a military confrontation,but which is vividly not enough.

In general, it should be noted that it turned out to be more painful for the
Western elites than expected to realize and admit that after a period of
catastrophic disintegration processes in the territory of the USSR, nowadays
the world has a serious player in the face of Russia.And this player happens to have its own opinions and interests, which,if ignored, could only lead to instability and lack of balance. The legitimate
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nature of the strategic interests of Russia is acknowledged by competentwestern experts.27It seems reasonable to continue strengthening the Western elites’awareness of this reality through political and diplomatic dialogue andexpert meetings. 
General suggestionsGiven the limited potential of Russian influence on the state of affairs inNATO itself and the absence, in contrast to the 70s and 80s of the 20thcentury, of a significant anti-war protest political movement in Europe, it isimportant to develop a bilateral dialogue with Alliance individualparticipants.28The focus should be on the heavy demand for regular contacts betweenmilitary experts in order to reduce the military threat and preventunpredictable incidents.Despite the presence of objective difficulties, the European space, oftencalled the OSCE space, can still be a platform for an equal and non-politicizeddialogue on the most pressing security issues.De-escalation of military tensions, countering transnational threats, andconflict resolution are called upon to become the central areas of such adialogue.Taking into account the existing difficulties, it is appropriate to focus onthe remaining structures of pan-European interaction, in particular, on theVienna Document 2011 – without attempts to unreasonably modernize it –and on the Open Skies Treaty (OST), which, in our opinion, has not lost themain elements of its viability, despite the blow struck in the form ofWashington’s decision to withdraw from the Treaty.As for the “structured dialogue” on security challenges, launched at theOSCE Ministerial Council in Hamburg in 2016, it has not brought theexpected result yet. The Russia-NATO Council could have its say here. The

27 Clinton Rich. Strategic Report // RAND, Cal., 2017.28 Public support for peace building. September 2017/ Sociology June –July 2017.[Electronic resource]. – URL: www.revalgeldesigns.co.uk



focus of attention could be a substantive expert dialogue on the military andpolitical aspects of security with the involvement of the military. Possibletopics include a discussion of ways to prevent incidents and dangerousmilitary activities, as well as to reduce military activity along the Russia-NATO line of contact, and practical de-escalation measures.Such a pragmatic approach could lead to the recovery of the dialogueand its activation and contribute to finding ways to restore confidence andreduce the confrontation level in Europe. However, such a dialogue ispossible only based on equality and mutual consideration of interests.At the same time, it is important not to politicize it and not to turn it intoan additional mechanism of unilateral pressure on Russia and unfoundedaccusations against it.29It is difficult to say now whether such a dialogue will be able to turn intonegotiations on a wide range of political and military issues, not to mentionthe real aspects of arms control.In Europe, there are enough important and demanded topics directlyrelated to the aspects of tight security. Among them are terrorism, organizedcrime, drugs, cybercrimes, and so on. All this needs a joint coordinatedresponse.30We do not have to search for ready-made interaction structures. Theseare, on the one hand, the specialized structures of the OSCE. On the otherhand, the CSTO, whose member countries have considerable experience inresponding to such threats, have repeatedly expressed their readiness forinteraction.The CSTO partnership institute tends to build its capacity, includingthrough the involvement of Chinese colleagues and the SCO’s capabilities,in particular, open integration projects.
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It seems that the idea of a Greater Eurasian space is quite applicable tothe security sphere and not only to joint economic and humanitarianprojects. It is also quite compatible with the idea of building a continent-wide architecture of equal and indivisible security. It is important, at thesame time, to rely on the decisions of the OSCE summit in Astana in 2010on the establishment in Europe, in the OSCE area, of a free, democratic,common and indivisible community, which can be created if there is theproper political will.For Russia, and ultimately for Europe as a whole, long-term securityprojects can be effective. In this context, it is worthwhile, in our opinion, tothink about returning to the idea of a European Security Treaty, the Russiandraft of which has been practically rejected upfront by Western partners inits own time.
Specific areas of interactionThe course towards the “forceful” containment of Russia objectivelyworks to slow down the 2011 OSCE Vienna Document on confidence and

security measures. What kind of in-depth practical measures of transparencyand trust, that is, measures to update the VD 2011, can we talk about in theatmosphere of deliberately increased confrontation, which, apparently, isconsidered as one of the instruments of the “policy to coerce” towardsRussia? Not to mention the policy of sanctions and the lack of militarycooperation.31It seems that, under the current conditions, we can only talk about thefulfillment of existing obligations under the VD.Meanwhile, this direction objectively has a significant potential toimprove the military and political situation, which is difficult to realizewithout clarifying the fate of the Conventional Arms Control Regime inEurope (CACE). After all, we all understand that the CFE Treaty mechanismhas long become a relic, and its adapted version did not find real supportfrom NATO countries and never entered into force.
31 Gompert D., Binnendijk H. Power to Coerce // RAND Cal.,, 2016. P.5-10



As for the fate of the CACE regime, the development of new approachesto it is possible on the condition that the principles of equal and indivisiblesecurity, as well as a balance of rights and obligations, be observed.At the same time, a joint discussion with the OSCE partners is highlydesirable in order to find starting points for a possible transition to apractical conversation on the CACE new image. In this context, the questionarose about finding an adequate platform to build a dialogue on such a basis.It seems that, given the objective prevailing circumstances, it will be verydifficult to use the formal settings at the present. One would think about thepossibilities provided by the “second” track, or better yet, by a “one-and-a-half” track. The very possibility to launch such a dialogue within the OSCEcould be viewed as a positive dynamic.
The “structured dialogue” launched by the decision 
of the OSCE Ministerial Council in Hamburg (2016)

deserves special considerationThis process made it possible to successfully start a frank and focuseddiscussion of truly pressing issues: the perception of challenges and threatsin the OSCE area, military doctrines, trends in the guise of armed forces andmilitary exercises as well as and the risks arising from these trends,challenges to the rule of law in the field of European security and prospectsfor military contacts and cooperation. Despite deep disagreements over the reasons for the current situationand the threat assessments, the dialogue participants have repeatedlyspoken out in favor of overcoming negative trends and reducing theconfrontation level, including by developing measures to prevent incidents,exercising mutual restraint and transparency, re-establishing militarycontacts, improving the implementation of existing agreements anddeveloping new agreements on arms control as well as by buildingconfidence and security.In addition, despite the parties’ disagreements over the figures and factscharacterizing the current military and political situation, the benefits of ajoint analysis of relevant trends in order to create a generally acceptedfactual basis for further discussions were recognized.
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However, it has proven difficult to develop commonly understood andrecognized methodological aspects of such an analysis. The disagreementsin approaches to ensuring security were too deep. First of all, these arefundamental differences in approaches to the goals, objectives, and coverageof the dialogue. So, when adopting the relevant declaration of the Ministerial Council inHamburg in 2016, many Europeans proceeded from the assumption that achange in the US leadership would allow to fairly quickly start rebuildingrelations with Russia and, consequently, improving the situation (includingmilitary and political) in Europe. Accordingly, they also hoped to move awayfrom general discussion to discuss specific agreements, in particular, onarms control, within a year. When it became clear that it is here to stay, the “structured dialogue”,however, began to increasingly bog down in attempts to politicize thediscussions and return them from consideration of specific military andpolitical issues to fruitless debates about “violations of the fundamentalOSCE principles”. Nevertheless, it should be admitted that the Americanshave repeatedly stated during the discussions that they basically do notobject to the Russian thesis that the “structured dialogue” at the currentstage should be first aimed at de-escalating tensions.However, not all representatives of Western countries agree with thisthesis. Some of them continue, out of a long-standing habit, to talk about theintrinsic value of “transparency” and about the Vienna Document’smodernization. Others are not at all ready to limit the “structured dialogue”to talking only about the military aspects of security.At the same time, the “old Europeans” would like to revive theconversation specifically on arms control and confidence-building measuresand to look into options for de-escalating military and political tensions inthe OSCE area. Thus, there is no unity on a number of fundamental issues under thedialogue, even among Western countries.It seems that progress in this direction is possible only with the activeinvolvement of military experts and, what is most important, with thepolitical will of all the participating states, which is not clearly visible yet.The Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, General of theArmy, V.V. Gerasimov has been deliberately focusing on the importance of
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the elaboration of specific measures aimed at de-escalating military tensionsalong the contiguity line of NATO and the RF. Concrete suggestions weretransmitted to the NATO leadership in 2019.32It is certainly encouraging that most of the dialogue participants do notwant to lose a potential channel of informal communication, primarilybetween the military, and the atmosphere at the site of the “structureddialogue” is calmer than at the weekly meetings of the OSCE PermanentCouncil and the FSC.Thus, we have a right to draw a general conclusion: the Germans’ plansto gradually narrow the “corridor” of discussions in that area to military andpolitical security aspects (consistent with the well-known Steinmeier’sinitiative) have not worked yet.However, it is highly revealing that nobody hastens to “bury” the initiative,also because no other “strategic” project has been developed to replace it.Thus, the guidelines for the “structured dialogue” generally remainrather blurred, especially considering the attempts of a number of countriesto channel the discussions towards criticism of Russia and attacks on it for“undermining the European order”. The future of this dialogue remains tobe questionable. 
Forum for Security Cooperation (FSC)Speaking of the FSC, it should be emphasized that the situation inUkraine and the ongoing crisis in Russia-West relations had a determininginfluence on its activities. Fundamental differences in approaches to the

32 The Chief of the General Staff of the Russian Federation, General of the Army V.V.Gerasimov has been deliberately focusing on the importance of the elaboration ofspecific measures aimed at de-escalating military tensions along the contiguity lineof NATO and RF. Concrete suggestions were transmitted to the NATO leadership in2019. See: Герасимов B.B. Роль и место контроля над вооружениями в системеобеспечения безопасности Российской Федерации. Московская Конференцияпо Европейской Безопасности // Под ред. А.И. Антонова 23-24 мая 2013 г.[Gerasimov V.V. Rol` I mesto kontrolja nad vooruzhenijami v sisteme obespechenijabezopasnosti RF / pod redakzii A.I. Antonova 23-24 maja 2013].Russian Military Power. – Defense Intelligence Agency, 2017. P.1-VII, +86.



military and political situation assessment and the advancement prospectsin key areas of the forum’s activities were acutely revealed during thepreparation and conduct of the OSCE Ministerial Council. It is getting harderto coordinate the final documents, even on seemingly “neutral” issues.In this context, the results of Russia’s chairmanship of the FSC (April–August 2017) look very illustrative. It appears that the course taken onfocusing attention on topics uniting all OSCE participating States has paidoff. As it is known, the best practices accumulated by Russia were submitted(preventing incidents on and above the high seas, countering the diversionof small arms and light weapons into illegal circulation, disposingammunition, and creating an effective export control system). The speechesof the representatives of regional organizations involved in ensuringsecurity – the speeches of the SCO Secretary-General (for the first time inthe OSCE history) and the CSTO Deputy Secretary-General – arousedconsiderable interest.Participants indicated that this, to a certain extent, contributed to theimprovement of the atmosphere at the FSC and the intensification of theOSCE’s cooperation with Russia and indicated organizations. Russia’schairmanship was well appreciated by other participating states. It seems that the strict adherence to the VD - 2011 and otheragreements, the de-escalation of the situation and the restoration of militarycontacts should remain among the important topics in the FSC activities andthe “structured dialogue”.
Open Skies Treaty (OST)The situation around the OST is developing very ambiguously.Most of the open skies missions were conducted in a spirit of mutualunderstanding and cooperation. The Open Skies Consultative Commission(OSCC) was engaged (in early 2017 – under Russia’s chairmanship) toensure the strict implementation of treaty provisions. The Small FormatGroup (Russia, the US, Canada, Germany, Poland, Italy, Sweden) searchedfor a mutually acceptable “package” solution to the problems of the Treatyimplementation.
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However, in line with the general escalation of tensions in relations withRussia, the US began to tighten its approaches, accusing Russia of violatingthe Treaty, primarily in connection with the introduction of the maximumflying range over the Kaliningrad region (500 km). The work in the “smallformat” was virtually curtailed by the US. In the fall of 2017, Washingtontook unilateral steps, which were announced to be aimed at returning Russiawithin the Treaty framework. These actions (canceling sleepovers at twoairfields, changing the maximum flying range, redistributing open skiesairfields, and refueling airfields and their functions) were frankly aimed atcreating maximum inconvenience for Russian open skies missionsconducted over the US.In response, the Russian side was obliged to cancel sleepovers at threeRussian airfields when carrying out flights with the participation of the US,as well as to terminate a number of bilateral technical agreements andunilateral measures that were used as a demonstration of good faith andpreviously facilitated the conduct of American missions over Russia.It became clear that the spiral of measures and countermeasures wouldcontinue to unwind, with relevant consequences for the Treaty. Furtherdevelopments confirmed these fears. An extremely destabilizing blow to theOST was delivered by the US withdrawal from the Treaty.At the same time, there are indications (including the plans of a numberof states to develop open skies aircraft and digital observation equipment)that many OST participants, primarily Western Europeans, would not wantto lose the Treaty. Thus, two opposite trends in the development of thesituation around the OST have emerged to date – confrontational andconstructive.It is very indicative that the prominent American politicians and expertsgive a high degree of significance for the Treaty: “Unilateral U.S. withdrawalfrom Open Skies would undermine American allies and friends” - that is theassessment of the situation with the OST by G. Shultz, W.J. Perry and S. Nunnin their memo sent to the US Administration and published in WSJ.33From a political point of view, it is the OST, together with the ViennaDocument 2011 on confidence and security-building measures that
33 Open Skies Help keep the Peace with Russia by George P. Shultz, William J. Perry andSam Nunn, WSJ oct.20 2019. [Electronic resource]. URL: https: // www. wsj. com
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represent a tool that, to some extent, ensures transparency and, accordingly,helps to stabilize the situation. We hope that common sense would prevail,and this important CBM will remain to be intact. 
Important additionOn June 2, 2020, a very important and, in a sense, the unique documentappeared in Russia. It can be described as a military-diplomaticmemorandum in the field of nuclear deterrence. We are talking about the“Principles of the state policy of the Russian Federation in the field of nucleardeterrence”.34The document, among other things, is apparently directly related to theissues under discussion, since, for the first time in modern Russian history,it clearly formulates conditions and threats, in the presence of which Russiacan and must use its nuclear missile potential.These include the deployment of ballistic missiles, hypersonic weaponsand the ABM systems by the countries that consider Russia as a possibleadversary. In addition, the build-up by the likely adversary of general-purpose forces on the borders of Russia and its allies, as well as the creationand deployment of missile defence assets and strike systems in space wereidentified as threats that could force Russia to use nuclear weapons incertain conditions.These conditions for a nuclear strike by Russia are clearly formulated.This is the launch of ballistic missiles on the territory of Russia and its allies,a WMD attack against Russia, the impact on critical state or military facilities,as well as the aggression against Russia using conventional weapons with athreat to the existence of the Russian Federation as a state. In this context,the document is a follow-up of the existing military doctrine.35

34 Указ Президента РФ от 02.06. 2020  № 355 « О основах государственнойполитики РФ в области ядерного сдерживания». – URL: https: //www.kremlin.ru Ukaz Prezidenta PF ot 02.06.2020 № 355 «Ob osnovah gosudarstvennoj politiki v oblastijdernogo sderzhivanija». [Electronic resource]. – URL: https: //www.kremlin.ru35 Военная доктрина Российской Федерации (утв. Президентом РФ 25 декабря 2014года. № Пр-2976). [Electronic resource]. – URL: https: //base.garant.ru/70830556/



As paradoxical as it may sound, let us allow to assert that the documentin terms of its essence, focus and clarity objectively works as a confidence-building measure, and not only among de jure and de facto nuclear states.It could as well be generally applied to the security issues in the Euro-Atlantic area.It distinctly recognizes that nuclear weapons are a last resort and areviewed solely as a deterrent. Besides, the conditions and procedures formaking a decision on Russia’s use of its nuclear potential are clearlyformulated, and any country can correlate its military policy with the wayhow Russia will react to it.At the same time, the document warns those who are deploying orpreparing to deploy systems threatening the Russian nuclear deterrentforces on their territory that their actions will not be simply ignored. Simultaneously, the document removes all speculations and concernsregarding Russia and its “aggressiveness” and debunks various nuclearstrategies that were falsely attributed to Russia, such as, for example,“escalate to de-escalate” and others.The reaction to this document of Russia’s strategic opponents, the US,is very interesting. Thus, former US Deputy Secretary of State Frank A. Rose,well-known in the circles of arms control negotiators, and already cited inthis thesis, asserts: “If Putin says that they will use nuclear weapons inexceptional circumstances, then it is much better than previous statementsabout the use of nuclear weapons against US allies because they participatein legitimate defense cooperation…”
As conclusionsIt is becoming increasingly clear that the world is entering a phase ofhigh international tension. The combination of the financial, economic,social, energy and oil crisis – and in various regions, the military and politicalcrisis as well – with the coronavirus pandemic can lead to a sharpdeterioration in relations between key world players. Contradictions are
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growing. They are exacerbated by the contradictions between the globalist-minded Western elites and those segments of them that are focused onnational development.Tensions are also growing in Europe. All this requires maximum mutualrestraint and work to find adequate political and diplomatic steps aimed atstrengthening confidence and strategic stability.Obviously, the European direction remains central for Russian foreignpolicy, including because of the negative historical experience. It was Europethat posed the main threat to Russia’s security and sometimes to itsexistence. The current state of affairs in the field of European security is unlikelyto satisfy all of us Europeans. It is necessary to develop new forms. Asubstantive and productive dialogue is required to overcome mutual fearsand increase the level of trust. The re-establishment of professional contacts,including at the military level, is needed in order to avoid misunderstandingof each other’s intentions and prevent the descent into an uncontrolledescalation of tension. As an urgent measure, it would be important to ensurethe reduction of military activity along the Russia-NATO line of contact.A reliable and long-term solution to the problems is possible in themodern world only on the sound basis of international law throughcooperation between countries and their consolidation in the interests ofsolving common problems.
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RUSSIA, THE EU, AND CHINA: 
FOREIGN POLICY INITIATIVES IN CENTRAL,

EASTERN AND SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE
(CESEE)

Olga Shishkina1Abstract: In the late 20th century the countries of Central, Eastern andSoutheastern Europe (CESEE) faced a deep crisis, which had economic,political, and ideological aspects. The crisis of socialist ideas, the dissolutionof the Eastern bloc structures, and the breakup of the Soviet Union havechanged the whole European system of international relations. In the last decade of the 20th century and the first decade of the new century,the CESEE countries were busy reforming. The search for new, more effectiveways of political and economic development under the conditions of a singleoption resulted in the adoption of liberal democracy and the market economyas development models. This predetermined the pro-western foreign policypriorities of the CESEE states. By the early 2000s, part of them joined NATOand the EU. Other states continued to carry out reforms in close coordinationwith these organizations.Russia managed to ‘come back’ to CESEE only in the mid-2000s. By that time,it had redefined its foreign policy interests, which had been largely influencedby the Balkan crisis and NATO enlargement, and had been on the way tocomplete the economic recovery. The early 2010s were marked by the emergence of China as another majorinternational actor in CESEE. 
Research question: what are the consequences of China’s emergence in theeastern part of Europe for the European system of international relations,which already includes the EU and Russia as major players? 
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Hypothesis: a growing competition between the EU and China in CESEE ishighly likely. Competition between the EU and Russia will continue, mostlybecause of the diverging values and approaches to the desired setup ofinternational relations. Russia may avoid competition with China due to thespecific features of its foreign policy in the region. The CESEE states can winfrom the presence of the three actors.The following issues will be covered: Which states Russia, the EU and China regard as CESEE; Features of Russian, EU and Chinese foreign policies in CESEE (their interests,available foreign policy resources, and practices of foreign policyimplementation); The new geopolitical situation in CESEE, created by the presence of the threemajor foreign policy actors.The research will be based on the analysis of Russian, EU (enlargement andEastern Partnership) and Chinese (“Belt and Road Initiative”, “17+1”) foreignpolicy initiatives in CESEE.Proceeding from these sources, the author will conclude on:The specific situation in CESEE, where three players are interested inintensifying their relations with regional states;Common and divergent features of Russian, EU and Chinese foreign policies;The importance of the CESEE states for Russia, the EU and China.For many years, the countries of Central, Eastern and SoutheasternEurope (CESEE) have been at the centre of interest of the leading powersof the world. Their location – close to the developed countries of WesternEurope, Russia, and the Middle East – has been the key to their importancefor the world. During the Cold war, attention to the region was drivenmostly by strategic security issues. After the dissolution of the Socialistbloc, it was regional security and economic matters that made the centresof power keep their eyes on it. Apart from geographic adjacency, the CESEE countries do not havemuch in common. What can be named as a recent common historicground is the choice of further development strategy they had to makeafter the end of the Cold war and the wish to reach the level ofsocioeconomic development performed by Western Europe. The reformsof the early 1990s marked a symbolic breakaway from the decades ofsocialist development. However, both starting positions fortransformations and their results varied. More than 15 years after joining
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the EU, the average GDP per capita indicators in the “new” EU memberstates are well below that of Western Europe. Differences in terms of political, economic, and social developmenthave made it clear that one needs a more differentiated approach toelaborate an appropriate foreign policy towards these states. At the veryleast, three groups can be distinguished in the area. The first one includesthose that managed to finalize the pro-western reforms in the 1990s andjoined the EU and NATO. As their full members, the states of this groupcarry out national policies in line with the strategic approaches of theseorganizations. The other two groups include the post-Soviet and Balkanstates. Unlike the Central European countries, these states had a vast intra-regional agenda that was holding them back in their economicdevelopment. Also, in the early 1990s, there was no unanimous wish tojoin Western European structures and no clear invitation from the EU andNATO to join. For over 30 years, the post-Soviet and Balkan states havebeen less successful in carrying out domestic reforms and still strive toapply a tested and working model. External resources are needed toimprove the economic situation and the well-being of people. In the new world, after the financial and economic crisis of 2008-2011,there was a wider choice of external resources and foreign initiativesoffered not only by the EU and NATO. The changed external conditions,dissatisfaction with the economic situation, and, for some non-EU statesin CESEE, the traditions of multilateral foreign policies made them eagerto see whether there are possible partners not only to the west but alsoto the east of their borders. The EU vector remains very strong and,practically, unchallenged in their foreign policies, but it is supplementedby a thorough consideration of what is offered by other players, like Chinaand Russia. Unable and unwilling to stick to just one foreign policydirection, they have been trying to combine the opportunities that theexternal actors were offering. For that reason, their foreign policies areoften described as multipolar. Until the end of the first decade of the 2000s, the EU, the US and Russiawere among the ‘non-regional’ international actors visibly present inCESEE. For the EU, which has been on the rise since its establishment inthe early 1990s, these countries became the main area for theimplementation of regional, enlargement, and common foreign andsecurity policies. With the backup offered by the US and NATO in meansof ideological, economic and military partnership, the EU was effective in
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establishing permanent frameworks of relations with the countries of theregion. For some of them, close ties with the EU resulted in EUmembership. For Russia, a proactive foreign policy was an internationally visiblesign of its economic recovery. Its reappearance in CESEE in the mid-2000swas characterized by the attempts to establish a new type of economicrelations with its former socialist partners. Active policy in the region wasimportant to ensure that the system of international relations continuesto work based on international law principles.In the second decade of the 21st century, China became one moreforeign policy actor, which was highly interested in the CESEE states. ForChina, the CESEE states became important as the key link between Chinaand the leading European states. Once again in history, the strategicgeographic location made these states important for a number of externalactors. The US seemed to be the first to raise the alarm about the growinginternational presence of China. It was seen as jeopardizing the USinfluence and “challenging the American power”.2 The National SecurityStrategy named China (along with Russia) “revisionist powers” andaccused them of “shaping a world antithetical to US values and interests”.3According to the US 2017 assessments, China was “reasserting itsinfluence regionally and globally”.4 To counter such tendencies seen asnegative in the US, it started to oppose Chinese international initiativesand took a number of protectionist measures, which turned into a tradewar between the two countries. Unlike the US, the EU at first was less alarmist in its assessments ofChinese foreign policy. In the second decade of the 2000s, Brussels had ahard time overcoming the consequences of the world financial andeconomic crisis and was facing a number of other regional challenges. Onewas the 2014-2016 migration crisis when the EU was flooded withrefugees, mostly from the Middle East and Northern Africa. Still not fullyrecovered from the economic and debt crisis, the EU faced the
2 The US National Security Strategy, 2017. P.2.3 The US National Security Strategy, 2017. P. 25.4 The US National Security Strategy, 2017. P. 27.



deterioration of domestic security, which accompanied the migrationcrisis. Another regional challenge came from a neighbouring Ukraine. Theinternational consequences of the Ukrainian crisis, which started in 2014,led to the disruption of normal and regular political relations with Russiaand the fall of bilateral trade by over 40%. Under these circumstances, theEU was reluctant to follow the foreign policy of its closest ally and partnerin starting both trade and geopolitical competition with its second-largesttrade partner, China. However, Chinese activity in CESEE and its growingeconomic presence in the “old” EU member states, like Greece andGermany, had triggered the EU response. With some reservations, “theWest” showed its common approach to the international challengescoming from Asia.Thus, complicated relations between the US, the EU, Russia and Chinain the 2010s were projected to CESEE. The new competitive andmultilateral structure of international relations was responsible for verycertain assessments and strategies of the major foreign policy actors inCESEE. On this playground, regarded as a sphere of western interests, theUS felt necessary to compete with China and prevent it from challengingthe US international leadership, while the EU expressed its intention topreserve the strategic partnership with the US and keep its grip on CESEE.Chinese activity in the region is seen in the West as part of a global masterplan to challenge the weakened western-oriented world order and set offthe competition. In this respect, Russia, which had problematic relationswith the US and the EU since the beginning of the Ukrainian crisis, and didnot show any renewed activity in CESEE that could bring about moretensions and seemed here a minor irritant for the West. Nevertheless, hereit was regarded as a Chinese partner in creating a network of alternativeglobal governance and financial institutions. 
EU foreign policy initiativesThe European Union can only partly be considered an external actorfor CESEE. The most proactive and high-performance period of its foreignpolicy here fell in the 1990s and early 2000s, in the run-up to its largesteastern enlargement. In 2004 and 2007, a large part of these statesbordering the EU became the EU members. In 2003, at the ThessalonikiSummit, the Western Balkans were promised to become the EU members.
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The same year saw the start of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Thatwas the time when the EU, as a pole of attraction was at its high, and othermajor foreign policy actors considered in this paper, like Russia and China,were not offering any alternative initiatives that could be presumablybeneficial for CESEE.From 2007 on, the EU distinguishes between new member states, EUcandidates, potential candidates, and neighbourhood partners. By theearly 2010s, the EU organized its foreign policy towards the rest of thenon-EU CESEE states via Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policies, whichhave a lot in common except for the EU membership result. However,noteworthy is that candidates, potential candidates and partners in theneighbourhood also include states outside CESEE (Turkey, Armenia,Azerbaijan, Georgia). To be more precise in addressing the states of theregion, the EU most frequently uses a geographic term the “WesternBalkans”, which has been repeatedly named as the next in line of states tojoin the EU.  Under the conditions of competitiveness with China in the seconddecade of the 2000s, the EU continues to carry out enlargement policy inthe Western Balkans. According to the EU Global Strategy, the EU isinterested in the Western Balkans (and Turkey) as necessary partners totackle ‘the challenges of migration, energy security, terrorism, andorganized crime’.5 The ‘strategic challenge’ for the enlargement agenda isto promote ‘political reform, the rule of law, economic convergence andgood neighbourly relations in the Western Balkans’ (and Turkey).Therefore, in its policies towards the region, the EU is guided by theinterests of its own security and economic development. Not leastimportant is the ability to attract and transform the states bordering theEU, seen as a proof of its international soft power influence. The challengesidentified by the EU are to be fought by means of promoting “commonvalues”, strengthening the capabilities of states, good governance, andtighter cooperation with the EU. Such priorities are expected to bringpeace and prosperity to the region.The EU ‘domestic’ difficulties – like debt crises in a number of memberstates, Brexit, migration and terrorism have affected the EU Western
5 Shared Vision, Common Action: A Stronger Europe. A Global Strategy for the EuropeanUnion’s Foreign And Security Policy. June 2016, p. 24. 



Balkans and neighbourhood policies. The concept of resilience hasbecome central to both. The term is positioned as a unique EU foreignpolicy instrument meant to give the answers to practically any challenges.However, the word implies that the responsibility for fighting the threatsand challenges is transferred from the EU to the partner states. They aresupposed to become ‘resilient’ with the support of the EU, which ‘enjoysa unique influence’ in the Western Balkans and is seen as a developmentmodel in the neighbourhood. The 2018 EU Commission Strategy6 renewedthe membership perspective. However, it called on the states to pay moreattention, not only to the traditional reform process but to the irregularmigration issues. Therefore, the EU policy in the region is fully in line with its foreignpolicy practices. Common values, trade, and integration helped Europe toovercome post-war difficulties. Enlargement strategy with the ideas of“common values”, good governance and EU law adoption is based on theexperience of bringing Central European states into the EU. Theattractiveness served as an additional stimulus for reform when it wasneeded. It opened new markets to the producers of goods from the EUmember states. It demonstrated the superiority of the Western Europeanmarket economy model and symbolized the increase of EU influence. The EU applies foreign policy resources at its disposal and trusts themethods that have been checked. However, a number of trends affectexisting resources negatively. The economic resources – trade andinvestment – were hit by the financial and economic crisis. Brexit and thecoronavirus downturn may be responsible for the further shortage ofavailable trade and financial resources. The conditionality principle, whichproved its effectiveness in stimulating change, continues to serve the EUforeign policy. However, it only works when the EU is attractive to itspartners, and the countries believe that the EU-sealed domestic reformswill bring positive change. In this respect, migration, Brexit and thecoronavirus response work against the EU and affects both its financesand attractiveness.Moreover, since 2014, there is also an example of a failedimplementation of the EU-recommended reforms reducing the EU’s
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appeal. Ukraine did not succeed despite the huge financial support in thelast 6 years after the coup of 2014. So far, the pro-EU informationresources have covered these negative sides, but the EU’s turn to the“resilience” principle can be seen as a sign that it seeks some “safetymeasures” that would free them of responsibility in case the reforms fail. 
Chinese foreign policy initiativesChina revitalized its foreign policy with the election of a new leader,Xi Jinping, who took steps to ensure China’s global presence. That was aserious deviation from the foreign policy principles formulated by DengXiaoping and reiterated by his successors. The principles provided for“hiding the capacities and biding the time” as well as “maintaining a lowprofile and never claiming leadership”. However, such “staying in theshadow” of the world politics now contradicted the economic and politicalweight gained by China in 20 years, which became especially evidentduring the global 2008-2011 financial and economic crisis. Xi Jinping initiated China’s more targeted and visible internationalparticipation. Its foreign policy was aimed at reforming the globalgovernance system, setting up globalization that would be “more inclusiveand mutually beneficial”, and “closer multilateral and multilevelcooperation promoting common development”.7 Therefore, China’sinterests are primarily of political and economic character, i.e.,strengthening its role in the international arena and the world trade. To achieve these interests China started by being proactive onmultilateral forums. In 2012-2014, it was BRICS that presented some ofthe China-proposed foreign policy initiatives. In 2014 the forum gave wayto the establishment of a New Development Bank with an initialauthorized capital of US $100 and US $100 billion BRICS Pool ofConventional Currency Reserves (with the largest share offered by China,US $41 billion). From the very beginning, both financial structures wereaimed at supporting infrastructure and sustainable development projects.

7 Wang Yi, State Councilor and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Speech at the inaugurationceremony of the Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy Studies Centre / July 20, 2020.https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1799305.shtml 



Later, China kept the same focus on infrastructural networks when itturned to presenting initiatives on its own.The global outreach of China’s foreign policy was responsible for itsinterest in Central and Eastern Europe. Its initiatives in the region includethe “17+1” (initially, the “16+1”) and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).The BRI came into being in 2013 as an umbrella initiative for the twoprojects – the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime SilkRoad. The BRI has a global set of countries it addresses (in Asia, Eurasia,Europe, and Africa), and proceeds from a set of priorities which includepolicy coordination, infrastructure connectivity, unimpeded trade,financial integration, and connecting people.8 The huge geographic scopemade infrastructure projects key to the implementation of this initiative.Two of the proposed routes have Europe as their endpoints – the NewEurasian Landbridge Economic Corridor and the China – Central Asia –Western Asia Economic Corridor. The BRI-involved countries in CESEEare Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, and Poland.Thus, the list comprises three post-Soviet Eastern European states, threeBaltic post-Soviet EU member states, and just one Central Europeancountry, located on the BRI routes.Although “17+1” was established before the BRI, it supplements theBelt and Road. Interestingly, the Chinese offer makes no significantdistinctions between the EU members and the non-members, putting thestress on the common interest, which unites them – to renew the outdatedinfrastructure and to increase bilateral trade. Hence, among theparticipants initially were 11 EU members, 5 Balkan non-EU states. Greecewas the last one to join the “17+1” in March 2019. The implementation ofthe initiative, however, added another issue to China’s strategic dialoguewith the EU. Like the BRI, the “17+1” contains humanitarian cooperationaspects, which means increased intercultural links, student and academicexchanges, and the Chinese language courses.9 Since their inception, theactivities were supported by a US $10 billion credit line by Chinesefinancial institutions. 
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China’s foreign policy in its post-2012 version is aiming to apply thefinancial resources that China can now distribute abroad. The projects inCESEE are primarily economic, although, to some extent, they serve theinterest of China’s new global positioning. All projects are well supportedby the Chinese state and China-based international financial institutions– the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), The Export and ImportBank of China, the National Development Bank, the Industrial andCommercial Bank of China, the Construction Bank of China, etc. In CESEE,like elsewhere, it proceeds from the principles of “common good”generally meaning “common economic good” and economic prosperity ofthe people and “the progress of humanity”.10 Unlike the EU, it does notseek to spread its values or, in the Chinese case, “socialism with Chinesecharacteristics”,11 but is proud of its experience of effectively tackling theeconomic and financial crises and is ready to share the experience of long-lasting sustainable economic growth.12 Infrastructure as a priority for bothCESEE projects demonstrates that China’s interest is to have a smoothtransport corridor and an entrance to the EU internal market.
Russian foreign policy in CESEEIn Russia, the region to the west of its borders and up to Germany andAustria in the west is more often described as “Central and Eastern

10 Wang Yi, State Councilor and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Speech at the inaugurationceremony of the Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy Studies Centre / July 20, 2020.https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1799305.shtml11 Wang Yi, State Councilor and Minister of Foreign Affairs, Speech at the inaugurationceremony of the Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy Studies Centre / July 20, 2020.https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1799305.shtml, Wei Liu Combining Marxism and China’s practices for the development of a socialistpolitical economy with Chinese characteristics // China Political Economy Vol. 1 No.1, 2018 pp. 30-44.12 Wang Yi, State Councilor and Minister of Foreign Affairs of The People’s Republic ofChina, Speech At the French Institute of International Relations, Paris, 30 August2020. “Upholding the Trend of Peace and Development of Our World with Unity,Cooperation, Openness and Inclusiveness”. 31.08.2020.  https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjb_663304/zzjg_663340/xos_664404/xwlb_664406/t1810696.shtml 



Europe”, “Eastern Europe” (both terms used for Poland, Czech Republic,Slovakia, and Hungary), “Southeastern Europe” (“Balkan states”) and the“post-Soviet states” and the “Baltic states”.13 However, the term “CESEE”can still be found in some papers as a tribute to the Soviet designation ofa region. With regard to the changes that these countries have gonethrough after the end of the Cold war and the differences between them,geographic and regional names are also in circulation. In most cases,except for the Baltic, the post-Soviet states, which are not part of the EU,are not meant among CESEE states.In the 1990s, Russia was out of CESEE. With the dissolution of the SovietUnion, there was no understanding of what Russian foreign policy shouldlook like and what foreign policy interests should lay at its core. Furthermore,the country fell short of resources to conduct a proactive policy abroad. Inthe foreign policy documents, the states of CESEE were excluded from theforeign policy priorities, even though they were still close to the Russianborders. Russian foreign policy was aimed at building up relations with theUS and western European countries, which could secure Russia’sinternational recognition and its “inclusion” into the developed western“world”. Metaphorically, it looked like Russia was communicating with theEU and with western European states “over the heads” of the CESEE states. At a political level, there were a number of issues, hindering theestablishment of active and friendly relations with the states of the region.On the one hand, ideologically, Russia was no longer posing a developmentmodel. On the other, the pro-western governments, which came to powerafter the communist governments were overthrown in 1989, turned theirfull attention to the west. Also, with some countries (Poland, Hungary,Czech Republic, the Baltic states), there were some historical issues thatwere highly important for the political forces in power and made Russiaan unwanted partner. For the Balkan states, such ideological and historicissues in relations with Russia were not the case, but this group wasentangled in intra-regional ethnic and confessional conflicts. Under theseconditions, Russia could only offer its mediating services and not a full-fledged cooperation initiative.
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Russia’s comeback to the international arena with a proactive foreignpolicy took place only after it had managed to overcome the economicdownturn of the 1990s. In 2006 the first signs of this new policy becameevident. A new understanding of foreign policy interests came to a coupleof years earlier. Interestingly, it was the events in the Balkans that haveled to a profound transformation of Russian foreign policy. The 1999 NATOaggression against Yugoslavia was the moment of clarity when Russiacame to understand that its interests abroad do not coincide with theinterests of western states. NATO eastward expansion, which followed,strengthened Russia’s new perception of its role in the world. The current Foreign policy concept of Russia, which was adopted in2016, does not mention any of the CESEE states or this region as a whole.This is a change from the previous Russian Foreign policy concept of 2013.The 2013 document contained a passage on the Balkan region in South-East Europe, which had an important strategic location and was a keyinfrastructure and transit hub for Russian oil and gas supply to Europe.14In the 2016 Concept, Russian policy towards the CESEE states isincluded in a broader abstract dealing with Russia’s policy in fosteringeconomic integration in Eurasia and possible interlinkages andharmonization between Eurasian, European, and Asian integration.15 Also,some of the passages dealing with the transit of goods and resources,including energy resources, can be applied to the CESEE states like theones lying on the transit routes and being responsible for a secure supplyof goods.Despite the vague official description of policies towards CESEE andlack of multilateral regional initiatives, some of these is carried out byRussian state companies.  Thus, Gazprom, Rosatom and Russian Railwayare among the companies with infrastructure projects in the CESEE andensure the Russian presence there. The Turkish Stream so far has beenthe biggest project with most CESEE countries involved and interested ingas supply. Some of the projects include people-to-people contacts meantto support intercultural links.16
14 Foreign policy concept of Russia, 12.02.2013.15 Foreign policy concept of Russia, 30.11.2016.16 See: International projects of the Russian Railway.https://rzdint.ru/activity/project.php?page=RS 



Like in cases of foreign policies of the EU and China, Russian foreignpolicy proceeds from the interests it has in the region and from the foreignpolicy resources at its disposal. It checks whether it is possible tostrengthen Eurasian and European integration linkages and to improveregional transit capabilities. Also, it is working on the bilateral level tosupport cultural and humanitarian cooperation, keep links between Slavicpeoples, preserve religious and historic ties, and more specifically, thecommon perception of the Second World War history. Like China, Russiapromotes the idea of cooperation and development for the commoneconomic good. Lack of multilateral foreign policy initiatives with sets ofcooperation offers can be explained by the low importance of CESEE as aregion for the build-up of the Russian international role. In the absence offinancial resources and trade volumes compared to that of the EU or China,Russia offers multilaterally specific infrastructure projects, which are,nevertheless, important due to the importance of energy resources andinfrastructure in general. 
***Since the beginning of the 2010s, there have been a number ofinitiatives in CESEE by several global actors. The EU, China and Russiabecame aware of each other’s presence and, in the overall context of thestructure of international relations, started to regard each other ascompetitors. Meanwhile, a closer look at the policies of the three actorsdemonstrates that some differences can prevent the situation fromturning into the race and a “zero-sum game”. First, The EU is the only actor vitally interested in preserving itsinfluence in the region. It is also the actor that has already disbursed mostof the financial and consultative resources. Second, only China and the EU have comparable trade and financialresources to compete with each other. Third, the interests of the three actors in the region vary. For the EU,essential are the interests of security (including “soft security” issues likeirregular migration, organized crime), the access to the markets of itsadjacent states, the demonstration of its ability to facilitate political andeconomic reform in other countries, and to spread “European values”. In
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the EU case, infrastructure projects are serving the aim of better trade anda more attractive EU image. For China, it is important to create infrastructural conditions forgrowing trade volumes and to ensure access to the EU internal market.The CESEE states are only a small part of the global BRI initiative andcannot ensure the success of the whole project. Security issues are notamong the top priorities. For Russia, policy towards CESEE is important to create favourableconditions for its energy and goods transportation to the EU markets. Also,this is the only region in the world with Slavic and, partly, the ChristianOrthodox population with which it still seeks to keep traditional ties.Unlike the EU and China, Russia lacks full-fledged multilateral initiativesfor CESEE. Its foreign policy focus is on the post-Soviet states, which, inthe Russian view, belong to the post-Soviet region, although they aregeographically in Eastern Europe.Finally, available foreign policy instruments demonstrate thatcompetition is possible only between the EU and China. Russia can getinvolved in the competition not because of its policy in the region, butbecause of the ongoing shift in international relations and its positions onother key issues of international relations. 
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AMERICAN GEOPOLITICS 
IN CONTEMPORARY EURASIA: 

WHAT MUST BE DONE AND CAN GLOBAL
LEADERSHIP BE PRESERVED?

Dušan Proroković1

Abstract: The research question that is being answered is: Can the United States
retain its position as a global leader? Or: What does the United States need todo to get back to its position before 2008? The theoretical framework in whichthe answer is sought is classical geopolitics. More specifically, the dualisticconcept of the constant clash of the Tellurocratic and Thalassocratic forces, theContinental and the Maritime powers. Therefore, the scenarios that predictwhat the United States has to do are directly derived from geopolitical logic.The specific methods used in this research are analysis, synthesis, abstraction,induction, and deduction. The research aims to examine the potential activitiesthe United States can take to maintain global leadership. In this context, theresearch objective is related to scientific description and prediction.
Keywords: American geopolitics, Thalassocracy, global leadership, China,Russia, Japan, Europe, Islam.

Introduction

Make America Great Again! It was a slogan in 2016 Donald Trump’spresidential campaign. And after that, Trump continued to use it. Actually,
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this slogan is just a derivative of Ronald Reagan’s 1980 election campaign:
Let’s make America great again. Even then, in the early eighties, the UnitedStates was facing big challenges. Reagan succeeded. (Hayward, 2009, pp.403–558) America has become great again. The greatest! Victory in theCold War left the Unites States (the US) as the only superpower in worldpolitics. The new world order was unipolar. Can Trump make Americagreat again? Can America return to the positions it held before 2008? In2011, “the Pentagon’s new strategic guidance“ was named: Sustaining U.S.Global Leadership: Priorities for the 21st Century Defense. (Hammes,2012, p. 1)This paper presents one scenario: what America needs to do “to becomegreat again”. Namely, what to do to return to previous positions. Thetheoretical framework is classical geopolitics. More specifically, the dualisticconcept of the constant clash of the Tellurocratic and Thalassocratic forces,the Continental and the Maritime powers. (Proroković, 2018a, pp. 31–44)Of course, the United States is the largest thalassocratic force, maritimepower seen in world history so far. The fact that Trump returned to Reagan’sslogan shows us that the US position is in jeopardy. Or more precisely, thatUS global leadership is being jeopardized.

Geopolitical problems and security threats 
for the United StatesThe question is: Can America keep global leadership? American globaldomination is over, and leadership is seriously endangered. (Zakaria, 2008,pp. 49–128; Ferguson, Zakaria, 2017) Numerous factors show that we arewitnessing the creation of the multi-polar world. In this new multi-polarstructure, the United States could be the most powerful military and one ofthe most powerful economic poles in the world.  (Proroković, 2018b) Butcurrent trends in international politics suggest that this may not be enoughfor the United States to sustain a possible “new global leadership”.New (macro) regional geopolitical players appear in different parts ofthe world, who, in order to realize their interests, are ready to push out theAmerican interests. Of course, the US is more or less present in all parts ofthe world and capable to defend its interests “to some extent”. Compared tothe current situation and especially to the US position in international
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relations during Bill Clinton’s second term and the first term of George W.Bush, it would mean significant erosion.There are three major “internal problems” that the United States isfacing in international politics. The first one is an unstoppable process ofthe decline of American economic power on a global scale. (Lachmann,2011, pp. 44–49) While in the period immediately after World War II, theUS economy accounted for almost half of the global economy, today’s thiscomes down to a quarter. The current economic crisis only furtherundermines the US position. The second problem is the fact that the imageof the United States in the world has changed in the last two decades. Theseductiveness of “the American values” is gone. According to ZbigniewBrzezinski, globalization has also made the global awakening that isdistinctly anti-American. (Brzezinski, 2012) After the scandal with
Wikileaks and information discovered by Edward Snowden, American talksabout the struggle for democracy, reforms, and human rights have lostcredibility. This makes it harder for the US to rely on “soft power”. The thirdproblem is the decline of military domination. American rivals areincreasing their military expenses, and they are constantly developing newweapons. However, it is important to underline that the weakening of theUS in this area is the least evident since the United States continues tospend on defense as all other countries in the world together. Despite all,the military force remains an instrument on which the US can rely on inrealizing its foreign political goals. In order to keep global domination, the United States needs to work onachieving economic consolidation, keeping technological supremacy, andmodernization of the existing (development of new) kind of weapons. Thisrequires a change in current trends. And this change is impossible withoutstopping rivals in different parts of the world. Increasing aggressiveness inforeign politics and daring performances of new (macro) regional powerspresent an “external problem” for the US. Therefore, the battle that the USwill lead in the next decades will primarily be geopolitical!!What are the most important “foreign problems” for the United States:1) China’s continuous economic growth (economic empowerment hascaused and increased allocations for military purposes) and its geo-economic positioning in East Africa, Southeast Asia, the eastern part ofCentral Asia, and partly in the Middle East and Western Eurasia (EasternEurope); 2) institutional and economic consolidation and military
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strengthening of Russia (including the modernization of all types ofweapons and equipment); 3) desire of long-standing partners, the leadingWest European countries and Japan, to play a more independent role andon certain issues even to go against the American interests; 4) struggle forleadership in the (so-called) Muslim world; 5) reduction of regional powerstechnological delay in comparison to the US; 6) strengthening of anti-Americanism in different parts of the world, especially between Muslims.
How to keep global leadership: 

Priorities in American geopoliticsTherefore, the following priorities are imposed on the United States:containment of China; exhaustion of Russia; controlling of the EU andJapan; directing Islam. Successful resolution of these “external problems”would be a “half-way” to solving the “internal problems”. These prioritiesare interconnected in a great deal. Exhaustion of Russia could open roomfor directing China towards the Russian Far East territories and for theredirection of the West European NATO members towards the Russiansphere of interests in the east part of Eurasia. The weakening of the Russianposition is, on the one hand, suitable for the US, but on the other hand, itwould also strengthen the position of China and the EU, which is not in theAmerican interest. China’s rapid decline would arouse geopoliticalexpansionism in Japan, and due to that Japan would eventually become aUS rival in the Pacific. The direction of Islam could produce a great inter-civilizational conflict that could contribute to the containment of China,exhaustion of Russia and control of the EU, but it could also turn out into alarge intra-civilizational conflict that will, even more, complicate thesituation in the Middle East. This is why it is hard to define what should bethe order of the realization of these priorities. Maybe some of them couldbe realized simultaneously, but they should certainly be well-coordinatedfor a long period. How could the aforementioned priorities be realized?
Containment of China The containment of China would mean bringing down its current (threedecades old) economic growth and successful control of future economictrends. US military resources in the Pacific seem to be insufficient for the
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containment of China’s geo-economic influence, and reliance on the coastal-insular “geostrategic arc” South Korea–Japan–Taiwan–Philippines couldhave only a limited effect. (Hammes, 2012, pp. 3-7) These resources canhelp to stop China’s exit to the World Sea, but this does not mean thedesired containment. The containment of China will only be successful ifthe following three measures are realized: 1) creation of an effectivecontinental geostrategic arc at the southwestern border of China. In thiscontext, it would be significant for the US to encourage the India-Chinarivalry, but also to work on bringing Myanmar and Vietnam to its sphereof interests; 2) prevention of China’s strategic linkage with Russia; 3)disabling further strengthening of China-Pakistan relations. Immediatesteps to achieve these three measures would probably be the following: 1)obstruction of the BRICS work in order not to allow the improvement ofSino-Indian relations and the Sino-Russian strategic connection throughthis multilateral configuration; 2) constant disruption of Sino-Russiancooperation always and on every place, creating a public opinion that theSino-Russian conflict is inevitable in the future (China needs resources andthe Russian Far East territories are sparsely populated!?); 3) working onattaining a more significant influence on Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan is one oftwo Russia’s strategic partners in the post-Soviet space (next to Belarus).This fact alone is a reason enough for the US to have the interest toinfluence political processes in this country. But Kazakhstan could also beused as a tool for long-term disturbance of Sino-Russian relations. In thisregard, the United States could encourage China to seek its link withcontinental Europe through the old “Silk Road” which leads throughKazakhstan (one route of the Belt and Road Initiative); 4) ensuringadequate investments that could significantly improve the economic andsocial situation in Myanmar and Vietnam (thanks to low production costs,they are currently more attractive than China, so there is also an economicjustification for this step!), then signing an agreement on militarycooperation with these two countries; 5) putting a constant pressure onASEAN to ensure anti-Chinese posture; 6) establishing a notable presencein Malaysia and Indonesia to ensure limited and directed strengthening ofthe radical Islamist groups in these countries. South Asian radical Islamcan be directed against the Chinese interests in this region, and to this endopening of the “Uyghur issue” can be used, as well as maintenance of latentconflict in Xinjiang (Xinjiang’s Palestinization). With this approach, all
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Muslim nations in this part of the world (or the majority of Muslimcountries in the world) could turn to the extreme anti-China position; 7)the gradual opening of a conflict between South Asian Muslims and Chinaand the Palestinization of Xinjiang would create a favorable environmentfor long-term disturbance of Sino-Pakistani relations. Thus, China wouldbe completely directed towards Kazakhstan as the only western neighboron which one can significantly rely, adversely affecting its relations withRussia; 8) continuation of more significant military cooperation with Indiaand helping India to expand its influence as far as possible to the east (tothe border with China). At the same time, Chine would be trying to calmIndian-Pakistani hostilities and create an acceptable framework forcooperation between the two countries.
Exhaustion of RussiaIn the last decade and a half under Vladimir Putin, Russia has undergonean extraordinary journey from the country on the verge of collapse to thepivot of Eurasian integration. The Eurasian Union, which has the ambitionto grow from an economic into a political integration and expandterritorially, is cause for concerns in the United States. The Eurasian Unionhas the capacity to become one of the most significant regional integrationsin the world. (Golam, Monowar, 2018, pp. 163–172) However, it is visiblethat the Russian economy is facing a number of structural problems andthat it is over-reliant on revenues from the sale of energy. (Eder et al., 2017,pp. 2–4) By creating a Eurasian Union, Russia is trying to change this andaccelerate its own economic development, to modernize its technology, andto develop innovative capacity. At the same time, because of Russia’s nuclearand other military capabilities (which are rapidly developing), the US mustbe cautious in its approach towards Russia. Notably, the US is trying to usethe media campaign as well as some Russian NGOs and politicalorganizations to destabilize the internal political structure (power pyramid)in Russia. The effects of these efforts are small due to the decreasinginfluence of instruments of soft power in the political process. The internaldestabilization of Russia is possible only through the dramatic disruptionof existing social relations, and this can be done only through thedeterioration of the economic situation. This can be achieved in two ways:1) by direct impact on Russian budget revenue (revenue from the sale ofenergy) that can be realized if the US gets under its direct control sources
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of natural gas in Central Asia (notably this applies to sources in Iran, thesecond-biggest reserves of natural gas in the world). This would help reducethe dependence of some consumers from Russian gas. This can also be doneby preventing the construction of new pipelines from Russia to end-users,primarily towards the EU; 2) directing Russia towards a different allocationof budgetary resources.  This can be accomplished by opening a number ofsecurity issues that would lead Russia into a new “armament race” forcingit to assign a greater amount of resources to the military budget. In additionto these measures, the Muslim factor (about 8.5-10% of the total populationof Russia, concentrated on the sensitive geostrategic points) and directedcampaigns to strengthen nationalism can be used for the internaldestabilization of Russia. On the one hand, the strengthening of Russian nationalism wouldproduce a growing intolerance toward non-Russian nations, thereby causingconflicts (about 17.5% of the Russian population is non-Slavic). On the otherhand, the strengthening of nationalism among non-Russian nations wouldcreate a tendency towards independence and secession (althoughseparatism, except in isolated cases, is not noticeable, it should be noted thatthere are 22 republics in the constitutional system of the Russian Federation,including the Republic of Crimea).This would mean the depletion of Russia. As a result, the country wouldhave growing economic problems, which would cause social tensions andquickly produce ethnic and religious intolerance. Thus, Russia would bethrown from the tracks, and possibly even its existing borders would bequestioned. How can this aim be accomplished? The goal could spread outa “geopolitical anaconda” around Russia’s body, just as Alfred Mahansuggested a long time ago. (Mahan, 1890) Only now, in order to achieve theeffective depletion, the “content” of this geopolitical surrounding would haveto be different in different parts of the world.Looking from the US position, what needs to be done in order to achievethis plan is the following: 1) all Eastern European countries should joinNATO. Once Eastern Europe is completely under the “NATO umbrella”, itwill provide full control of the Russian western border and open up spacefor endangering its southern border. The problems with NATO expansionhave emerged in the post-Yugoslav space (the key American problem in thisregion is Serbia!) and in the case of Ukraine. Belarus is a similar case, butdue to close ties that this country has with Russia (The Union State), NATO
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cannot expect some greater success here (the maximum, in this case, couldbe the continual undermining of the Russia-Belarus Union throughdestabilization of Belarus). Regarding the area of the former Yugoslavia, theUS has the dominant influence in this region, but it is also facing someproblems that could escalate in the future and introduce the Balkans into anew crisis. One of the problems for the US presents the fact that until nowthe membership in the wealthy EU was used as a means of attracting theEastern European countries to NATO. Now the EU is in the crisis with noend in sight. Lack of trust in the EU is noticeable in all East Europeancountries. Special attention will be paid to the “Christian-Orthodox”countries in this part of the world, given that they are more or less leaningtowards Russia. (Adamsky, 2019) Orthodox countries within the frameworkof NATO and the EU will have to be directed to have extreme forms of anti-Russian activities. In this context, one should observe the installation of theAmerican (anti) missile installations in Bulgaria and Romania; 2) preventthe construction of new pipelines to transport Russian energy through theEast European countries to Western Europe. This would reduce thedependence of the European countries on Russian energy, cut the flow offunds into the Russian budget, disable the strengthening of the Russianinfluence in the transit countries and lessen the risk of creation of theBerlin-Moscow strategic axis; 3) prevent the “return of Russia” to the SouthCaucasus. The path to the internal destabilization of Russia leads throughthe Caucasus, and that is why the US needs to keep Georgia and Azerbaijanin its orbit and to try to get Armenia in this group as well. Armenia is theonly Caucasian member of the CSTO military alliance, and this threatensthe US interests. In order to push out the Russian influence from theCaucasus, the US can use the resources of Turkey. As in the case of theEastern European countries, the United States could accelerate theadmission of Georgia and Azerbaijan in NATO; 4) one of the most effectiveways to exhaust Russia is the destabilization of Iran (either by “producing”new revolution or by the military intervention of the US and/or Israel,which would destroy Iranian nuclear installations). The ultimate Americantarget in Iran is taking control over sources of gas and control over thestrategically important Strait of Hormuz, but any destabilization of thiscountry weakens Russia’s position. Destabilizing Iran would weaken theposition of Shias in the region of the Middle East, where Russia was alwaysable to find solid allies. Also, the weakening of Iran would lead to the
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strengthening of Saudi presence in the Central Asian region, whichcoincides with the US interests. This creates conditions for a moreaggressive approach towards the steppe Muslims who so far havedemonstrated a high degree of loyalty to Russia (unlike some CaucasianMuslims who in certain historical periods were easily motivated to go intothe war against Russia); 5) organize a special program for Kazakhstan,which can be used either as a tool for the outbreak of the Russo-Chinesedisagreements or as a “malignant tumor” in the Russian geopoliticalstomach. The geographical position of Kazakhstan is such that its transferto the US track would lead to the collapse of the idea of the Eurasian Unionas any kind of integration. (Starr et al., 2014, pp. 16 - 31) To achieve this,the US needs to influence the political and military structures inKazakhstan; 6) after withdrawal from Afghanistan, to direct Tajiks againstPashtuns. Production of chaos in Afghanistan could lead to the “export ofviolence” to the north, threatening the Russian interests in Tajikistan; 7)bind Uzbekistan to the US as much as possible, through agreements onmilitary and economic cooperation. Due to a number of open issues inbilateral Kazakh-Uzbek relations, the US reliance on Uzbekistan wouldthreaten the possibility of transferring Kazakhstan to the new tracks.However, due to the participation of Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan in theEurasian integrations and their membership in the CSTO military alliance,this is the only possible measure at this time; 8) strengthen the Americanpresence in Mongolia; 9) organize a long and wide anti-Chinese campaignin Russia itself. The Russian public and its political representatives have tobe convinced that the main enemy is populous China.
Controlling of the EU and JapanAfter the victory in the Cold War, the efforts of former US allies tobecome independent geopolitical players are all the more noticeable. TheUS alliance with the EU countries in the West, which was also manifestedthrough economic cooperation, but primarily through NATO and with Japanin the East, was asymmetrical, with a clear definition of who stands where.The United States was superior, and allies followed its foreign policypriorities. The reason for this was the existence of one common enemy.(Tanaka, 2011, pp. 50 – 56) The collapse of the bipolar world meant thedisappearance of the common enemy, and at the same time, the beginningof the growing differences between the US and the European countries and
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Japan. Regarding the European countries, the particular problem for theUnited States presents frequent disagreements with Germany, although inFrance one can also often hear that it is necessary to reduce dependence onthe US. In the case of Germany, the threat to the US interests is seen in thepossibility of the creation of a strategic partnership between Germany andRussia. These two countries are already connected with the strategicpipeline “Nord Stream” and are continuously showing a willingness todeepen bilateral cooperation. While there is NATO, the United States will bein principle able to control the European countries. However, the EU ismaking significant efforts to form its own military forces, and on the otherhand, the European members are showing clear disagreement with certainUS moves. (Cooper, 2003) Because of that, the United States could not useNATO military structure for certain interventions. As for Japan, the practiceshows that it is unacceptable for the global economic superpower to staylong with modest military capacities. In the bottom line, it would be usefulfor the US to use everything, including the military capabilities of Japanagainst the growing influence of China.A new approach of the United States in the Pacific is unlikely to meanthe permanent maintenance of the military weak Japan, but rather allowingthe military strengthening of Japan with the obligation of harmonizationof geopolitical priorities of two countries. In this context, the measures thatthe US will take to control more effectively the EU and Japan can be: 1) notallowing the EU to become an independent geopolitical player. Therefore,it is necessary to obstruct all attempts of the EU towards federalization andthe creation of common institutions with greater executive and judicialpowers; 2) tighter binding of East European and South European membersto the United States to maintain a critical mass within the EU that willprotect the American interests; 3) encourage the rapid expansion of the EUto all Eastern European countries (including Ukraine and Belarus),regardless of the increasing Euro-skepticism and fatigue from the previousexpansion. American interest is to keep the EU constantly “politically tired”.On the one hand, this would set the “homework” for the EU structures, andit would be at least a decade before they would end this process. At thistime any thinking about federalization would have to be postponed. On theother hand, this would open a space for the expansion of NATO to the wholeof Europe (except Belarus, but an offer for the EU membership would begiven to this country to achieve its internal destabilization and disruption
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of its relations with Russia); 4) latent expansion of anti-Germanatmosphere in all European countries where this is possible; 5)continuation of strong overall cooperation with Poland and its connectionwith the three Baltic States (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia) to prevent thecreation of a German-Russian geopolitical corridor; 6) coordination ofpositions with France in all matters of vital interest to this country (theMaghreb, the Eastern Mediterranean, etc.), and in return, insisting on itsparticipation in the control of Germany; 7) opening the question of theSouth Kuril Islands and working on gradual “stirring up” of the Japanese-Russian crisis; 8) giving a more important role to Japan in controlling thecrisis with North Korea. This measure can be implemented in thecoordinated action with South Korea, given that the official Seoul wouldnot look favorably on this arrangement. However, for the US, it is moreimportant that such a measure would further damage Sino-Japaneserelations and prevent (already highly unlikely) an alliance between the twopowers; 9) promotion of Japan as an important political factor in the Pacific.In this regard, the United States will have to insist that Japan and Indiabecome permanent members of the UN Security Council (which wouldmean a partial change of the previous stand on this question). With thisact, the ball would be thrown into the Chinese (and partly Russian) yard,because due to the projected deterioration of Japan-China relations, Chinawould probably be against this proposal.
Directing IslamA phenomenon called “the struggle for leadership in the Muslim world”should demonstrate all the problems and differences within the Islamicbloc. Samuel Huntington marked the Muslim world as Islamic civilization.(Huntington, 1997) There are compelling reasons why Huntington did that,but at the same time, it can be said that a single Islamic civilization doesnot exist (the question is whether it will ever be formed). The differencesbetween the leading Muslim countries are vast, almost insurmountable.These differences are manifested in relation to the dogmatic questions andregarding compliance with the Sharia norms, as well as in relation to theinfluence of Islam in daily life and the geopolitical setting and the choice ofkey allies. Because of this, the relationship of the United States with thesecountries varies. While the Gulf states are strategic allies (especially SaudiArabia), Iran presents one of the biggest foreign policy challenges, and
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Turkey is on “its way”. The other thing is that pan-Islamic radical groupsare getting increasingly influential within the Muslim world (theirinterpretation of Islam has little to do with the original principles of thereligion). Although these groups present a threat to the security of theUnited States at this moment, due to their extremely anti-American andanti-Western stance, they could in the future serve as a useful tool toenhance the US influence in many regions. For the United States, it isimportant to keep control over the situation in the Middle East and thattheir allies in the region remain stable. But, at the same time, their interestis to destabilize the biggest rivals in Eurasia, and for that radical Islam canbe used. Therefore, on the one hand, it is necessary to strengthen theposition of Turkey (as a NATO member) and Saudi Arabia (but in a way inwhich their strengthening would not jeopardize the interests of Israel) andto fully link Pakistan to the United States. On the other hand, the goal is toattempt the radicalization of Muslim nations in Central and Southeast Asia.Thus, the American strategic allies would be positioned as leadingcountries in the Muslim world. However, at the same time, “civilizationconflicts” would be opened alongside the entire southern rim of Russiaborder and partially at the southwestern and northwestern border ofChina. The specific steps that can be taken to achieve these goals are: 1)constant coordination of activities between Turkey and Saudi Arabia, firstto limit the influence of Iran, and then to provoke its internal destabilizationthrough armed rebellion. The conflict in Syria should also be seen in thiscontext; 2) not allowing any internal destabilization of Turkey and SaudiArabia. This would mean allowing Turkey to use all available means to solvethe Kurdish issue and letting the ruling Saudi family use all means toprevent tribal rebellions in this country; 3) allowing Turkey and the Gulfstates to expand their spheres of influence in the areas they are interestedin (but so that it does not threaten the US strategic interests): the Caucasus-Caspian region, the Balkan peninsula, Crimea, northeastern Africa(including a possible strengthening of the Saudi economic presence inEgypt) and the Maghreb; 4) political and economic isolation, or if possible,destabilization of all potential Russian and Chinese partners in the Muslimworld (of particular importance is the continuation of isolation of Palestine,maintaining the current situation in Iraq and further destabilization ofSyria; other candidates for this list are already mentioned in the previoussections of the work); 5) channeling the discontent of Islamic nations
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towards the nearest, neighboring civilizations, thereby  spreading theimpact of radical Islamic groups in the region of Central and South Asia; 6)concentrating on Malaysia and Indonesia as potential allies in containingChina; 7) achieving the highest possible degree of influence among therepresentatives of the Pakistani military, political and economic elite; 8) inthis regard and to strengthen the oversight of all operations, it is importantto realize the significant military presence in the Indian Ocean (naval forcesand maintaining Diego Garcia base) and to keep control over the EastAfrican coast (Kenya and Somalia in the internationally recognizedborders); 9) supporting the fight against terrorism of radical Islamic groupsin the European countries and India.
Conclusion: 

Global leadership as a historical categoryThe described measures and actions that must be taken to preserveglobal leadership are imposed by simple geopolitical logic. Does Americahave the strength to make such an approach? A comparison with the Reaganera is somewhat unfounded. At the time, however, the US was in a muchbetter position. Yes, there was the USSR as a challenger, but the US was the“engine of the global economy”, the “bastion of democracy” and the“protector of human rights”. Being with America, supporting America,copying America, was not only useful but also to some extent prestigious.This showed solidarity with the oppressed, courage in the fight againstautocracy. What has left of it today? The room for maneuver for expandingUS soft power is so narrow that Donald Trump’s position on the world stageis more comparable to that of the Soviet Union in the early 1980s than toRonald Reagan’s. Also, the US is clashing with several challengers at thesame time (and these different challengers are different in character andintensity), a phenomenon that they did not encounter after World War II.There are also the classic challengers - Russia (in the contemporarygeopolitical context in American eyes Russia is the successor of the powerfulSoviet Union) and China, but also yesterday’s allies – the Western Europeanstates and Japan - with whom relations must be redefined (neitherEuropean powers nor Japan cannot agree to a “junior partner” position inrelation to the US). In the Cold War bipolar framework, this was simply not
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the case. As a result, the US is forced to rely more on regional allies, whichwill increase the cost of its geopolitical projects (allies need political supportand economic support). Viewed from the “current angle”, it is also evidentthat the United States has a problem with keeping Turkey in the “American”sphere of interest. The signing of energy agreements and agreements on thetransfer of military equipment between Russia and Turkey indicates thatAnkara is pursuing an independent foreign policy without coordination withNATO. This makes impossible the whole plan to “Directing Islam”. Under thisplan (described in Chapter 4 of the article), Turkey is a key partner for itsimplementation.Basically, the situation that official Washington is facing is quite new. Itis incomparable to the Reagan era. The slogan Make America great againmay serve to win elections, but at the same time, viewed from theperspective of geopolitics, it is a difficult task in world politics. The US isleading the complex geopolitical fights, which will in the long-run denoteits position in international relations, but more importantly, it will denotethe structure of the world political system.To carry out the activities noted and described in order to determine theposition of a global leader means to conduct a patient, organized, andcoordinated policy. And have hope that the challengers will not recognizethese activities as a threat to their own safety. The chances of such a thingare minimal. Therefore, the final statement is that one cannot expect (or in amilder variant that it is difficult to expect in the near future) the return ofAmerica to the positions it held before 2008. US global leadership is not onlythreatened, but it is also most likely a historical category.
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